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This dissertation explores the role of masculinity as a component of social

formation. Although research on masculinity has increased considerably since the early

1990s, the topic remains ill-defined and poorly explored. Scholars from a variety of

disciplines have only been able to offer a limited amount of theoretical and practical

insight on the subject primarily because masculinity has too often been conceptualized as

a homogenous foundation that undergirds all social formation.

Contrary to these perspectives, I suggest that masculine identities do not emerge

from any single category, but rather, are constituted and reflected through a complex

coherence of cultural and historical markers coming together to produce particular

meanings. More specifically, I feature style as the most theoretically and politically

useful grounding category capable of explaining these complex configurations. Style
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uses all the aesthetic dimensions of public presentation including dress, trappings,

grooming, posture, body shape, stance, and voice and vocabulary to offer a clearer and

more accurate answer to how identities come together in a struggled over, contested, and

dynamic way and a more clear and accurate explanation for why reductive and overly

homogeneous characterizations of identity are inaccurate and untenable. Utilizing style

as a rhetoric, theory, and method, I analyze two case studies – the evangelical men’s

movement Promise Keepers and the Presidential Style – to demonstrate how identity

functions as a form of social style with important theoretical and political implications.

Thus, this dissertation maps intersecting territories of masculinity, but also femininity,

class, sexual orientation, and ethnic and racial identities in a way that illuminates how

identity reinforces and coheres around particular stylistic markers.
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Gender, Identity, and Power

Chapter 1

I was a teenager during the 1990s, a time in which the modern men’s movement

was flourishing as an ideological force. As I was trying to make sense of my own

masculine identity, many American men were doing the same. What was a man? What

did a man look like? Buy? Do? How did a man treat women? Children? Other men?

What was a man’s spiritual, political, economic, and social purpose? What

responsibilities, rights, obligations, and privileges came with being a man?

In my house, my father modeled masculinity by cleaning the toilets. He took on

the majority of our family’s domestic duties while my mother worked – a vastly different

performance of masculinity than I was seeing in the Vin Diesels, James Bonds, and

Arnold Schwarzeneggers that came through on my television. As I grew, contradictions

like this seemed to be the norm. I sat through hours of Promise Keeper rallies in Seattle’s

Kingdome that portrayed a responsible, patriarchal, and Christian version of masculinity

while sneaking away for bathroom breaks to take in a version of masculinity from Maxim

magazine that portrayed manhood through freedom, sexual conquest, and consumption. I

watched Al Bundy and Homer Simpson sort through the alienation, confusion, and

unease that was to epitomize the modern man’s place in the world, but was also

influenced by Hugh Hefner-types who would be nothing without it. I had high school

friends who bought large novelty rubber testicles to hang from their trucks so that all who

approached the truck from behind knew it had “balls,” but I also had friends who worked
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night-shifts at local restaurants after school and football practice so they could support

their mother and sister. I had football coaches in high school who connected masculinity

to Skoal chewing tobacco, sexual conquest, and violence – who would encourage me and

my teammates to reach into our pants and “check our manhood” when we weren’t

playing well and compliment us on “below the waist” performances when we were. I

also had football coaches in college connect masculinity beyond our on-the-field and in-

the-weight room performance to how we treated our girlfriends on Friday night, our flight

attendants on weekend road trips, and our professors on Monday morning.

These experiences taught me several valuable lessons. First, the terrain upon

which manhood was built was not stable or homogenous, but fundamentally rooted in

conflict and contradiction. As I sorted through these competing representations of

masculinity, my journey seemed to be indicative of a larger pattern in society. No one

really knew what masculinity was. This was a concept that could be not be essentialized;

it was too fragile for that. Masculinity derives so much of its status from being endlessly

inadequate and incomplete that being a man – whatever that meant – was always up for

grabs, always in competition, and always in danger. All I really learned was that at the

heart of masculinity was a transcendent insecurity, endless alienation, and cavernous lack

best described as a discourse of inadequacy (Chesebro & Fuse 203; Malossi 40).

However, to argue that masculinity is best described as a discourse of inadequacy

is not to argue that masculinity is meaningless. My masculine journey showed me how

important the relationship between gender and identity is. My parents, pastors, and
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football coaches tugged me in the direction of their type of masculinity by dispensing and

withholding power based on how well I fulfilled a specific set of gendered identity

expectations. I learned who I was and who I was supposed to as a human by first

learning who I was and who I was supposed to be as a man. The persuasive appeal of

each type of masculinity came from the social, political, and material rewards that were

supposed to come with accepting and emulating one version of masculinity instead of

another. In this process, I began to understand how complex masculinity really was.

My masculine narrative helps to introduce the rationale for this project. At stake,

in a broad sense, is power. From the playground to the boardroom, gender has a

powerful impact on social arrangements. Looking into why one gendered performance is

successful and empowering and another is not speaks to the complexity of my inquiry.

Justification for this project also comes from the lack of theoretical or methodological

development that can usefully explain the relationship between gender and identity. In

the pages that follow, I aim to remedy this lack by fleshing out the connection between

gender, identity, and power while also developing a theoretical framework by locating its

origins in discourse.

BEYOND ANATOMY: THEORETICAL AND POLITICAL
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF GENDER

Following in the lineage of critical theorists and feminist scholars, my project

starts with a political intervention that seeks to seize upon the characteristics that

determine who is at the top and who is at the bottom of hierarchies of power, questioning
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their relevance, and drawing out their political and normative impact from an embedded

spot in social text and practice. The literature is clear on this point: gender is

conceptualized as the most powerful component of social formation. In the forthcoming

section, I trace this claim from its origins in feminist studies in the 1970s to the

development of masculine studies programs in the 1990s and the resulting masculine

hierarchy.

Feminist scholarship began with the assumption that gender is made up of a

complex set of personal and psychological identities that collide with political and

material interests. Gender is never fixed or final, objective or detached, but instead, is

part of a complex system of symbols used to create, transfer, and advocate who one is

and can be as a human being. The contingency of gender motivated early feminist

scholars to look for a way to emancipate women from the unjust material conditions

many women find themselves in (McCann and Kim 1). My project shares a similar

political aim. If Alison Jaggar defines a feminist as someone who seeks to end women’s

oppression on all grounds (5, 124) then my project is motivated by a similar concern:

ending the oppression of all subjugated by idealized and dominant identity archetypes.

This includes women who are kept down by hegemonic masculinity, as well as gay men,

men of color, lower-class men, and all oppressed by unrealistic and unattainable

representations of gendered identity.

Gender formation inevitably conjures up notions of power, legitimacy, privilege

(Halberstam 2). Alison Jaggar argues that an individual’s sex is the single most
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influential factor in determining one’s social position, life experiences, physical and

psychological constitution, interests, and values (Jaggar 250; Young 105). Much of the

literature on gender and identity posits that the Western world’s basic beliefs, values,

attitudes, and assumptions about itself and its inhabitants have been shaped through a

gendered conceptual framework that results in value-hierarchical thinking where higher

value, status, and prestige are placed on what is up rather than down (Tong 246). We

construct these hierarchies by taking the indisputable differences between men and

women, such as physical structure and appearance, and using them as individual

differences to evaluate one’s essential humanity (Jaggar 37).

The political impact of gender has then been used to explain the specific material

differences between men and women. Many women have been disempowered through

limiting definitions of what it means to be a woman. When what is means to be a

“woman” is narrowly defined, female humanness is taken away by removing the

opportunity to live a viable life. Many women in our day have felt so excluded from

careers, for example, which they saw as deeply fulfilling by external barriers which had

nothing to do with their competence (Taylor 46). This is evidenced practically in the

material inequalities between men and women. Full-time female workers in the United

States earn on average 76 cents for every dollar paid to full-time male workers in 2004

(Bowler). Women suffer more than men from issues like poverty and illiteracy,

employment discrimination, from a gendered division of labor, and violence, sexual and

otherwise (Butler Undoing Gender 9). Alison Jaggar extends this argument even further
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to claim that many social problems, including class and racism, war, violence, and the

destruction of the environment can be directly and indirectly traced back to constraining

gender norms (102).

The literature also posits that gender norms mediate the social and material

conditions of men. Although men still have greater power, cultural prestige, political

authority, and wealth than women, many are beginning to recognize that the ideology that

got them there can be a burden (Halberstam 273). Susan Faludi points out that many men

have worked hard to achieve the socially sanctioned and idealized version of masculinity

only to realize the whole thing is a crock (41). Men have begun to seriously question the

price of being thought superior. In reality, sex roles are limiting for men just as they are

for women, trapping men in a position not of their own making and chained to a series of

hopelessly unrealistic expectations that undermine both their physical health and

psychological happiness (Edwards 104-105).

The result is a single, fixed, and unified masculinity producing a hierarchical

rating system in which all who fall short are subjugated (Adams and Savran 141). Susan

Faludi calls this a scorecard the nation has handed to men, or a rating system that each

man carries around with him by which he can instantly rate himself compared to other

men (607). Men are stratified into a kind of pecking order in which “people are

privileged by the degree to which they approximate cultural ideals” (Edwards 154).

Robert Jensen calls this the King of the Hill analogy, where in a system based on

hierarchy, there can be only one “real man” at a given moment (142). Only one person
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can have the biggest anatomy, the most muscles, the hairiest chest, and the deepest voice

(Koedt 247); only one person can be on top of the hill. Men are left with masculine

standards of perfection that function as a hegemonic system creating hierarchies, modes

of dominance and subordination, as well as related systems of power and wealth serving

relatively few men at the expense of many others (Chesebro & Fuse 210).

Figure 1.1

Most Masculine

Least Masculine
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The hierarchy aims to explain the ideological function of gender. The way gender

facilitates the positioning of men and women into hierarchies of power is a deeply

ideological process. Gender is no doubt a complex category. “Man” and “woman” are

not dichotomous entities operating on opposite ends of a spectrum. Although being

sexed is a necessary part of what it means to be human, how we socially make meaning

out of our reproductive organs produces multiple and often competing versions of gender

(Jaggar 67). How we sort through this gendered maze can be difficult. But the hierarchy

simplifies this maze by ideologically weaving together thoughts and ideas about what a

“man” is and what a “woman” is into a coherent discourse that influences how we see

and respond to the world.

This idea is important because it is supposed to explain how gender can turn

variegated individuals into concrete subjects (Althusser 127). Using Althusser’s theory

of subjectification, we can see how conceptualizations of gender work to move

individuals into categories of being and transforming them into subjects. A particular

way of speaking or gesturing can constitute one’s identity as a gendered being by moving

that person into a stable category. Gender is supposed to hail, or interpellate an

individual as a “man” or a “woman” and further simplify who we are as gendered beings.

The hailing process moves the rhetorical agent to an essential subject - an individual

whose self-consciousness depends on ideological structuring (Charland). This shows

how gender can not only position an individual as a subject, but can serve an ideological

function by morphing all the various thoughts and ideas about gender into a coherent
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discourse that works to represent, interpret, and make sense out of our larger social

existence.

The interaction between gender and ideology is also said to explain the ways in

which individuals assume positions in relation to their social world (White). Gendered

ideology conveniently categorizes all that it might mean to be a gendered being.

Ideology is an ordering mechanism capable of providing human beings with standards of

orientation in a chaotic world (Adorno 106). In other words, gender ideology works as a

particular organizer of signifying practices which works to constitute human beings as

social subjects, simplifies and orders our thoughts and ideas about what one can be as a

gendered being, and finally, has a rhetorical effect by locating us as subjects within

regimes of power. This means that Althusser’s subjectification process not only aids in

the construction of identity and helps order our existence; it also produces the lived

relations by which subjects are connected to the dominant relations in society (Eagleton

18). This means that when an individual is subjectified as a “man” or “woman,” they are

also assuming a position in a complex social structure (Butler Gender Trouble, 41;

Whitehead).

Discourse produces new things in the world, and not only things like “football”

and “money” or “man” or “woman,” but things with a more material presence (Alcoff

171). One such production is the gender norms that are to account for social formation.

What a “man” is or what a “woman” is (and is supposed to be) functions ideologically by

eschewing symbolic and socially constructed explanations of gender for stable and fixed
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categories based on the material specificity of bodies (Guillaumin 4, 133). Gendered

ideology sees sex as exhausting the facticity of the body and having no determinant effect

on the practice of gender (Alcoff 163). When our thoughts and ideas about gender are

naturalized in this way, the primary aim of ideology has been fulfilled (Guillaumin 142).

This ideology is often used to position sexual difference as natural, essential, and

independent of cultural influence and social relationships. The result is the creation and

reinforcement of what seem to be natural and just power relations. Social power is

dispensed based on divinely blessed and biologically determined gendered differences.

The result is often strict gender roles based on the aspiration of singular and idealized

versions of gender and the collapse of competing versions so that there seems to be only

one socially sanctioned way to perform one’s gender. These exclusive and dominant

gender norms predictably exclude gender transgressors, as Judith Halberstam argues, but

would also exclude all who fall short of the socially sanctioned, uniformed, and idealized

representation of gender (118).

The material effects of the ideological production of gender are supposed to

account for the truths about who an individual is and what he or she can do, based upon

his or her body. From this theoretical foundation, my point of entry becomes clear. In

this dissertation, I aim to interrogate this gender hierarchy. Rhetoric is about struggle and

there are few topics struggled over more than gender. At any time in history, many

contradictory ideas about what it means to be a “man” or a “woman” are available to

explain who we are, how we ought to behave, and what sorts of power and authorities we
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can claim. Part of the way gender functions is to hide these contradictions and to

camouflage the fact that gender is dynamic and always changing. To say it another way,

gender ideology is not totalizing. Like all ideologies, gender contains internal

contradictions that come into conflict with other ideologies. To study gender as an

ideologically produced category also allows for the recognition of struggle, in a way the

hierarchy does not. Gender ideology does not preclude human agency (Bederman 10).

Gender is an ongoing ideological process which means “man” and “woman” are in

constant contradiction, change, and renegotiation (Bederman 11; Brummett Rhetoric of

Style 155).

Despite the unavoidable contradiction present in gender – or, more accurately,

because of the unavoidable contradictions – viewing masculinity as an ideological

construct appears to be the most worthwhile way to begin this project. Gender is

complex and contested. The hierarchy fails to account for this complexity. In other

words, current conceptions of gender fail to account for the nuance inherent to identity

construction. Having the right anatomy is not enough to be at the top of the hierarchy.

As Goffman states, a “real man” must also fulfill a series of prerequisites such as youth,

marriage, urban living in the North, heterosexual, Protestant, father, college educated,

fully employed, of good complexion, weight and height, and a decent record in sports

(Stigma 128). What men and women are, and what men and women should do are

abiding and powerful questions not because of what they tell us about gender but because

of that they tell us about what it means to be human.
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Overvaluing masculinity as an identity dimension has also hurt the literature’s

ability to explain the social, political, and rhetorical function of gender. For example, too

often accounts of masculinity rely on explanations that offer very little practical guidance

for most men and add weight to Kenneth Clatterbaugh’s claim that despite years of

research on masculinity, the best kept secret in the literature is that we have an extremely

ill-defined idea of what we are talking about (24). Masculinity remains a phenomenon

that is often ill explored, poorly documented, and a good deal more limited than it should

be (Edwards 115). I blame this in part on a theoretically and politically useless gender

hierarchy. This means there is an explanatory gap in our ability to provide improved

systematic understanding of how masculinity works in the world so that men and women

may have an improved understanding and appreciation of how gender works. The field’s

inability to address practical problems determines to a large degree its efficacy. This

means that the literature on gender and identity has thus far failed this test.

In the pages that follow, I hope to offer a remedy to these practical and theoretical

limitations. I begin in chapter two by situating masculinity within its historical and social

context as way to set-up the responses that have emerged from a so-called masculine

identity crisis. I use those responses and the way scholars have studied them as a way to

demonstrate that masculinity is foundationally a communication concept that is most

usefully studied as a complex coherence of rhetorical style. In chapter three, I explore in

more depth how a theory and method of style can account for the existing limitations in

the way masculinity is theorized. My central claim in this chapter is that style is uniquely
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suited to study gendered identity and the power structures this ideology helps construct.

To support this thesis, I use Barry Brummett’s three-pronged methodological approach to

the rhetoric of style which begins with the idea that the manipulation of meanings

connected to the aesthetic dimension of public presentation have a profound impact on

our social and political lives. From there, I use three other stylistics frameworks (style

and reason, style and identity, and style and struggle) to explain how I will analyze my

texts. I then will apply these theoretical underpinnings to specific texts in an effort to

show the complexity and nuance of gendered identity. In chapter four, I start with the

intersection of gender, race, and class in the evangelical men’s movement Promise

Keepers. I argue here that a particular stylistic coherence of style that I term Vanilla can

more usefully account for the social and political implications of Promise Keepers than

masculinity alone. I pull this thread a bit further in chapter five as I look to the office of

the American presidency and the role style plays in rhetorically constructed the

expectations of our leader. I argue here that a close look at Hillary Clinton’s campaign

for the 2008 Democratic presidential nomination offers unique insight into the complex

intricacies of gender, hegemony, and style. I close the dissertation with a short

discussion of the larger conceptual questions that can result from moving gender from a

hierarchical framework to a complex coherence of networks that are signaled by and may

be accessed through style.
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A Short History of Masculinity in America

Chapter 2

Since the 1990s, masculinity has become a growth industry. Popular discourse

has inundated its audiences with explicitly men’s magazines, television channels, movies,

books, religious revivals, social movements, and country music songs. The academy has

taken notice. Arising out of women’s and gender studies programs, the field of men’s

studies has emerged intent on studying all things having to do with varying degrees of the

masculine. More specifically, men’s studies has formed around a variety of theoretical

and methodological perspectives, as a discipline seeking to interrogate the social,

political, and cultural impact of a masculine identity. While analyses of masculinity

where virtually absent prior to the 1990s, sociologists, gender theorists, psychoanalysts,

and rhetoricians began to illuminate the forces that influenced the iteration and

constitution of masculinity in a variety of cultural forms producing an abundance of

scholarly discourse on men (Ashcraft and Flores 1, 7; Palmer-Mehta 181).

Understanding the origins of the field begins with understanding the historical

context that has given rise to the discipline. The theme woven throughout the study of

men is crisis. Despite the material inequalities that have consistently favored men over

women, masculinity has historically positioned itself as a fractured and unstable marker.

Increasingly, men are to be losing their place as society drifts away from traditional

economic, political, gender, and moral norms (Ashcraft and Flores 2; Beynon 159;

Edwards 7; Motley 60; Whitehead 54-55). Although masculinity has always been fragile,
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always off-center, always at fault, and always inadequate, two distinct points of

discourse, one at the beginning of the twentieth century and another at the end, are worth

looking into further because they exemplify the theoretical gap laid out in chapter one.

Masculinity is to be in crisis during these time periods causing a host of social and

political problems in America. A closer look, however, reveals that it is never simply

masculinity that is in crisis, but instead, a more complex network of gendered, raced, and

classed identities.

1880s to 1910s

Dating back to the end of the Civil War, middle-class men assumed an acute

interest in masculinity (Bederman 15). The idea that masculinity was in crisis swept the

country as men were supposed to have been overcivilized to the point of an impending

extinction (Ashcraft and Flores 6). A number of social, economic, and cultural changes –

some from within and some from without – were converging to place severe stress on

American men, especially those who idealized the masculine past and who felt compelled

to live up to the tenets of a masculine image that stressed aggressiveness and domination

(Traister 288). From within, middle-class masculine ideals were being eroded as several

major economic changes rendered earlier ideologies of middle-class manhood less

plausible (Bederman 12). Traditional sites of masculine orientation were challenged as

unprecedented levels of industrialization fueled the increasingly bureaucratic nature of

work and minimized entrepreneurial achievement (Ashcraft and Flores 7). Bederman
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points out that between 1870 and 1910, the proportion of middle-class men who were

self-employed dropped from 67 percent to 37 percent (12). Concurrently, the rapid

expansion of low-level clerical work in stores and offices meant young men who began

their careers as clerks were unlikely to gain promotion to higher status and better paid

management positions like their fathers. A recurrent round of economic depressions

resulted in tens of thousands of bankruptcies and ruptured the idea that the successful,

self-denying, middle-class man could secure his masculine identity through his home and

work. Bederman states, “Under these conditions, the sons of the middle-class faced the

real possibility that traditional sources of masculine power and status would remain

closed to them forever – that they would become failures instead of self-made men” (12).

As middle-class ideals were being eroded from within, men also faced an

onslaught from without: immigrants, women, newly freed slaves, and the working-class

challenged traditional “men-only” spheres (Bederman 13). Electoral politics were

viewed as strictly an upper and middle-class man’s sphere until working-class men, the

women’s suffrage movement, and immigrants contested this site of masculine formation.

While middle-class men’s political power was being challenged, labor unrest, beginning

with the Great Uprising of 1877 and continuing in the form of thirty-thousand strikes

between 1881 and 1905, reinforced their focus on manhood (Bederman 14). In the

sporting world, perhaps the most devastating symbolic blow to middle-class masculine

ideals came when Jack Johnson, a black heavyweight prizefighter, annihilated Jim

Jeffries, the “hope of the white race,” so completely that hegemonic discourses of
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civilization built out of racial superiority were seriously questioned (Bederman 42). All

this, combined with the closing of the frontier, denied men an authentic masculine

experience of self-control and autonomous achievement and cut them off from an

essential and virile source of manhood (Motley 60).

1970s to 1990s

From the beginning of World War I through the economic boom that followed

World War II, white, middle to upper-class, American men held on to a relatively secure

gender orientation. However, by the 1970s, socioeconomic changes were once again

blamed for disrupting traditional sites of masculinity. New crises such as the

revolutionary import of feminist insurgency facilitated female progress in social status

and increased independence in the workforce and political realms. Second wave

feminism, gay liberation movements, and the civil rights movement all brought into

question heteronormativity and challenged traditional masculine privilege (Faludi; Holt

and Thompson 425; Mechling and Mechling 106; Traister 278). The fall of the

communist threat stemming from the debacle in Vietnam was another challenge to

traditional masculinity. The Vietnam War presented American men with a measuring

stick for their masculinity, but when the enemy turned out to be women, the thinnest of

youths, old men, and children, the battlefield was removed as a site of orientation

(Ehrenreich 106; Roy 137).
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The theme continued as Post-World War II economic success painfully reached

its limits in the 1970s; “stagflation,” Watergate, and the fall of Saigon were thought to be

directly attacking prevailing orientations of manhood and eroding the stability, clarity,

and harmony of masculinity (Rogers 85). Working conditions changed concurrently.

Millions of men in the advanced economies lost their jobs and economic authority in the

succession of recessions throughout the 1980s and early 1990s (Beynon 107). The

decline in manufacturing, downsizing, and increased role of women in the workforce

meant traditional masculinity could not withstand the vast changes that shifted a

relatively small, producer-oriented society to a mammoth, corporate-consumer economy

(Edwards 8). Alienation ensued as the tangible results from traditional masculine

occupations lessened as white collar workers especially had to look elsewhere for

masculine affirmation. Finally, the commercialization of the masculine appearance in the

1990s and 2000s promoted masculinity as something that did not have to be earned but

could easily be bought, and the widespread acceptance of more androgynous identities

left many men high and dry (Beynon 75).

Under the weight of ruptured sites of orientation, the mask of virile masculinity

cracked (Malossi 27). Gone was a moral climate that honored men, their responsibility,

self-discipline, and protective commitment to women and in its place, dissolution,

fragmentation, instability, insecurity, and incoherence (Ehrenreich 11). The popular

conceptions of manhood as a transcendental anchor and guarantor of masculine

domination as the natural state of things was fully uprooted leaving men without an
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identity. And without an identity, anxiety followed closely behind (Alcoff ix). The

moral panic continues at the start of the twenty-first century as much of the masculine

discourse expresses a “trouble with men” thesis: equal opportunities, “political

correctness,” and feminism are supposed to have gone “too far” fueling an incarceral

narrative of male passivity and dependence suggesting the broad resonance of this crisis

narrative (Edwards; Faludi 6; Malossi 27; Traister 296).

CRISIS RESPONSES

Responses to this perceived crisis of masculinity came in various forms in both

time periods. In the 1910s, some men turned to fraternal orders like the Red Men,

Freemasons, and the Oddfellows. Others tried to hold off the inevitable masculine

decline by focusing on the next generation and turning boys into men through

organizations like the Boy Scouts and YMCA (Bederman 16). Many glorified the male

body through muscular sports like prizefighting, college football, and body building. No

single figure in American history exemplifies each of these responses as well as

Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt vigorously participated in aggressive, manly activities,

like strenuous hiking, big game hunting, and long rides on horseback (Fehn 52).

Roosevelt’s timely adoption of this masculine image continued as president where he

came to symbolize the “antimodern” autonomous and rugged man many turn-of-the-

century Americans yearned to recapture (Motley 61).
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In the late twentieth century, some men responded by rebelling against a

traditional patriarchal ethic. Barbara Ehrenreich uses this idea to look into the

development of Playboy as a site of masculine orientation. In his magazine, Hugh Hefner

offered a coherent program of masculine rebellion which took aim at the traditional

breadwinning man – a role that was said to have destroyed both men’s souls and their

manhood. Hefner, in response, offered a strategy of liberation by reclaiming the indoors,

and a utopian vision defined by an increasing ensemble of consumables (Ehrenreich 50).

Other men looked outdoors to the “mythopoetic men’s movement” (Mechling and

Mechling; Newton 137). Relying upon old stories and the depth psychologies of Freud

and Jung, the mythopoetic movement advocated escape from the culture that stifled their

manhood. The movement charged men with recuperating their innate masculine power

by returning to spirituality, male bonding, and nature in order to compensate for the

pervasive feelings of alienation and emptiness (Adams and Savran 5).

Still others strived to prove their masculinity through compensatory consumption,

using whatever symbolic props were available (Holt and Thompson 425). Holt and

Thompson argue that as traditional masculine orientations have faded, men have invested

more and more of their identity into consumption (426). Opportunistic advertisers have

jumped on board using the perceived crisis to leverage “real” masculinity and

encouraging men to discard the bonds of emasculation through consumption (Edwards

112; Mort 9). Examples include Burger King’s Texas Whopper television advertisements

which feature a growing crowd of men repudiated sophisticated food, minivans, and even
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underwear as they march through the streets singing, “I am man, I am incorrigible,” as

well as Miller Lite’s “Man Laws” advertisements which feature Burt Reynolds, Jerome

Bettis, Triple H and other manly men sitting around a table making etiquette laws that

fulfill the masculine desires of men that have gone unfulfilled for too long. Even a new

line of masculine hygiene products emerged such as Dial for Men soap which

admonished men to “take back the shower” from the feminized body washes and Herbal

Essences hair products and Axe and Mitchem deodorant which hail men as wounded but

able to recover through regained sexual process coming from an improved scent. Each of

these examples, along with new forms appearing almost daily, seek to reaffirm traditional

sites of masculine orientation, reestablish masculine positions of power, and reclaim a

lost masculinity.

THEORIZING MEN

Scholarly attempts to theorize men’s responses to this political, economic, social,

and cultural crisis took off in the 1970s (Messner Politics ix). In the last four decades,

theoretical explanations for the state of the modern American man have grown

exponentially resulting in three main camps.

The first camp explained masculinity as essential, based either on divinely or

biologically-rooted properties. From sitcoms to self-help books, commercial campaigns

to religious movements, essentialism is a dominant theme often addressed by scholars.

The differences between men and women are supposed to be fixed and stable features
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common to all members of a natural kind. Most often based on anatomy, these

assumptions use physiological and biological differences to define gender norms. For

some, this means masculinity is linked to and part of a religious orientation, as all forms

of sexuality are God-given. In this view, masculine behavior naturally manifests itself in

divinely inspired and strictly codified gender roles, such as “husband,” “father,” and

“leader.” Beynon (58) adds to this series of scripts the “standard bearers” (who do their

best and achieve as much as they can), “workers” (who become good breadwinners and

develop a strong work ethic), “lovers” (whether as faithful husbands and partners or

playboys), “bosses” (by overcoming all possible hurdles and taking control), or “rugged

individuals” (who are prepared to engage in dangerous and adventurous acts).

For others, the explanations offered by science can override all religious

definitions of masculinity. Masculinity from this viewpoint is really about chromosomes

that set in motion all the mechanism of sexual differentiation that cause a man to be a

man instead of a woman (Badinter xiii). Others use scientific explanations to suggest that

notions of masculinity and femininity are a product of chemical differences in the bodies

of men and women, such a testosterone and estrogen levels (Chesebro and Fuse 208).

In the second camp, the focus shifts to exposing gender as the product of social

arrangements, although still conceptualizing it as an individual trait. Feminist and

transgressive gender scholars, for example, offer a vivid counter-example to essentialism

and illustrate the wide range of theoretical explanations of masculinity. The study of

camp comedy, queer politics, female impersonation, butches, femmes, queens, dykes, and
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gay male girls use transgressive gender performances to show how certain

representations can potentially work to loose and make fluid gender binaries (Calhoun

342). Judith Butler, for example, looked at sex reassignment surgery in the case of

Joan/John and Brenda/David (Undoing Gender). Judith Halberstam studied the ways

biological women perform in ways typically coded as masculine in Female Masculinity.

John Sloop, in Disciplining Gender, applied performance theory to those on the sexual

margins looking at case studies like k. d. lang, Brandon Teena, and Janet Reno to

examine how gendered performance can serve a liberatory function that challenges

heteronormativity. Drag has also been the subject of much of this scholarship. Scholars

have looked at transsexual performances as a way to understand how gender is both de-

and re-stabilized in the exposure of the underlying contingency of conventional gender

norms in practice and implicitly reveals the imitative structure of gender itself (Butler

Gender Trouble 175; Faludi 500; Halberstam; Mort 179; Sloop 53).

Popular sociologically-grounded explanations for masculinity can also be located

in this camp. In The Hearts of Men, Barbara Ehrenreich (1983) described the “male

revolt” against marriage and breadwinning ethic on the part of white professional men.

She found traces of this revolt as early as 1950 in accounts of the organization man, in

medical writing on the type A personality, in the construction of the Playboy man, in the

beat rebellion, and then later in the human potential movement, in the counterculture, and

men’s liberation movements (Newton 9-10). Susan Faludi’s Stiffed (1999) echoes some

of the themes in Hearts of Men but instead of endorsing the concept of the male revolt
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focused on men’s sense of betrayal and loss. In being deprived of economic authority

and witnessing the breakdown of the masculine orientation, men in post World War II

period felt abandoned by their public and personal fathers. Sally Robinson’s 2002

Marked Men turned a critical eye upon a dominant and master narrative of white male

decline in the post-sixties America. Narratives of white male wounding and

victimization called attention to white men’s loss of cultural authority and in so doing

repositioned white, middle-class men as the primary objects of the nation’s fond

attention. The sociologists Lynne Segal and Michael Messner followed Ehrenreich,

Faludi, and Robinson by documenting what men had done in taking up the cause of social

change. Segal’s 1990 Slow Motion focused on the complexities and contradictions of

masculinity in research on sex differences, psychoanalytical theory, popular culture,

fatherhood, and gay and black communities. As the title of the book suggests, Segal

documents the leisurely pace at which men’s attitudes and practices, not to mention social

structures, have changed. Messner’s 1997 Politics of Masculinity examines several

men’s networks such as the mythopoetics, Promise Keepers, men’s rights and gay male

liberation to examine their political impact. Messner’s fundamental question – to what

extent the actual and potential political impact of such networks will impede or advance

movements for social justice – is a question that ultimately shapes my work, as well.

Finally, since the mid-1990s, communication scholars have become more and

more interested in masculinity. Using as a foundation the socially constructed

explanation of gender laid out by sociologists, many in our own field have asked, If men
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must “do masculinity,” what makes one person more of a man than someone else? The

justification for this line of research was based on the idea that if masculinity is socially

constructed, we should be able to identify the distinguishing features of masculinity so as

to offer a more complete description of what a man was and what a man did. For

example, Chesebro and Fuse (2001) identify ten traits which influence how masculine

one is viewed to be. These include one’s androgen/testosterone level relative to

estrogen/progestin level, gender-related physical characteristics, gender-related

sociocultural roles, gender preference, subjective gender identity, gender-related age

identity, gender-related racial and national identities, and lust (203). Similarly, Ed

Schiappa used the Conformity to Masculine Norms Inventory developed by Mahalik and

colleagues (2003) to measure how one conforms to socially dominant gender role

expectations for masculinity. The list includes disdain for homosexuality, self-reliance,

violence, winning, emotional control, risk-taking, power over women, dominance,

playboy, primacy of work, and the pursuit of status.

In sum, the past four decades of scholarship has produced valuable insight into the

social situation of the modern man. However, each camp is not without its theoretical

deficiencies.

First, the idea that manhood is essential pulls little intellectual weight in the

humanities. Although the idea that there exists a pre-discursive natural or essential

realm, separate from and unaffected by a cultural realm, is one that is deeply inscribed in

Western thought, this explanation incapacitates the study of gender. Early feminist
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scholars, such as Simone de Beauvoir, more recent scholars like Collette Guillaumin, and

leading men’s scholars like Michael Kimmel, argued that the essentialist framework

works to position masculinity as a default mechanism (Tong 6, 179, 196; Whitehead

192). Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex, for example, argued that women were

unlike men because women were not born women but became women over time (301;

also see Bordo 19; Butler Performative Acts 416). This ontological-existentialist

conceptualization of gender was used by de Beauvoir to explain how women are

oppressed by virtue of their otherness. This idea is also helpful because it explains how

dominant representations of masculinity, when defined as default mechanisms, leave no

room to uncover the different forms masculinity has assumed in different cultures and

different times in human history. Collette Guillaumin, in her influential 1995 book

Racism, Sexism, Power, and Ideology, offered one of the most recent affirmations of this

argument when she posits that in popular masculine discourse, there is no such thing as

masculinity; men have never needed to define themselves, she writes, they just were. As

blacks were different from whites, and Chinese different from Europeans, women differ

from men because men differ from nothing (222). Masculinity was the default

mechanism created and sustained through the natural and unchanging facts of life

(Adams and Savran 153). Michael Kimmel echoes this argument when he claims that

gender blindness stems from most men’s inability to see themselves as men. He writes:

When I look in the mirror . . . I see a human being – a white middle class
male – gender is invisible to me because that is where I am privileged. I
am the norm. I believe most men do not know they have a gender (cited
in Whitehead 82).
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Kimmel’s gender blindness explanation reflects much of the dominant

representations of masculinity in the twentieth century associating the behaviors and

meanings of masculinity as a default mechanism. One of the first attempts to challenge

these universalizing claims about gender came through in Michel Foucault’s

groundbreaking 1976 volume The History of Sexuality. Foucault defines sexuality by

arguing that the distinctions between sexual identities that were essential and those that

were aberrations were really culturally and historically contingent. Sexuality was, in

actuality, a historical construct – a great surface network in which the stimulation of

bodies, the intensifications of pleasures, the incitement to discourse, and the

strengthening of controls and resistances, link together in accordance with a field of

knowledge (105-106). This means that both religious and biological explanations of

gender suffer from the same limitation: masculinity cannot be reduced down to the male

body (Halberstam 1). Masculinity is not a transcendental anchor. We have a relatively

small number of genes that are divinely or biologically fixed, depending on your

perspective. When these gendered expressions come out as social actions, they are

mediated through environmental conditions and external contingencies (Whitehead 12).

A major impetus for forming men’s studies departments was that manhood came to be

increasingly conceptualized as something men must do. Like women, men need to define

themselves – they can’t just be. To paraphrase Kenneth Burke, being a man cannot be

conceptualized as agent-oriented (something one was), but as act-oriented (something

one did) (xv). This meant masculine studies had to depart from the idea that there was a
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single, fixed, and unified sex that came solely from men’s testicles (Alcoff 7; Beynon ix;

Edwards 3).

Masculinity is now conceptualized as a social and symbolic construct. This anti-

essentialist framework positioned the study of masculinity within a dominant theme in

gender theory, namely that sex is biological and natural while gender is learned, or

achieved. In this way, masculinity moved from what was thought to be neutral

knowledge capable of denying the historical and social situation it was used to so

thoroughly explain, to a culturally discursive and historically contingent understanding of

statements, categories, and beliefs about gender that men had to work to construct

(Adams and Savran 6; Delphy 62; Scott 379). Masculinity can no longer be settled by

peering down one’s shorts, but has become a possession that needs to be acquired (Faludi

11). In other words, masculinity is no longer a default mechanism, but has become

something men must work hard to construct.

A quick glance back at the various historical definitions of masculinity provides

support for this point. Eighteenth-century French aristocratic males found expression in

fashion rich in lace, curls, flounced jackets and floral patterns, clean-shaven, scented,

powdered, embellished, and in some cases, adorned with fake beauty marks (Malossi

138). Up until a century ago, European men were preening themselves with great care

and exhibiting their physicality with great pride (Malossi 41). Stephen M. Whitehead

offers King Henry VIII as an example. King Henry was the very model of English

nationhood: ruthless, and at times brutal, who also displayed an overtly emotional side.
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He danced, cried, and sang, yet was the epitome of English manhood (15). Edward

Schiappa cites the practice of men wearing make-up and wigs, knitting being man’s

work, and the social acceptability of men crying as examples of the contingency of

masculinity depending on the social situation. Finally, Susan Faludi provides a great

piece of support for the historical contingency of masculinity in her book Stiffed: The

Betrayal of the American Man (1999). She writes:

Anyone wondering how mutable masculinity is need only look at how
differently it is expressed under the Taliban in Kabul or on the streets of
Paris. Witness men walking with their arms wrapped around each other in
Istanbul, or Mexican immigrant men in Los Angeles whose manhood is so
linked to supporting a family so that any job, even a busboy’s, holds a
masculine pride . . . manliness is expressed as laboring-class loyalty in
Spain, as diligence and discipline in Japan, as dependence on life outside
the home in the company of men in Cyprus, as gift-giving among Sikhs, as
the restraint of temper and the expression of “creative energy” among the
Gisu of Uganda, and as entirely without significance to the Tahitians. (15)

These examples, especially when compared to the most popular conceptions of

masculinity in the United States today, provide evidence for the historical and cultural

contingency of masculinity and help masculinity scholars to move beyond God-given or

biological gendered explanations.

Next, despite the theoretical contributions transgressive gender analysis have

made to the literature, two limitations remain that hinder the explanatory capabilities of

the field. First, masculine studies has had trouble studying transgressive performances of

gender without reaffirming essentialism. Far too many of the applications of
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performance theory to masculinity reaffirm essentialist understandings of what it means

to be sexed. Too many scholars have taken Butler’s ideas in Gender Trouble and

attributed a liberatory position to her, arguing that the performativity of gender implies

that gender was easily taken off and put on and that drag was an automatically subversive

deconstruction of the citationality of gender (Sloop 164). Subsequent work by Butler has

argued that performances taken to be gender-troubling did not completely work to

denaturalize gender and did not work subversively in all cases and for every audience

(see Bodies That Matter). Rather, the practice of drag, for example, could quite often

work as hyperbolic confirmation of gender norms; that is, in noting the ways men can

“perform” femininity, we simultaneously essentialize masculinity and tie femininity to

females (Sloop 7-8). Tim Edwards adds that such displays of the artifice and

performance of gender precisely reinforce the distinction between ‘real’ and ‘unreal’

gender, or more specifically, between doing one’s sex and being one’s sex (113). This

has been a hindrance because it reinforces the idea that real gender exists elsewhere. The

idea that we manage impressions can lead some to suggest that our appearances are

“faked” and that there is, instead, a real self that we go to great lengths to conceal (Baglia

7).

Second, as transgressive performances of gender have become more and more

central to the study of men, mainstream representations of masculinity have been

neglected resulting in a general inattention to dominant representations of masculinity.

Cultural studies, the field from which much of the research on transgressive gender
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performances has come from, is primarily concerned with making institutional space for

those on the margins. Examples include the research I’ve previously covered on

transgressive female masculinity (Butler; Halberstam; Sloop; Walker), but also research

on gay masculine style (Faludi; Mort; Ramsey and Santiago), the exaggerated

manipulation of the performance of gender stereotypes known as camp (Brummett

Rhetoric of Style; Leland), and black masculinity (Cashmore; hooks and West; Leland;

Majors and Billson; Wynter). Some of these studies do an excellent job of explaining

how masculinity operates on the margins, but because this research has been so

demographically specific a more comprehensive picture of masculinity does not yet exist.

This picture will not become clear by only studying middle-class, white, straight, males,

to be sure. But, dominant representations of masculinity do need to be studied alongside

the existing literature because it is through a dialectic of oscillation where these

hegemonic default mechanisms can be unearthed.

Finally, communication research concerned with the identification of the

distinguishing features of masculinity has helped the literature both move from a

“masculinity as a default mechanism” and singular and monolithic concept, to a more

nuanced conception of how various “masculinities” are mediated by social identity

markers. However, much of this research stills treats masculinity as a stable identity.

Masculinity too often remains at the descriptive level. For example, when Schiappa uses

Bem’s sex inventory scale to argue that the mass media plays an important gender

socialization role he is simply describing phenomenon that could be labeled masculine
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without any underlying explanation as to how masculine meanings are created,

transferred, and used to influence (Beyond Representational 17). Because conflict and

contradiction are so fundamental to masculinity, the subject cannot be treated like a pie

recipe in which adding a dash of violence and a sprinkle of sexual stamina will eventually

land us on what it means to be a man. Masculinity is too mutable for that and to argue

that a particular trait defines what it means to be a man will always be context and time-

bound. Power over women, as Schiappa stated, may be a masculine trait for some men,

but that conclusion cannot be drawn out to all men. Compassion and service towards

women may define what it means to be masculine for many men. This problem also

comes up in Nick Trujillo’s analysis of the way media coverage constructed baseball

pitcher Nolan Ryan into the model of masculinity. Trujillo argued that one of the

distinguishing features of masculinity is patriarchy. Being a patriarch – the head-of-the-

household, breadwinner, and family protector – is certainly perceived to be a masculine

quality by many, but because masculinity is inextricably bound to conflict and

contradiction, no single category can be used to describe all masculinities. There is an

alternative to the patriarch. The playboy, for example, described by Barbara Ehrenreich

as a man who attaches sexual conquest, autonomy and freedom, and conspicuous

consumption (stereos, sports cars, and the latest fashions) to masculinity, may view

spending one’s hard-earned money on diapers and attending Little League baseball

games on the weekends as the antithesis of masculinity.
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To review, several limitations hinder the study of men: first, essentialist

frameworks of masculinity seen most often in God-given or scientific discourse fail to

account for the social construction of gender; second, transgressive gender performances

cannot theorize the many ways gender is performed without reaffirming essentialism;

finally, identifying the distinguishing features of masculinity fails to account for the

pluralistic and complex nature of the concept. The theoretical gaps in the existing ways

masculinity has been studied can be reduced down to an over-valuing of a single identity

dimension. As scholars have stretched the explanatory power of masculinity too thin,

glaring holes have emerged that cannot be filled by studying masculinity in isolation.

All is not lost, however. Looking closely at the limitations that have plagued the

field’s development lends insight into a potential remedy. I would argue that the failure

to account for the limitations I have just covered can be directly attributed to an

inattention to communication. These deficiencies can be remedied by providing a more

focused methodological application of masculine studies by demonstrating that of the

many possible ways to understand contemporary representations of gender and identity,

the approach that best enables us to map the complexities and nuances of masculinity

today must begin with communication. If identity is ultimately a product of human

interaction predicated upon the social and symbolic exchange of gendered, raced, and

classed meaning, the best way to study who we are is to start here.

MASCULINITY AS COMMUNICATION
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A systematic understanding of masculinity begins with communication because

the relationship between identity and gender is part of a varying confluence of networks

that begins with the symbolic and ends with the rhetorical. Masculinity operates as a

kind of language relying on the symbolic creation and transference of meaning between a

sender and a receiver. If I were to buy a large pick-up truck to (consciously or

unconsciously) create a more masculine image of myself, that truck would do much more

than get me from home to school and back. The truck would be a symbol to myself and

others that created a gendered image of who I want to be and who I want others to see me

as. Gender comes through symbolically to manage social meaning and value by

conveying something about ourselves through a complex system of actions, objects, and

behaviors. Masculinity is thus a discourse that begins with “communication” in the

narrow and traditional sense as verbal symbols, vocal sounds, and the grammatical rules

governing those sounds, but expands to a meaning constituting system which constructs

and organizes cultural practices (Goffman The Presentation 2; McCann and Kim 379).

Masculinity must also be conceptualized as not only a social system of signs, but

a tool capable of influence. Gender is rhetorical as it can determine value in organizing

our social existence. In other words, gender is a site of struggle where power is

dispensed to some and withheld from others. We used gendered messages to make

claims about ourselves and others to bring about desired results. We not only create

symbolic meaning, we manage it. And we use these meanings to move reproductive

organs to discourse, surface to substance, and the symbolic to the rhetorical. Through the
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construction of gendered messages – the cars we buy and the clothes we wear, the way

we walk, talk, and sit – we are speaking a powerful language with a powerful purpose.

But to operationalize masculinity in a meaningful and useful way requires that I

pull this thread a bit further. Communication scholars have recognized the value of

conceptualizing gender as a process whereby meaning is made and influence is exerted

through the creation and transference of gendered messages (see Chesebro and Fuse;

Sloop). Conceptualizing gender in this way positions the language of masculinity farther

away from direct influence attempts like political speeches (“Vote for me in the next

election”), an attorney’s closing remarks to a jury (“If the glove doesn’t fit, you must

acquit”), and television commercials (“Go buy Axe deodorant”) and closer to more subtle

influence attempts that can come across in the form of language, dress, and nonverbal

behavior. For example, when the Bangkok chief of police punished misbehaving police

officers by requiring them to wear pink “Hello Kitty” armbands over their uniforms, he

was attempting to change their behavior by exposing a contradiction between their

outward appearances and the masculine appeal of their occupation. A pink “Hello Kitty”

armband is a trapping meant to disrupt a desirable masculine image. The attitudes,

assumptions, and feelings that are influenced by gendered messages like these force us to

recognize the rhetorical power of style.

Therefore, masculinity needs to be understood within a rhetorical and stylistic

framework, something the dominant paradigms in masculine studies have yet to

productively do. Masculinity defined in this way allows it to be researchable because it
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opens up the social, cultural, and historical nature of the concept. Just as understanding

whiteness as a rhetorical construct helps avoid searching for any essential nature to

whiteness (Nakayama and Krizek 293), positioning masculinity at the intersection of

rhetoric and style helps explains its social and symbolic influence. Thus, I argue that a

theory and method of style is uniquely equipped for understanding the relationship

between gender, identity, and power.

Towards a Theory and Method of Masculine Style

Chapter 3
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On October 17, 2005, National Basketball Association commissioner David Stern

implemented a mandatory dress code for all NBA players. At NBA related activities,

Stern prohibited players from wearing baggy jeans, hats, do-rags, t-shirts, sneakers, and

large jewelry and required sport coats, dress shirts, and slacks. The dress code came as a

direct response to the NBA’s growing image problem. Since the departures of Larry

Bird, Magic Johnson, and Michael Jordan in the 1990s, Kobe Bryant’s well-publicized

rape trial in 2004, and a ruckus brawl between several Indiana Pacer players and Detroit

Piston fans during a game, the league was said to be losing its connection to white

America. David Stern and the NBA owners knew that although black players far

outnumbered white players in the NBA, the sport could not survive without a

predominantly wealthy and predominantly white fan base.

David Stern understood the importance of style. He knew that the style his

players displayed on the way into the basketball arena, on the sidelines when they were

injured, and at post-game press conferences had a profound effect on the judgments NBA

fans made about the player’s character. It did not matter that the hip-hop style banned by

Stern more closely reflected the real-life experiences of many of the players. What

mattered was the connection many NBA fans made from style to substance.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/October_17
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2005
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Basketball_Association
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commissioner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Stern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dress_code
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Do-rags
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So far, I have argued that masculinity, whatever else it might be, is a rhetorically

contested phenomenon. In chapter three, I will argue that style is an under-studied and

immensely powerful tool used to wage that struggle. Let me begin by defining style.

As Brummett points out, the most venerable definitions of style tend to confine

the term strictly to linguistic style, choice of language, and the use of stylistic devices or

tropes and figures of speech (Rhetoric of Style 2). Beginning with Aristotle, who

positioned style as something that by itself could not persuade, but only thwart or foster

the audience’s receptiveness to and acceptance of logic, rhetoricians have narrowly

defined the term. Aristotle argued that a style persuades when it exposes arguments,

relates them to the needs and interests of a particular audience and indices that audience

to accept and act upon them (Rhetoric). A persuasive style for Aristotle was something

devoted to setting out facts, and arguments inferred from facts, in language (Rhetoric). In

light of this definition, Aristotle argues that clarity and appropriateness are the only two

absolute prerequisites for a persuasive style. To achieve clarity, a speaker must use

current speech idiom, use rare words, compound words, and neologisms sparingly, all the

while avoiding vulgarity through limited deviations from ordinary usage. To achieve

appropriateness, a speaker must use natural locutions and a speech tone of heightened

conversations, but avoid meanness and undue elevation, redundancies, recondite

allusions, and ambiguities. For my project, I accept how important style is to oral and

written discourse, but argue that by confining style to written and verbal utterances,

Aristotle neglects a powerful element of public persuasion.
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Like Aristotle, Cicero offered a definitive program concerning manners of style.

Cicero argued that a style persuades when it represents the speaker’s interest so

impressively that it moves the audience to identify itself with the speaker and thus make

his interests its own (Pomeroy 32). For this reason, Cicero stresses amplification and

ornamentation. Following this doctrine implies that we will shape our styles to convey

the kinds of probable arguments that most move us and the most vivid and inspiring

language in which these arguments can be expressed (Pomeroy 32). This definition

allows Cicero to advance beyond the Aristotelian definition of style by emphasizing

purity (which included pronunciation and vocal quality) over clarity and appropriateness

(De Oratore), but like Aristotle, Cicero’s definition of style is severely limited because

he gives no mention to the persuasiveness of anything that lies beyond oral and written

discourse.

Aristotle and Cicero were the first to narrowly define style in this way and their

legacy continued in the work of influential Scottish theorist Hugh Blair. Blair writes,

“The best definition I can give is, the peculiar manner in which a man expresses his

conceptions, by means of language” (101–2). More recently, Roderick P. Hart maintains

this linguistic focus when he explains style as “the sum total of language habits

distinguishing one message from another” (197). I will discuss the implications of

confining style to oral and written discourse later in this chapter, but at the outset, it is

important to recognize how both early and contemporary rhetorical theorists narrowly

defined the term.
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Brummett identifies another limited view of style coming out of the field of

psychology (Rhetoric of Style 2). Gordon Allport, for example, does broaden the

definition of style by defining the term as “the most complex and complete form of

expressive behavior … concerning the whole of activity, not merely special skills or

single regions of the body” (489). But this definition is also limited because it fails to

account for the connection between style and political movements (Brummett Rhetoric of

Style 2). Peggy E. Gallaher, more recently, falls into the same trap by defining style as

“the way something is done” or “expressive behavior,” which she views largely as

symptoms of personality traits. Brummett points out that although these psychological

studies are valuable they have little to say about the political function of style (Rhetoric

of Style 2).

Following the lead of Robert Hariman, Stuart Ewen, and Barry Brummett, I argue

that it is more useful to think of style as a term that both stretches beyond rational

discourse and is fundamentally connected to political and social struggle. This means

style can be more usefully defined as a socially held symbol system that includes oral and

written discourse, but also includes a wide range of rhetorical purposes across the cultural

spectrum (Rhetoric of Style 3). This definition is useful for four reasons.

First, defining style in this way allows me not to focus too narrowly on language

utterances (word choice, clarity, appropriateness, vividness), nor to focus primarily on

content. There are important human phenomena that content-level language utterances

cannot explain. Instead, I use style as an umbrella term that covers all the ways personal
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appearance, voice and vocabulary, clothing, body shape and physical size, grooming,

costume, tone, timing, sensibility, taste, and manners influence the self and others. This

includes attitudes, assumption, and feelings that are consciously and unconsciously

manipulated to influence how the aesthetic dimensions of public presentations are read by

others (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 34).

Second, this definition of style also accounts for the way these aesthetic

dimensions are used to organize our social world, particularly how style pulls together

actions and objects that define sexual identity and gender (Brummett Rhetoric of Style

70).

Third, defining style in this way demonstrates how style is woven into the fabric

of social, political, and economic power. Style is not merely what looks good or what

happens to be in fashion at a given time; if that was all style was David Stern wouldn’t

worry about it and neither would I. Instead, style is of crucial importance to the art of

politics as it can have a powerful influence of how we shape our social world (Hariman

3). Style is class, wrote Leon Trotsky (170), and in America’s late capitalist society,

style is increasingly becoming the grounds of signifying upon which more and more of

our social and cultural world is organized around (Brummett Rhetoric of Social Style 6, 7,

13; Ewen 2). Style has ripened into an intrinsic and influential way of seeing, organizing,

and responding to the rhetorical world. In schools, children are taught PowerPoint rather

than critical writing and rewarded for attractive presentations that get basic facts wrong

(Postrel 166). In business, style has become the new tool for generating sales and profit,
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even at the expense of utility or function (Ewen 45). And in church, in an effort to attract

new members (especially younger people), style and spectacle have become the most

important conduit of spiritual experience (Postrel 70). These examples illustrate how,

today, we hold our stylized systems of signs accountable to representations of reality.

The cultural authority that was once located at mother’s knee is now found on a screen so

we use style as a way to make important decisions, and as a way to shape matters of

substance (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 19; Ewen All Consuming 259). As Brummett

argues, “We live in a culture that is increasingly one of sign and image, then a style made

of sign and image may be as ‘real’ as it gets, as real as anybody wants or need for it to

be” (Rhetoric of Style 25).

Fourth, defining style as a socially-held symbol system that includes oral and

written discourse, as well as a wide range of rhetorical purposes across the cultural

spectrum is a useful definition because it allows me to account for the contested and

struggled over nature of public presentation. Style accounts for the battlefields – the sites

of struggle – that push rhetoric and values together, and subsequently accounts for the

multi-various nature of style (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 50). Stylistic signifies do not

have to mean only one thing. A certain dress, walk, or tone of voice can certainly

communicate, but what those stylistic elements communicate is contingent and fragile.

Different audiences can draw different conclusions out of different styles. There are a

wide range of available meanings both within people groups and without that individuals

can use to extract meaning from.
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However, despite the available meanings that can be extracted from stylistic

signifiers, a dominant reading of certain styles does exist, particularly in popular culture

representations. Often these stereotypical representations are couched in a shared-system

of communication that we all have in common. When a Hollywood producer is

attempting to signal to his or her audience what a character does in the privacy of his or

her bedroom there is a shared-system of signs available that most know and understand.

Common examples include certain ways of dressing, walking, or vocal pronunciation.

The same could be said about a producer trying to signal criminality in a particular

character, a certain class-standing, or intelligence level. A whole host of stylistic

elements are at that producers disposal and he or she can be relatively confident in the

meaning that will be transmitted.

This is not to say that these stylistic signifiers have any necessary grounding in

reality. The danger that comes with extending this argument is to reduce hybridity and

internal difference among people groups (gays, blacks, criminals, smart people, and so

on) to a singular interpretation. I do not mean to do that here. I recognize that to focus

on popular culture is to focus on dominant representations, not actual representations. I

do not aim to reduce the thousands of external and internal differences amongst people

groups to cardboard typologies that fit neatly into one category and render invisible the

wide array of dynamic, historically situated, and ethnically hybrid styles (Kelley 22). All

black people do not adopt the same style. Neither do all gay folks, smart folks or white

folks.
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What I do maintain is a definition of style that calls on a basic definition of

communication to operationalize the various ways the aesthetic dimensions of public

presentation are used to make and transmit meaning. Style is a form of language deeply

dependent on the transactional nature of the decoding and encoding process. This is

where the constitutive and reflective nature of style becomes important. If I aim to

transmit a particular meaning to a sender by way of a certain stance or cut of shirt, that

message does not have to be interpreted accurately by the decoder. As most introduction

to communication courses teach on the first day, intentionality is irrelevant to the

communication process. Style helps us navigate the meaning making process through a

complex encoding/decoding system, but that system is certainly not entirely accurate.

This is where the distinction between style and stereotype becomes important.

There are dominant styles that many people know and understand, even though they

cannot account for the complexity of individual and situational difference. These

dominant styles, especially in popular culture representations, lend themselves to

stereotypes. And many depend on these stereotypes to navigate the complex field of

human communication. And more specifically, many read style through stereotypes to

make sense out of gendered meanings.

Now that we know how important style is, we must turn it into a set of intellectual

building blocks. This is not an easy task. As I demonstrated at the beginning of this

chapter, rhetorical scholars have traditionally had a difficult time accounting for the

profound impact style has on how people are influenced. Our field has wondered
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whether style can be measured. How do we explain the rhetorical impact of one style

over another? What determines if one style is socially sanctioned and another is not?

These questions, and the limitations they expose, represent the central conflict of my

project: we have no way to study this powerful form of public persuasion. My central

premise, then, is to offer a theory and method that will contribute to a more accurate and

comprehensive understanding of style. I will do so by using Brummett’s three-pronged

approach, beginning with an examination of how style works as a rhetorical practice, as a

rhetorical theory, and as a rhetorical method so as to offer a theory of style that can

usefully analyze my texts.

STYLE AS RHETORICAL PRACTICE

To say that style can function as a rhetorical practice is to say that style can

operate as a persuasive or influence mechanism. We consciously or unconsciously

accept this premise every morning when we pick out what to wear, each time we tell our

barber how to cut our hair, or when we adjust our tone of voice to match our audience. In

this section, I support this claim by discussing style as first, an understudied and under-

recognized component of reason; second, I position style as a form of identity creation;

and third, I demonstrate how style can be used as a tool of rhetorical struggle. These
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three threads are important to weave together at the outset of this chapter because they

help to explain the relationship between style as practice and style as theory.

Style and reason. The American Heritage Dictionary defines reason as the basis or

motive for an action, decision, or conviction (1031). If we accept that definition, then

style must be positioned as an element of reason because style has such a profound

impact on our actions, decisions, and convictions. Hariman, Brummett, and Ewen make

the argument repeatedly that style operates as a basis used to make important decisions in

many walks of life ranging from who we want running our country, to who we want to

hire, to who we want dating our daughters. In Hariman’s words, “Style ultimately is a

significant dimension of every human experience” (3). Ewen refers to style as our

“normative consciousness” (2) and “the predominant expression of meaning” (271) and

Brummett argues that all human faculties as joined together in addressing human

problems – and this includes style, aesthetics, and reason (Rhetoric of Style 173).

Historically, not everyone has accepted this argument. Traditional rhetorical

theorists, in particular, have used style as a cleavage term pitting science, reason, and the

rational on one side and the surface, the aesthetic, and the emotional on the other. Their

argument is based on an either/or fallacy in which the objective knowledge derived from

scientific examination is separated from the subjective knowledge found in human

thinking. When faced with this false dichotomy, the Aristotle’s of the world forced style

into the servitude of reason. Style was preconceived to be an unimportant part of the
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influence process, so few sought to find out how and if style could be a part of the

reasoning process.

As I argued earlier, this antiquated framework continued to inform rhetorical

theory throughout the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. At the end of the

Renaissance, the discoveries and rapid development of natural science and mathematics

continued to promote reason, narrowly defined, as the most valuable and most important

human faculty (Brummett Reading Rhetorical Theory 501). Enterprises that seemed

especially suited to embody reasoning, such as science, were valued over what were

considered non-rational or non-scientific ways of knowing the world. This left the

relationships between rhetoric and style in a precarious position. If the “best knowledge”

depended on what was discovered by science about the external world, the emotional,

human aesthetic responses, and our reactions to the character of other people was suspect.

Here is the problem with this line of thinking: Reason is not confined to the

scientific or the objective. If one were to claim that the aestheticization of value leaves

little space for the exercise of critical reason that claim could only be true if one were to

put forth a very narrow definition of reason. In actuality, we use every available means

to sort out the complexities of our lives. Sometimes that means we use the scientific,

sometimes that means we use style. Important decisions like who we vote for, hire, and

marry are often based on emotions and aesthetic responses that elude objective scientific

examination, yet still fit under the larger umbrella of reason.
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The argument that reason is confined to the scientific or objective is simply not a

sound rhetorical position. Style is not an inferior form of communication, but a powerful

cognitive shortcut capable of transmuting social and economic power into standards of

beauty (Ewen 172; Postrel 171). As Postrel argues, the value of style lies not in its own

pleasure but in the connection made between aesthetics and morality, character, and

competence (87-88). In the next section, I will provide a compelling example of this

connection based on how we craft individual and social identities out of stylistic devices.

Style and identity. Style also plays a major role in the practice of creating an individual

and social identity. As Brummett posits, style is used as a tool for constructing

personhood; for saying who one is and who one wishes to be (Rhetoric of Style 24). At

times, individuals do this through verbal declarations such as “I’m with him” or “He’s

with me,” but more often, one creates identity through a particular piece of music one

likes, the type of car one drive, or the beer one drink. As Leland argues, if you buy a pair

of jeans or a Hummer, you are really buying a story about yourself (170). “I like that

merges into I’m like that” so completely that what one buys and wears, how one

decorates one’s office or one’s locker, can be used to make attributions about one’s

morality, competence, and character based on nothing more than this publicly observed

behavior (Ewen 75; Postrel 99, 101).

Style organizes our social world into exclusive and inclusive categories. First,

individuals can use style to demarcate who one is not, as Goffman claims. He writes,
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“When a person projects a stylized identity about who he claims to be, he also forgoes all

claims to be things he does not appear to be and in the process, forsakes identity with

others (The Presentation 13). As with these class and racial markers, gender distinctions

are often predicated and categorized based on the presence of dissimilar others, usually

with an important political impact. As French sociologist Michel Maffesoli argues, the

political forces structuring social groups today are often based on a desire for affiliation

which can be displayed through similar styles (33). Just as it might take knowing what is

bitter to know what is sweet and knowing sorrow to know joy, it can be possible for

individuals to learn who they are by distancing themselves from who they do not want to

be by way of their clothes, walk, tone of voice, and so on.

Concurrently, style helps serve an inclusion function that forms messages that

announces who we are, who we want to be, and who we want to be considered akin to

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style xi). In this way, style helps pursue the illusive goal of

identity. This is why shaving the heads of military recruits when they first arrive to boot

camp is so important. The shaved head is a stylistic display telling the recruit and the rest

of the world who he or she is aligned with (his or her fellow soldiers) and who he or she

is not aligned with (hippies, rockers, and the rest of the “long hairs”). The desire for

affiliation is met through the display of similar styles. Teenagers are often great

examples of this as they find their rebellious self-hood by stylistically distancing

themselves form their parents and in the process, dressing just like all their friends

(Cialdini 123).
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Style and Struggle. Finally, style comes through as rhetorical practice by playing a major

role in political struggle, on both ends of the power spectrum. To argue that style

facilitates political struggle does not limit politics to electoral campaigns, but instead,

demonstrates how style can operate as a double-stake of containment for the powerful

and a site of resistance for the powerless in the race for society’s goods and services. My

central theme in this next sub-section is to show specifically how style can be used to

facilitate the imperialistic conquest of the elites by reviewing Hugh Blair, Matthew

Arnold and E. B. Tylor’s conceptions of style, while also trying to show how style can be

used to challenge existing power structures by reviewing the work of Dick Hebdige. The

result will be further support for Brummett’s claim that style has major consequences in

terms of the creation, distribution, and challenging of power structures and the

completion of a more comprehensive explanation for how style can work as a rhetorical

practice.

Hugh Blair best exemplifies the ways in which style can be used as a tool of

political oppression. Blair conceived of style as something that could be developed and

improved through experience and education (Blair Lectures 606). He wanted to teach his

students a critical method for understanding taste that would allow them to develop and

appreciate aesthetic experiences. In other words, Blair recognized how style can

influence and progress can be made through artistic human affairs. Blair’s theory of style

tried pedagogically to enact and impart sincerity, tolerance, and moderation – a set of
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bourgeois virtues that would move his students up from debased style (Longaker 181). A

student who studied under Blair would be free of the “unpromising symptom of youth”

and move up from “low gratifications” and life destined to drudge “in the more vulgar

and illiberal pursuits of life” (Blair Lectures 603). Defining style in this ways begins to

open up the connection between rhetorical style and political impact. Blair thought that

education in taste and oratorical acumen would improve the virtue of his students and

consequently the state.

Blair’s legacy was reflected in the political thinkers and critical scholars of the

1800s and 1900s, who valued style as a political and moral refiner, yet were only willing

to recognize the style of the elite and powerful. The style of the political, diplomatic,

religious, and military elites were the primary focus of attention as all other cultural

forms were deemed unworthy, vulgar, and inauthentic. Blair asks rhetorically: “For is

there anyone who will seriously maintain that the taste of the Hottentot or a Laplander is

as delicate and as correct as that of Longinus or an Addison? Or, that he can be charged

with no defect or incapacity who thinks a common newswriter as excellent a historian as

Tacitus? (22, cited in Cohen 270).

Many of Blair’s ideas were manifest in the cultural work of Edward Burnett Tylor

and Matthew Arnold. Tylor argued that it was only at the highest stage of an explicitly

formulated sequence of progressive human development that “culture” could fully flower

(Stocking 73-74). In this way, Tylor denigrated what he called the savagery and

barbarism of the masses and placed a premium on the European culture, of which he was
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a part, as the end product of cultural development and the most perfect form of human

achievement (Stocking 75). Matthew Arnold also placed a higher moral standard on the

style of the elite. He argued aesthetic excellence could only be known through an

appreciation of ‘classic’ aesthetic forms (ballet, opera and other high arts). The ordinary

behavior of the masses (derby day, dog races) was savagery and barbarism – not culture

at all, but an activity fit for anarchy. Arnold valued the “sweetness and light” of the

dominant classes and like Blair, the elite were responsible for guiding the masses away

from their vulgar day-to-day influences so they too could learn “the best which was said

and thought in the world” (Cruz 159).

Blair, Tylor, and Arnold saw style as a quality of the elite – a tool that could

further their political interests. Blair wrote, “…while the standards of taste, improved by

exposure to quality writing, would ensure that this tolerance did not denigrate into the

corrupt notion that ‘all Tastes are equally good’ ” (Lectures 15). Blair’s purpose was to

move his students up from the debased beauties of the masses and although Mark

Longaker argues that Blair taught his students to recognize a variety of beauties in the

world, I would argue that those varieties of beauty were narrowly confined to what the

powerful looked like, dressed like, and talked like. Rather than teach tolerance of all

styles, Blair taught the style of the rich and powerful exclusively.

This top-down conception of style continued to inform influence practices

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Looking more closely at whose

interests were being served by defining style in this way – into who is being empowered
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and disempowered – helps to understand how style can function hegemonically. If power

were not involved in this definition of style most would have left the term alone. There is

little debate over the definition of the word “pencil” because there is no power to be won

by defining the word in this way or that. Blair, Tylor, and Arnold, by defining style in a

way that favored their interests, show how taste can be used to cloak another agenda: the

construction of hierarchies of power (Seabrook 32). To paraphrase Seabrook, style often

masquerades as disinterested judgments but beneath the surface cloaks powerful political

ends (24).

Certainly this is true in Blair’s case. Blair’s conception of style worked

rhetorically by formulating a sense of taste that had powerful persuasive undertones

relating to social and economic class (Brummett Reading Rhetorical Theory 598). Taste,

for Blair, was marked by delicacy and correctness that separated the style he sought to

teach from the style of the masses (Cohen 268). In this way, style had moral as well as

political weightings which reinforced and justified existing power structures. Keep in

mind that at the time Blair was writing the British were conquering and colonizing

“savages” all over the world. Blair offered the British a way to distinguish between

superior British culture and the degraded culture of those conquered people. One can

begin to see how Blair’s definition was used to prop up the cultural pretensions of British

imperialism and lend support to the subjugation of those who were beneath them.

Power is not something confined to armies and parliaments, but is rather, a

pervasive, intangible network of force which weaves itself into our slightest gestures and
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most intimate utterances (Hariman Political Style 189). In Blair’s case, English canons

and battleships were preceded by an ideological struggle. Blair’s theory of style helped

the British justified their conquest of what they perceived to be culturally and morally

inferior people. By recognizing the political utility of style, Blair granted the British a

major ideological prize which was often employed to further their ends. Blair masked

the social under the aesthetic, so that aesthetic “quality” became a hidden marker that

could only be detected by some. Blair and others who followed in this lineage

constructed standards and judgments weighted in terms of who had power, who was in a

privileged economic class, and who was closer to the mainstream. Such an economy of

taste and morality sets style up to be a battleground of social judgment exclusively at the

service of the elite producing styles that are politically privileged over others. In this

way, style functions as a way to create social categories and make judgments about who

is powerful and who is not. The right style brings with it social benefits and a sense of

belonging to an elite minority that is sharply distinguished from those who lack the right

style (Fiske 220). It can be said, then, that the power relations that dismiss some and

denounce others – that allow some to justify conquering and some to be conquered – are,

in part, acquired and maintained through stylistic construction of social relations. The

coercive imperialism of the British, the justification for slavery, the genocide of Native

Americans, and the Billy clubs and fire hoses of the civil rights era, emerged partially

from the idea that the disempowered were inferior beings and this inferiority could be

detected in a debased style.
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But just as style can be used to oppress the masses, it can also be used as a tool to

challenge power structures and as a site and instrument of political struggle (Brummett

Rhetoric of Style 120). Dick Hebdige points out, “The struggle between different

discourse, different definitions and meanings within ideology is therefore always, at the

same time, a struggle within signification: a struggle for possession of the sign which

extends to even the most mundane areas of everyday life” (17). Style is a place where

rhetoric and values are pushed together, and subsequently results in struggle (Brummett

Rhetoric of Style 50). On top of the hierarchy, values of empowered interests and their

opponents may be expressed in style, but stylistic devices carry social values that both

reinscribe and contest hegemonic ideology. That struggle can privilege some, but also

serve as a way to combat and contest unequal power relationships.

Dick Hebdige offers an example of bottom-up political contestation through style

and a sharply different theoretical perspective than Hugh Blair. Hebdige looks closely as

how subcultures – those who transgress the mainstream – use style to clash with the

existing power structures (3). Hebdige argues that 1970s British punk rockers, in a direct

response to increasing joblessness, changing moral standards and the rediscovery of

poverty, rebelled through a stylistic language of struggle (87). The various stylistic

ensembles adopted by punks were expressive of genuine aggression, frustration, and

anxiety, but their statements, no matter how strangely constructed were cast in a language

that was genuinely available – a language which was current (87). In other words, punks

were attempting to negotiate a meaningful intermediate space between the parent culture
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and the dominant ideology: a space where an alternative identity could be discovered and

expressed (88).

Hebdige cites the swastika as an example. When British punks wore swastikas,

they did not do so to show their sympathy for the extreme right. Donned by punks, the

swastika lost its ‘natural’ fascist meaning, and seemed to indicate antithetical response to

the reemergence of racism in the mid-1970s (116). The swastika represents more than a

simple inversion or inflection from the normal meanings attached to the object. Just like

“nigga’” or “queer”, the swastika is a signifier that could be willfully detached from the

concept it conventionally signified (Nazism) and repositioned to account for a whole new

meaning.

Hebdige’s swastika is an example of the polysemic nature of stylistic devices.

Punk rockers can excorporate a symbol of racism and hatred into a recurring strategy of

empowerment because each trapping, each stylistic device, can generate a potentially

infinite range of meanings. The functionalism, or relevance, of these devices work by

pluralizing their meanings, pleasures, and uses, for stylistic devices must serve different

functions for different social situated readers (Fiske). Style works within an infinitely

malleable system of signs allowing for texts to be open to a variety of readings

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style 47). Style does not have to be organized into a textured,

multilayered organic unity of meaningfulness, but can be a resource from which different,

possibly widely divergent readings can be made (Fiske 217).
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What I am trying to show is that style can not only function as a element of reason

and a crucial component to identity construction, but also as a significant element of

power woven into both ends of the political spectrum. Focusing on the social usages of

cultural goods firmly directs our attention to the way style operates as a double-stake of

containment and resistance. This means that style can be a tool that contests or

challenges existing power structures or style can function hegemonically by reinforcing

existing power structures.

STYLE AS RHETORICAL THEORY

The second step in turning style into a set of intellectual building blocks is to take

what we know about the practice of style and form those ideas into a set of systematic

and generalizable statements. To say that style influences us through reason, identity,

and struggle grants that style is rhetorical. To say that these three components can be

formed into a theory grants that we can confidently make broader statements about the

relationship between style as an observable practice and the specific outcomes the

practice of style produces. The goal here is to construct a rhetorical theory that is closely

connected to rhetorical practice, and in principle, offer suggestions on how to clarify and

anticipate that practice. We go through this process hundreds of times each day when we

make theories about other things we can reliably generalize about. Even in the mundane

we find that a good theory, a concentrated explanation of how something happens, has its

uses (Pomeroy 25). We may have a theory about how to deal with a co-worker who is
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sometimes difficult, or a theory about how to get the best deal on a new car, or what is

wrong with our VCR that will lead us to correct it successfully (Brummett Reading 13).

In each case, we are forming several practices into a set of generalizable theoretical

propositions in an effort to explain how the world works.

As I have previously argued, the relationship between style and rhetorical theory

has been marked by dissent. Most agree, in general, that style can be a powerful means

of persuasive appeal, but some disagree sharply on what constitutes a persuasive style

(Pomeroy 25). This has produced an oscillating relationship between style and rhetorical

theory where the Aristotles, Ciceros, and Blairs of the world attempted to confine style to

oral and written discourse and the Hariman’s, Brummett’s, and Maffesoli’s of the world

attempt to stretch the boundaries of rhetorical theory to include aesthetic influence

beyond the written and spoken word.

Again, those who attempted to theorize the rhetorical impact of style in oral and

written discourse conceded that style influenced how persuasive a speaker could be.

Since the fifth and fourth centuries B. C. oratorical virtuosos worked hard to theorize how

linguistic tropes and schemes moved an audience. The thorough repudiation of the

Sophists during this time period, however, lead to the forming of a general suspicion of

any rhetorical style beyond language. The elocutionists and belletristic movement in the

Eighteenth and nineteenth century marked an improvement from the Ancient Greek

rhetoricians by accounting for form and taste, but Hugh Blair, Joshua Reynolds, Edmund
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Burke, Lord Kames, and David Hume and the like continued to only analyze oral and

written style (Cohen 266; Vivian 223).

Since twentieth-century rhetoricians like Stephen Toulmin (1958) and Chaim

Perelman (1969, 1979, 1982) responded to the belletristic movement by realigning

rhetoric with the study of argumentation, the aesthetic capacities of rhetoric have

received scant attention from modern rhetoricians (Vivian 223). This has since changed

as a recent group of scholars have pushed the boundaries of rhetorical theory beyond oral

and written discourse marking a theoretical revival of aesthetic principles. The common

ground in these approaches closely mirrors the central themes uncovered in my

discussion of the practice of style. First, scholars in this camp have recognized how style

and reason work together to influence and persuade. Second, Maffesoli and Brummett in

particular, emphasis the connection between identity and a collective style. Finally, this

camp recognizes the political and social struggle facilitated through aesthetic dimensions

that stretch far beyond oral and written discourse.

However, a disclaimer is needed. The purpose of sketching out the theoretical

underpinnings of this aesthetic revival is not to deny the rhetorical impact of style in

written or oral discourse, nor to place style over argument as a first principle for

rhetorical theory, nor to claim that political action is more aesthetic than it is something

else (Hariman Aversion 288). The aesthetic revival intends, rather, to push the

boundaries of rhetorical theory in a direction that opens up and expands our
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understanding of the way the practice of style works as a rhetorical dimension in our day-

to-day lives.

Style and reason. Whitson and Poulakos argue that much of the previous rhetorical

theory ignored sensorial aestheticism (137). I take this to mean that Aristotle, Cicero,

Blair and others, by focusing only on the style in oral and written discourse, neglected a

closer look at the way visual stimuli works as an element of reason. Again, if we accept

the definition that reason acts as a basis or motive for action, decision, or conviction, then

we must recognize how visual aesthetic stimuli influences the construction of reason. It

is in the initial process of seeing that form is established through signification (Whitson

and Poulakos 137). That signification is where Aristotle, Cicero, and Blair were stuck.

What the aesthetic revival offers is a step-back to a more baseline or foundational

explanation for how style governs rhetorical practice, from the senses out. Because we

have nothing to go on except nerve stimuli from our senses, we can eventually recognize

style in oral and written discourse, but first we construct motive out of what we see.

Clearly, then, sight signifies the construction of all concepts (Whitson and Poulakos 137).

I would amend Nietzsche’s claim that “the only criterion which counts for us is the

aesthetic criterion” to more accurately say that the criterion that emerges from

aesthetically generated visual images precedes any criterion developed out of oral or

written discourse (41).
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Identity and collective style. To acknowledge the existence of an aesthetic criterion for

motive, however, does little to explain the role signification and communication play in

the persuasive process. To really get at how and why the visual aesthetic moves

individuals it is important to recognize how style brings people together. The aesthetic

can act as a unifying center pulling together actions and objects into a coherent system.

That system can unite individuals, as I argued earlier, by organizing our social world,

giving us a place to belong, and affirming who we think we are and who we want to be

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style 3). Michel Maffesoli called this process a “collective style.”

For Maffesoli, style does not refer to antiquated distinction between form and substance,

but to the manner in which the representative aesthetic forms of a cultural epoch

constitute its defining and substantive features (Vivian 229). Following Maffesoli’s

insights, collective style involves “a communication” whose “sole objective is to ‘touch’

the other, to simply be in contact, to participate together in a form of gregariousness”

(Vivian 238). The aesthetic is understood to be a form of communication that, in all

senses of the word, is used to touch the other, to favor contact with the other, either

directly or indirectly (Maffesoli 66-67). Without analyzing the pre-oral and pre-written

aesthetic process, the Aristotle’s, Cicero’s, and Blair’s ignored the animated values and

significance that particular sentiments, images, rituals, or forms acquire in their

circulation throughout various communities (Vivian 240). Although I do not agree with

Maffesoli when he tries to define aesthetic rhetoric as affective and not rational, his

insight into how aesthetic rhetoric brings people together helps to explain why
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contemporary rhetorical theorists rely more and more on the aesthetic to explain how

groups of people are influenced.

Style and struggle. Robert Hariman and Michel Maffesoli have been influential in

establishing the third theoretical underpinning of the aesthetic revival: the social and

political impact of style. Robert Hariman has written extensively on the political

implications of rhetorical style, emphasizing that traditional rhetorical theory has

neglected the aesthetic dimensions of persuasion, thereby overlooking a dominant

rhetorical process (Political Style; Longaker 195). Hariman argues that we must

recognize the substantive social and political influences of style beyond its traditional

connotations of oral and written discourse. He writes, “To the extent that politics is an

art, matters of style must be crucial to its practice” (Political Style 3). His treatise

therefore appears to extend rhetorical theory beyond its outmoded definitions while

recommending the utility of rhetorical principles to the study of political culture (Vivian

224).

Hariman does not mean to argue that rhetorical scholars should pay attention to

aesthetics instead of oral and written discourse. Rather, Hariman extends the definition

of rhetoric to account for the aesthetic by showing how style can work together with

verbal and linguistic content to organize the formation of communities, stimulate

relations between all manner of social agents, and publicly circulate conceptions of the

self, other, and community that define the social relations of a given epoch (Vivian 242).
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Bradford Vivian argues that the rhetoric of collective style does not manifest the socially

and politically unifying power of style per se, but the shifting currents of shared

sentiment and the mutable value of cultural forms that influence how communities and

individuals relate to one another through the expression of their changing needs and

desires (242). Those shifting currents seem to be informed, at least in its nascent stages,

by an unprecedented investment in the aesthetic. In other words, as the aesthetic is

becoming increasingly embedded in the details of ordinary life, as well as social and

political struggle, the category of style offers renewed explanatory force (Hariman

Aversion 290; Maffesoli). Maffesoli argues that the present ubiquity of public spectacle

has become a sustaining element of diverse social pursuits, from consumer culture and

civic events to humanitarian causes and political programs. As an analytical tool, the

rhetorical theories that only accepted an oral or written explanation of style insufficiently

account for the nature of postmodern society and politics spelled out by Hariman and

Maffesoli. For this reason, the aesthetic revival has argued that style as an analytical

category is uniquely suited to account for the postmodern ethic, which is largely

distinguished by, on the one hand, the “overlapping of styles” and, on the other hand,

“the cyclical return of the events and ‘types’ of past history” (Maffesoli 6).

In sum, the social and political struggle occurring through style offers the

aesthetic revival an important third theoretical underpinning. The manner in which group

identities cohere or disperse according to an aggregation of symbols, rituals, or other

aesthetic phenomenon constitutes an important part of the rhetorical process (Vivian
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238). Pushing the boundaries of style beyond oral and written discourse offers a wider

and more diversified theoretical understanding of style and yields important insight into

the practical impact of style.

STYLE AS RHETORICAL METHOD

The final step in turning style into a set of intellectual building blocks is to equip

the reader with a method that can systematically explain the rhetoric of style. A rhetoric

of style can be a critical method of analysis when improved focused understanding of

particular rhetorical events can empower the reader to see the practice of style and the

generalizable theories drawn from those practices in a richer, more comprehensive way.

Such is the goal of this section.

Let me begin by re-stating that whatever else masculinity might be, it is first a

rhetorical style that carries motives and attitudes in word, gesture, clothing, automobiles,

image, and other stylistic elements. In other words, to understand masculinity and the

political and social work it supports, one must see it as a style – a style that is embodied

in a series of nodal texts and manifests itself in connected texts and performances that

display a remarkable consistency (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 151). Furthermore,
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whatever else style might be, it is first a contested, struggled-over system of meanings

that works like a language creating and transferring meanings that ultimately have a

profound impact on how individuals are influenced.

In his 2008 book The Rhetoric of Style, Barry Brummett offers a blueprint for

studying the social, political, and rhetorical impact of style. In the upcoming section, I

lay out what Brummett calls the five structural components to a rhetorical of style and

apply each not only to the study of gender, but also to the specific case studies I will be

analyzing. I offer a rich description of the structural components, then ask several

specific questions that the critic would ask of the text under analysis. Although I anchor

those questions in a specific analysis of Promise Keepers and Presidential Style, I hope

the reader will be able to see how this method can be used far beyond my specific texts.

Before I begin, it is important to echo a disclaimer made clear by Brummett

(Rhetoric of Style 148): I am offering an incomplete system of analysis that aims not to be

exhaustively complete but simply to offer a structure that might assist theorists and critics

in understanding and critiquing the rhetoric of style. It is also important not to make too

heavy or mechanistic used of these structural components. They should be seen as

inventional prods that allow the reader to go a bit deeper in his or her understanding of

how style works rhetorically, something I hope to demonstrate in the rest of this

dissertation.
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Stylistic Homologies. Brummett argues that the stylistic homology is at the center of a

rhetoric of style (Rhetoric of Style 134), so it is here where I begin. Brummett defines a

homology as a formal resemblance across different texts, objects, and other orders of

experience (Rhetoric of Style 131). On the surface, all that goes into making up an

individual’s style might seem unrelated and incoherent, but often times there is a deeper,

underlying pattern that bridges stylistic devices to social situations. The homology gives

coherence to any given style allowing texts to speak to experiences and the discursive to

speak to the nondiscursive (Brummett Rhetorical Homologies 25, 36). The homology

can operate rhetorically by shaping audience responses to personal, public, and political

issues. Brummett goes on to explain: “All members of a rhetorical homology are linked

together by the guiding intelligence (structure) of the discursive form that organizes

them” (Brummett Rhetorical Homologies 42).

A masculine style is held together by formal properties that speak homologically

across a wide range of experiences. There are formal similarities – or an order – which

holds together the system of stylized signs and allows those signs to speak to men. Dick

Hebdige’s analysis of the punk rock subculture is once again useful. Hebdige argues that

although the punk subculture exhibited chaos at every level, this was only possible

because the style itself was so thoroughly ordered. Each part is organically related to

other parts and it is through the fit between them that each subculture member makes

sense of the world (Hebdige 113). Hebdige goes on to say that the objects chosen were,

either intrinsically or in their adapted forms, homologous with the focal concerns,
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activities, group structure, and collective self-image of the subculture. They were objects

in which the subcultural members could see their central values held and reflected

(Hebdige 114). Hebdige is using the homology to theoretically explain the way punks

used various stylistic ensembles to express genuine aggression, frustration, and anxiety

into a language that could unite the subculture (Hebdige 87), but he also helps lay out a

useful critical method for explaining the actual practice of the punks.

Following Hebdige and Brummett, the most important question I will ask in my

analysis concerns the central stylistic homology of each text. More specifically, I will

look into what stylistic rules guide each text. That is, what are some consistencies in

each Promise Keepers and Presidential Style? What are the structural similarities these

stylistic similarities can unearth and how do they connect to each text’s social situation?

Do the stylistic patterns give formal unity to the ideas, values, or methods of organization

employed by each text? Have these forms been observed so often they become standard?

Do these forms dominate the message? How tight are the homological constraints and

what accounts for their rigidity or looseness?

These questions are useful for three reasons. First, the central stylistic homology

can explain how Promise Keepers equipped men to handle their changing social

situations and how the office of the presidency remains narrowly confined. Again, this is

where the homology becomes rhetorical – I am arguing that a stylistic homology can

speak, or guide, an audience by formulating a response to a social situation. In other

words, the stylistic homology is rhetorical because it is a form of communication that
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influences. Second, identifying the stylistic homology can tell us who is allowed in the

“club” and who is not. Both Promise Keepers and the presidency are exclusive

gatherings for certain types of people and it is through style that these important fences

are constructed and maintained.

Third, asking these questions will also allow me to look into the inevitable

contradictions that arise. These contradictions are key to understanding the ideological

work being done by those signs (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 160). To say that there is

inevitable contradiction existing in a masculine style is no sort of negative criticism,

however. Every style with ideological impact has contradictions because ideology is

contradictory. As Brummett argues, contradictions can be windows into some interesting

implications of an ideology, as hence of a style (Rhetoric of Style 169). For example,

when Brummett describes the unique style epitomized by gun culture, he cites the

conflict between self-determination versus deference to authority as one contradiction

and rural work contexts versus urban threats as another (160, 165). In my analysis of the

Promise Keepers and Presidential Style, I will be on the lookout for the different ways

stylistic performances call out different ideologies through strategic combinations of

signs, but also be aware of the inevitably incongruency amongst those signs.

Primacy of the Text. Men hardly ever experience the whole of masculinity. Instead, men

look to a set of cultural artifacts that serve as material manifestations of the large, abstract

group that could be called “men.” We call these sets of cultural artifacts texts. For
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example, Bill McCartney, the founder of Promise Keepers, can be perceived and studied

as a text. So can Elton John, Chuck Norris, or Talib Kweli. How each of these people

move, their public image, their tone and expressions when speaking and so on can each

contribute to a contested set of interrelated signs whose meanings contribute to the same

set of effects or functions. Texts are often thought of as sets of words, but a text can also

be something that people put together out of signs, insofar as people unify the meanings

of several signs (Brummett Rhetoric in Popular Culture 35). Just as we do with words,

we examine the signs, artifacts, and meanings produced by a text by reading off the

meaning grounded in the culture behind the text. This method of analysis is superior to

simply polling an audience because texts urge consciousness on audiences, consciousness

audiences are not always aware of.

Texts are primary to the development of a method of style for four reasons. First,

texts make visible the frames of intelligibility and the “permitted” meanings in masculine

representations. Texts are central to our social world, so the values, motivations,

allegiances, communities, intentions and identities can be read off a text (Brummett

Rhetoric of Style 118). If we want to know more about what the Promise Keepers

thought about immigrants, for instance, we look to how a set of “immigrant signs” in

Promise Keepers rhetoric relate to the larger Promise Keepers message.

Second, texts keep the critic honest. The critic has a methodological imperative

to offer a boatload of textual evidence. Texts can show that a given reading is not
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idiosyncratic or fanciful but based on redundancy, multiplicity, and convergence of

coherent signs (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 119).

Third, because men cannot experience the entire set of artifacts produced by

masculinity, they have to rely on texts to extract meaning about being a man. The text is

the primary component of the rhetoric of style because the exigencies that influence are

increasingly represented in texts rather than direct experience (Brummett Rhetoric of

Style 117-118). For example, it is unlikely that most Promise Keeper members have

much direct contact with radical feminists. Yet radical feminism seems to be spoken of

often in Promise Keeper texts. Men, therefore, who would otherwise be ignorant about

radical feminism, look to the interrelated set of signs produced by Promise Keeper texts

to teach them how to respond to radical feminism.

Fourth, we look to texts to understand the identity function a set of interrelated

signs can serve. To use Louis Althusser’s language, texts assist in the subjectification of

men turning a fractured composition of various competing markers into a coherent and

concrete individual (127). When an individual attends a Promise Keepers rally that

person is being hailed by those texts into a larger social structure. It takes a thorough

understanding of texts to be able to understand where and why different subjects are

produced through different hailing processes.

To identify the meaning being produced in Promise Keepers and Presidential

Style then, several questions need to be asked. Where does the relationship between sign

and meaning begin and end? What is and is not related to the meanings produced? And
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to what end? What function or effect is produced by a set of interrelated texts? Who are

men hailed to be by a text? Who are they not hailed to be? How do we know the

difference?

Imaginary Communities. To show how texts can serve an identity function also helps

illustrate the way a rhetoric of style pulls individuals together as imaginary communities.

Brummett writes, “Texts connect with imaginary communities in stylistic rhetoric”

(Rhetoric of Style 120). Brummett uses the term imaginary to mean two things: First, the

community connected to the text is nearly always manifested through texts, and in that

sense, the community must be imaged or imagined. This is done through the rhetoric of

style because even if the individuals that make-up a group like Promise Keepers are

material and real, to be a part of this imaginary community, they must be encoded in

image and sign before they can be party to rhetoric. Althusser’s subject position theory is

once again helpful in applying this principle to the two case studies under examination

here. Men, as audience members to “masculine” rhetoric say, are hailed in terms of

subject positions through style. That is to say, Promise Keepers and Presidential Style

could attract those who resonate with a particular style and whose own style seems

consonant with the style being displayed. We might say, in other words, that one “man”

becomes part of a community of “men” through similar stylized texts. Although each

individual man may be a real person, “men” as a community are linked together textually

through encoded images and signs (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 120). Brummett points
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out that although it might be easier to identify the texts that draw together stigmatized

people groups, it is just as prevalent for the nonstigmatized to display signs consistent

with their imaginary communities (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 123). Men are just such

an example.

The second sense of the imaginary relates to how rhetoric calls into being

audience, publics, and communities (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 121). It is the cohesive

nature of style that allows a certain way of walking, or cut of fabric to act as a unifying

center pulling together diffused identities into collective groups. Brummett offers this

example:

People with, for instance, deep, conservative religious and political
convictions are not all waiting in a room someplace for someone to come
address them. There are indeed real people with such convictions, but for
the most part, they are scattered, diffused through a social fabric that is
colloidal, composed of similar vast diffusions of demography, ideology,
and so forth. Even as diffused, such a collation may not think of itself as a
community prior to being called that by a text. (Rhetoric of Style 121)

Brummett’s thoughts on the way style forms individuals into imaginary

communities stands in contrast to the way traditional rhetoric has studied the audience.

In traditional rhetoric, the existence of an audience is assumed prior to the appearance of

the rhetorical texts (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 119). In the rhetoric of style, however,

the audience is not a strong precondition for rhetoric. The audience is instead, an effect

of the rhetoric, or a potential sign of success of the rhetoric. This difference helps

produce an important line of research questions. To argue that Promise Keepers or
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Presidential Style attracts those who resonate with a preferred style is to set the table for a

look at the style Promise Keepers and Presidential Style shuns. There no doubt is a

preferred “look” in the both groups. Brummett certainly found one in his analysis of gun

culture. Identifying the preferred style helps to concurrently identify not only an

unaccepted style but an unaccepted group of people. In other words, the rhetoric of style

can tell us who these men are aligned with and who they are aligned against. Who

operates in the mainstream and who operates on the margins.

Market Contexts. Brummett identifies the market as a site ideally suited to help us

understand the rhetoric of style (Rhetoric of Style 124). In late capitalism, more and more

individuals construct their identity out of the stuff they have. This is why style can so

aptly fill the identity function I have been discussing; who I am is often bound up in what

is in my closet or in my garage. This not only serves the capitalistic system by offering

me a powerful impetus to keep buying, but grants me an unlimited amount of exchange

value in the objects I own. Brummett can refer to the market as the “frozen floor of

meanings upon which rhetoric dances today” because building my identity on what I own

has a powerful influence on how I see and respond to the world. Because the market can

construct an individual identity so thoroughly, it can also be a place where imaginary

communities thrive. Although this is true of all cultural mass production, masculinity

once again offers a compelling case study.
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The literature on masculinity and the market certainly supports Brummett’s

assertions on the importance of the market in the late capitalist milieu. The market is said

to offer men an increasingly important site of masculine orientation where men can prove

their manhood through compensatory consumption, using whatever symbolic props are

available (Holt and Thompson 425). Holt and Thompson argue that as traditional

masculine orientations have faded, men have invested more and more of their identity

into consumption (426). No man riding a Harley, hunting wild game, or brandishing a

body-by-Soloflex is above suspicion that he is on a quest to craft an identity out of

commodities. The market allows this because its only concern is capital and the logic of

capital is to melt one thing into another, allowing men to use commodities to buy a

masculine identity. The advantages of a consumption-based system of identity means

men have unlimited potential to tap into unlimited amounts of exchange value. If

masculinity can be bought, anyone can be a man as long as the funds are adequate.

Susan Faludi’s ethnographic research on Promise Keepers supports this point.

She argues that despite calls for its members to turn off their televisions, what Promise

Keepers really offers is just another communion with the marketplace (259). Every path

seems to lead only to a Promise Keepers product tend, scented bookstore, or magazine

articles about “Cool Gadgets for Guys.” Faludi cites one afternoon she spent at a

Promise Keepers event in Anaheim Stadium watching a frenzied Promise Keeper staff

member dispatch orders in a walkie-talkie, “Product Tent 1, Product Tent 1, did you get

that case of CDs?” “Product Tent 2 has run out of caps! Repeat, we need a delivery of
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caps to Tent 2, right away!” while hordes of men crammed random knickknacks into

their official Promise Keepers tote bags and stood in endless lines to buy that year’s

Promise Keepers gear.

Aesthetic Rationales. Finally, a rhetoric of style predominates in a world engrossed with

aesthetics. Brummett posits that what counts as good is often that which is aesthetically

pleasing (Rhetoric of Style 127). In other words, we use aesthetic as a criterion upon

which to make important judgments and decisions. The value our society places on

physical attractiveness is one obvious example. We value slender figures over obese

ones and see those with large eyes, small noses and full lips as having better jobs, better

marriages, and happier lives (Knapp, cited in Gass and Seiter 188). At school, physically

attractive students receive more teacher attention, score higher grades on standardized

tests, have more positive academic expectancies, and are rated as more favorable by

teachers. Attractive political candidates received two and a half times as many votes as

unattractive candidates and attractive criminals receive lighter jail sentences, are twice as

likely to avoid jail, and good looking defendants are awarded twice as much

compensation in a negligence trial (Blank and Rosenthal; Stewart, cited in Gass and

Seiter 189).

Barack Obama’s groundbreaking push for the presidency offers another vivid

example. Obama has assumed a style so pleasing to the public that his looks, his tone of

voice, and his mannerisms trump his political inexperience. In the minds of many voters,
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Obama’s style reveals more about the type of leader he will be than the amount of bills he

has sponsored. The importance of aesthetic rationales in the Obama candidacy is only

heightened when we consider his skin color in relation to the recency of Jim Crow racism

and his middle name in an era of post-9/11 hysteria.

The value our society places on aesthetic rationales echoes an earlier argument I

made regarding the relationship between reason and style. The point here is not that an

aesthetic rationale excludes other rhetorical appeals, but instead, I argue that in a culture

so engrossed with aesthetics, the success of most rhetorical appeals depends on aesthetic

activation (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 127).

Taking note of the stylistic structures that emerge from these questions will be

fruitful. Style is used to tell consistent stories about people (Brummett Rhetoric of Style

129). Brummett points out that if someone were to walk down the street wearing a

ballerina tutu, a German helmet from World War II, and skates, he or she would not be

offering a consistent story. If this is true then men, as represented by these two case

studies, would also display a consistent style that aims to tell a larger story about the

individual identity and who their allegiance belongs to. The consistency of each group’s

style also weaves in elements of the stylistic homology. Identifying that consistent style

and the ways in which that style resonates with the group’s social situation completes the

methodological circle that I began this section discussing.
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To review, I have just offered an admittedly incomplete explanation of how style

operates as a rhetorical practice, theory, and method. The goal of this chapter was not be

exhaustively complete, but only to point in a direction that will help me get at my cases.

In the following chapters, I will employ the theory and method of style sketched out here

to two specific case studies so as to offer a more comprehensive picture of the way

gender, identity, and style intersect.
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Vanilla-Flavored Hegemony: What Kept the Promise Keepers White

Chapter 4

One of the foundational assumptions propelling this dissertation forward is that

masculinity is primarily a discursive construct. Years of scholarship on the relationship

between human communication and culture underscores that gender is not natural or

essential. Instead, gender is rhetorically constructed through discursive strategies that

function ideologically by shaping and positioning our individual subjectivities in relation

to other people and their identity markers (Bederman 7; Mechling & Mechling;

Nakayama and Krizek 303). Masculinity, therefore, is not so much about reproductive

organs as it is about a particular set of linguistically established parameters that enact

“male-ness” as a human activity.

Recognizing the discursive construction of masculinity was an important

departure point for this dissertation. As I turn to the textual analysis, I should point out

that the next step – that is, fleshing out the specific theoretical and political consequences

of masculinity – is much more difficult. As I have argued, there is a trans-disciplinary

gap in masculinity research concerning the specific manifestations of gender in everyday

interactions. In other words, there is not a lot of scholarship on how masculinity is

discursively constructed, where it is being deployed, and where its effects begin. One

explanation for this dearth is that masculinity is operationalized as a “lived” marker

through a particular coherence of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, education,
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religion, occupation, and location that likes to make itself invisible by hiding within our

everyday discourse and reinscribes itself within a strategic discursive frame that remains

elusive beneath the cover of the everyday (Nakayama and Krizek 296). Specifically,

masculinity is put into practice through a dailiness that disguises masculinity as natural

(Dickinson and Anderson 275; Shome 503).

Gender is not alone in this regard, however. This same invisibility also hinders

the detection and explanation of whiteness. Drawing from Foucault (1972), whiteness

can be seen as another example of invisibility because in whiteness, one finds an

explanation for the unarticulated and taken-for-granted center through which all other

identities are constructed and evaluated (Bahk & Jandt; Butterworth; Dyer; Shome). If

whiteness is the racial norm, then being white need never be recognized or analyzed by

whites because whites generally view themselves as the racial yardstick with which other

racial groups are compared (Martin, Krizek, Nakayama and Bradford; Nakayama and

Krizek). The same is true of masculinity. Because these markers refuse positive

definition, we may not know what a “man” is, but we know what a “man” is not, just as

we can only come to know “white” by comparing it to the Other (people of color). This

means that both whiteness and masculinity operate as an unarticulated, taken-for-granted

categories against which all others are evaluated (Nakayama and Krizek 293).

Masculinity and whiteness are the clearest examples of the hegemonic function

social identity markers can assume. They are not the only markers, however. We create

and transfer meanings through an intersectionality of distinct characteristics, and more
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accurately, combinations of characteristics which includes gender and race, but also

sexual orientation, class, religion, education, political affiliation, and so on. While my

point in this dissertation is to explore the territory of masculinity, I must operationalize

masculinity through a complex coherence of particular identities. This means that as I

focus my object of inquiry in this chapter it is important to recognize that in order to

understand masculinity, I have to go beyond masculinity. For example, gender identity is

inevitably raced, just as race is always filtered through a gendered lens (C. Crenshaw; K.

Crenshaw; Dace; Orbe). One is never just a “man,” in the same way one is never just

white. One must also be a white man or a black man, Asian or Latino. Class also works

in the same way. Masculinity and femininity are unstable and inadequate markers, so

subjectivity must also come through race and class, just as one’s race is an unstable and

inadequate marker so subjectivity must also come through gender and class.

Intersectionality is important to my project because the complex construction of

identity speaks to power relationships. Masculinity and whiteness try to assume the cloak

of invisibility, but so do all the other markers that purport to elevate one identity over

another. As individuals are stretched along a continuum of social prestige and political

power, it is the identity differences that can assume the invisible, taken-for-granted, and

natural that remain less likely to be criticized. If, for example, there is something about

being a man that innately correlates to leadership, then that quality is less likely to be

exposed as the sexist fallacy that it is.
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I turn to style to uproot these hidden mechanisms of power because style can be

the hammer that shapes our subjectivity from the inside and the mirror that reflects our

social identity on the outside. Style is employed as a constitutive grounding category for

establishing subjects and communities, but also a referential tool that, consciously or not,

allows individuals to makes important judgments about others based on aesthetic

presentation (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 46). It is for this reason that style is the tool

that ultimately activates the subject (Hariman Aversion 268). Style positions individuals

in a stratum of subjectivity and it is through style that social formation occurs. Malcolm

Barnard provides an example by pointing one’s clothing does not merely reflect social

organization, but also constitutes important class relations (112). In this way, style is an

ideological display mechanism because at its core, ideology is an interrelated system of

meanings that we generate and piece together through a system of artifacts (Williams

Marxism 55). Those artifacts often take shape in a subtle sign-system embedded in one’s

walk and talk, hairstyle and gestures.

Uprooting the subtlety of this sign-system is the central focus of this chapter. As I

proposed in chapter three, I am going to begin with style as the grounding category that

pulls together our expressions of language, dress, and nonverbal behavior into a coherent

racial, gendered, and classed identity (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 70). The discourses of

our social identity markers remain hidden and struggled over in our everyday

interactions, so it is to the everyday that we must turn in order to operationalize and

define them (Nakayama and Krizek 298). I argue that it is style that can best explain the
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hegemonic unity of social identity markers, that it is style that can best explain the

inevitable intersectionality of gender, race, and class, and that it is style that can

ultimately account for the powerful connection between aesthetics and politics. This

includes the rhetoric of the everyday, the complex intersectionality of our markers, and

the major consequences style has on the creation, distribution, and challenging of power

structures (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 120).

Take the object of inquiry for this chapter as an example. In the following pages,

I will look closely at Promise Keepers, a powerful evangelical men’s movement made up

of mostly well-educated, middle to upper-middle class, straight, married, white,

Protestant men. Despite the group’s homogeneity, Promise Keepers (PK) serves as a

wonderful case study because the group’s explicit and pro-active attempt to become more

diverse (and their failure) underscores the power of style and intersectionality. I argue

that one of the factors that inhibited PK’s goal of racial diversity was the adoption of an

exclusive and homogenous style that excluded those who did not have “the look.” I call

the central style being held up in PK discourse Vanilla. The style that is Vanilla is

embodied in a series of nodal texts and manifests itself here and there in connected texts

and performances that display a remarkable consistency of style (Brummett Rhetoric of

Style 151). This consistency is usually exhibited in a style reflected in the middle to

upper-middle class, Protestant, straight, conservative, pro-military, pro-nuclear family,

and quasi-athletic look. The Vanilla style matters because, as I will argue, it holds up a
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central value reflected in the dominant, therefore hurting PK’s ability to connect to men

of color.

To arrive at this conclusion, I have used several different data sources, not meant

to account for every node of PK, but more importantly, to offer a comprehensive picture

of representative texts that also can be examined by the reader. First, I sought to establish

a general range of thematic variation in Promise Keepers discourse. I read more than

twenty books on PK, including those written by PK “insiders” such as founder Bill

McCartney and Ken Abraham and those written by “outsiders” who analyze PK from a

more objective, sociological perspective such as Judith Newton, a professor of women

and gender studies at UC Davis and L. Dean Allen, a professor of ethics at Andover

Newton Theological School. The books provided the needed background knowledge on

PK, as well as several diverse viewpoints on the movement. However, books like these

are limited in what they can say about style. A book by Bill McCartney can tell the

reader a lot about the movement’s origins or racial reconciliation goals, but because the

text is printed ink on a paper page, the reader gets very little about how McCartney looks

and sounds. In order to analyze PK’s style, I turn to a series of texts that display PK’s

public presentation.

I began by analyzing Youtube clips of PK events, of which there were many. The

Youtube clips provided a wide range of dates and locations stretching from 1995 to 2008

and including PK events in cities such as San Antonio, Fresno, Atlanta, Peoria,

Washington DC, and international events from New Zealand and Columbia. Second, I
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analyzed several PK DVDs and videocassettes ordered from Amazon.com and the

Promise Keepers website. These included a PK “Greatest Hits” praise and worship video

from 1996, a video from the 1994 PK rally in Indianapolis, Indiana, and a six-disc DVD

set from PK’s 2008 rally in Dallas, Texas. These DVDs and videos prevented my

analysis from being time or geographically bound. They also offered insight into how

both the leaders of PK looked and sounded on stage, as well as interviews and coverage

featuring the aesthetic elements of PK participants. Finally, I analyzed fifteen issues of

New Man, PK’s official magazine, ranging from 1996 to 2002. New Man places

devotional stories, political debates, and advertisements for various Christian

consumables alongside pictures of the prototype PK man and his antithesis.

I believe the New Man magazines, along with the DVDs, videocassettes, and

Youtube clips comprise a wide range of nodal texts that can represent the dominant style

of Promise Keepers. Accordingly, these texts also provide insight into who Promise

Keepers does not want to be. For there to be a preferred or dominant style means also

that there is an antithesis, a style discounted or shunned. In this way, these texts shed

light on why PK’s content-level meanings were inclusive but their style was not. The

lesson being that it is not only what Promise Keepers said, but also how they looked and

sounded when they said it.

PROMISE KEEPERS AND THE VANILLA STYLE
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The 1990s marked an important identity shift for many American men.

Socioeconomic changes, including corporate downsizing, a decline in real wages, and the

growing necessity of two incomes to sustain a middle-class life significantly eroded the

breadwinning role as a site of masculine orientation (Allen 196; Newton 8). These

socioeconomic changes were particularly damaging to white middle to upper-class men

who for so long firmly held onto material, moral, and cultural authority in the United

States (Newton 137). In response, several corporate, social, political, and religious

organizations took a stab at re-establishing hegemonic dominance. Most did so through a

rhetoric of exclusion, identifying those were different and then defining themselves

against the Others. The mythopoetic men’s movement (defined against the civilized and

emasculated man) and the Playboy (defined against the uncouth and flaccid working-

class, religious, or outdoorsman) are examples.

All men’s movements are inherently exclusionary because by definition a men’s

movement excludes more than half the human population, but beyond that, what makes

Promise Keepers worthy of attention was their racial reconciliation theme. There are

other obvious reasons to study PK. The movement has been largely overlooked because

of its “dominant” constituency. Also, PK men continue to wield tremendous amounts of

social and political influence, which should merit attention. These are valid points of

justification, but using the theoretical and methodological framework consistent with this

project, it would be more beneficial to look closely at Promise Keepers’ pro-active and

deliberate attempt to heal racial divisiveness.
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Noting that the 11 o’clock hour on Sunday is the most racially divided hour of the

week, Promise Keepers aimed to bring white men and men of color together under the

Promise Keeper banner. This unprecedented attempt at racial harmony and interfaith

unity even included a commitment to racial reconciliation as one of the seven core

promises of the organization. What made this effort intriguing it that no other white

Christian organizations were talking about racism. PK was the only organization to call

on hundreds of thousands of largely conservative, largely white, heterosexual, middle and

upper-class men to embrace antiracism as a central feature of the masculine ideal. This

represented a stunning intervention into dominant cultural notions of what it meant to be

a “man” in U.S. terms (Newton 242).

Another intriguing aspect of the racial reconciliation theme, besides its

uniqueness, was its utter failure on so many levels. On one level, many white

participants directly and indirectly resisted the racial reconciliation project. From the

beginning, founder Bill McCartney received hate mail and caustic letters about his

group’s reconciliatory ambitions. One letter writer penned, “God did not state in the

scriptures, ‘Go ye therefore and eradicate racism’” (McCartney 177; Newton 242). Many

who attended PK events were also hesitant to embrace PK’s efforts. “They’re hitting us

too hard,” said Samuel, a fast-food manager. “I’m just trying to repair my marriage and

learn how to be a better father, and these guys want to dump all this guilt on me for racial

sins of the past. I don’t have the time or energy for that” (Abraham 141). McCartney

surmised that 4 in 10 complaints concerning the 1996 conference series involved the
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racial reconciliation theme. McCartney even said that much of the criticism leveled at

PK from other conservative Christian groups was actually racial animus cloaked in more

socially acceptable terms (Bartkowski 150).

The attendance figures indicate that responses like these were not out of the

ordinary. By McCartney’s own account, flagging attendance was largely explained by

evangelical Protestants’ reaction to the movement’s racial reconciliation efforts. When it

began, PK experienced unprecedented growth. In 1994, the PK budget was $26 million,

and it employed a staff of some 150 people. One year later, the budget had nearly tripled

to $63 million and staff members had grown to 300 (Quicke and Robinson 11). By 1996,

22 conferences had brought over a million participants, and in 1997, in addition to

drawing 638,000 men to its nineteen regional conferences, PK staged a Million Man

gathering in Washington DC where between 600,000 and 800,000 men descended on the

National Mall to offer prayer, sing manly hymns, and share tearful embraces (Newton

214).

However, when McCartney and fellow PK leaders began banging the drum of

racial reconciliation, that growth stagnated, before eventually plummeting. Four months

after the Million Man gathering in Washington DC, PK laid off its entire office staff due

to dwindling finances and its annual budget dwindled from $117 million in 1997 to $34

million in 2001 (Bartkowski 4). Once able to attract tens of thousands of men to football

stadiums across the country, the movement shifted to the more modest goal of filling

convention halls, civic centers, and large, mega-church sanctuaries as attendance went
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from a high of 1.1 million in 1996 to 306,000 in 1999 and 194,000 in 2000. The most

damning indication that the movement was on the ropes came, perhaps, from the

disappearance of the feminist and gay rights protesters who “shadowed” PK events across

the country showing that even PK’s most dogged critics abandoned it as unworthy of

protest (Bartkowski 4).

Another way in which racial reconciliation failed was by not only damaging PK’s

base, but by having only marginal success in attracting a diverse audience (Quicke and

Robinson 17). In spite of PK’s desire for racial diversity at their conferences and

attempts to build bridges between the races, men of color for the most part stayed away

from PK events. In 1994, of the 278,600 men who attended PK conferences, only 7

percent were nonwhite. That figure rose to 10 percent of the more than 700,000 PK

attendees in 1995, and remained the same in 1996. Beyond race, PK remained by and

large a very homogenous group. USA Today reported in the summer of 1995 that PK

men were 88 percent married, 84 percent white and just 2.2 percent Roman Catholic

(Wolf) and the National Center for Fathering found that in 1995 PK was 88 percent

married and 84 percent white (Keeler, Fraser, and Brown 81). In the end, most PK’s

remained white, married, Protestants with above-average educations and incomes and

evangelical Republican political leanings centered in the safety of the suburbs (Abraham

159; Kurtz).

Combine Promise Keeper’s influence and the relative inattention scholars have

paid to the movement with the unprecedented attempt and subsequent failure to attract a
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diverse audience and a cogent rationale for studying Promise Keepers is complete.

Promise Keepers operates as a powerful social force that only be understood through

hegemony theory. Hegemony is the process of moral, philosophical, and political

leadership that a social group attains only with the active consent of people groups (Artz,

Macek, Cloud 31). More specifically, hegemony explains how the dominant classes rule

in subtle, non-coercive ways (Mukerji and Schudson 15). This definition is crucial to

understanding the political impact of PK because as I move to my textual analysis, I will

argue that in this particular case, PK’s hegemonic function derives its subtlety from the

social markers that best account for the group’s identity: a particular stylistic coherence

of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, religion, and education that kept PK white – a

style that I call Vanilla. The Vanilla style props up a hegemonic unity that assumes

dominance and mainstream status, and in so doing, also assumes invisibility. This means

PK’s hegemonic function is going to be hard to detect. Hard does not mean impossible,

however.

Because we live in a world engrossed with aesthetics, an aesthetic rationale must

be used to explain PK’s rhetorical style (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 127). Uncovering

the stylistic identity of a group like Promise Keepers is especially important because

PK’s stylistic idiosyncrasies so easily assume a dominant/default position. This is part of

the reason why a white man at a PK event may not be aware of his style in the same way

an outsider would be. As I have argued, solving this methodological challenge begins

with understanding how the aesthetic dimensions of public presentation explain the
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formation of individual and group identities and the material and social relations those

identities correspond to. The aesthetic dimensions that account for PK’s unique style

need to be systematically explained in a way that allows the reader to see the rhetorical

effects of the Vanilla style in a new way, so that a more focused understanding and

appreciation of this important rhetorical dimension can be offered (Brummett Rhetoric of

Style 116).

As I explained in chapter three, Barry Brummett points to five structural

components of a rhetoric of style that can be used as a loose mechanism capable of

explaining the influence of style in the media and everyday life. I employ several of

those structural components now. I do not mean to employ them as simple marching

orders that can mechanistically open up my text. Instead, what I aim to do here is use the

structural components as points of reference that help to reveal the elements and

connections that reveal the meaning beneath the Vanilla style. More specifically, I select

the components that most usefully open up the texts in ways that would otherwise not be

known. Some I rely on heavily (Primacy of Text, Imaginary Communities, Stylistic

Homology), some not at all (Market Contexts). Finally, I should note, as Brummett does,

that these components are not mutually exclusive; they inform, overlap, and bleed into

one other as my analysis will make clear.

With those components as my foundation, the upcoming textual analysis will be

concerned with first, a description of the Vanilla style; second, how stylistic signs such as

clothing, voice and vocabulary, grooming, and trappings form an interrelated system of
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meanings which come together as a coherent PK text; third, how that text draws PK men

into an imaginary community; and fourth, how the triangulated connection between PK

and its style corresponds to the group’s social and political situation. Through this

methodological lens, a thorough analysis of PK lends support for the claim that PK, as an

imaginary community, constructs its identity through an interrelated system of signs that

will largely be read as Vanilla. But to argue that PK men perform a Vanilla style, that

Vanilla is what calls this imaginary community and its subjects to it, that Vanilla is the

key to how that style organizes communities and subjects and that Vanilla is the style that

supports and generates what might be identified as Vanilla values and motivations, I must

describe what I mean by Vanilla, much less Vanilla style.

1. What is Vanilla? I call Promise Keepers’ style “Vanilla” and not “white” because

Vanilla accounts for more than just skin tone. I am using the term to also describe PK’s

style and its correlation to their social position, central values, and motivations. Vanilla

includes race, to be sure, but also the class standing, sexual orientation, political leanings,

and religious affiliations that make up the mainstream. Moreover, to label PK as Vanilla

is not an insult, but rather a fitting description of the social situation PK men find

themselves in. An ice cream analogy is helpful here: like PK, vanilla ice cream is white

and rich. It is simple with little adornment. It doesn’t have any other flavors mixed in

and there is nothing terribly exciting about it. It is also the most popular type of ice

cream flavor, so like PK, vanilla is mainstream and dominant. Finally, vanilla is what
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other ice creams are often compared to. It is the default; the flavor against which all

others are held to judgment by a hegemonic standard.

Vanilla’s dominant theme is simplicity. Against the hegemonic standard that

Vanilla supports, there seems to be not much going on. In terms of clothing, grooming,

voice and vocabulary, and trappings Promise Keepers’ overall aesthetic presentation does

not speak very loudly, in part, because it doesn’t have to. But in not having to speak very

loudly, PK’s Vanilla style says a lot. Like whiteness and masculinity, Vanilla style

operates hegemonically by serving as the standard against which all others must define

themselves. Those who assume the Vanilla style do not notice that their style is unique

because they are reading it against the standard of judgment supported by Vanilla.

However, if a gay, feminine, black, or poor person were to find themselves at a PK

gathering, they would seem out of place and the dominant standard of aesthetic judgment

would make the “out of place” style readily apparent. We know this because each of

these styles must craft a unique identity against the dominance of Vanilla.

In PK texts, the Vanilla style calls an imaginary community to form around a

style of dominant performance, narrative, and images. Beginning with the end in mind,

explaining the effects and functions of PK’s style starts with noticing the relationship

between the group’s various stylistic components. To that end, I begin with this question:

Which stylistic signs come together to form an interrelated system of meanings?
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2. How do Promise Keepers’ stylistic signs form an interrelated system of meanings

which come together as a coherent text? To answer this question and narrow my

methodological framework, I employ the methodological dimensions of Primacy of the

text, Imaginary communities, and Stylistic homologies.

a) Primacy of the text explains the convergence, redundancy, and

triangulation of meaning and how the convergence of signs within the text

can be show to facilitate the reading.

b) Imaginary communities explain how styles and texts cohere around a

representation of communities and subjects of texts and helps understand

the subjects position constructed in image and sign in relation to the text.

c) Stylistic homologies explains the system of signs and meaning, unity of

style, and coherence of communities and subjects around forms; the

unification of style as a coherent discourse; the signifying system that

holds together the formal properties that one can look at an artifact and

identify it with a certain group; the presence of a set of signs found in a

performance of stylistic rhetoric that tends to bring to the fore meanings of

those signs that triangulate or cohere through the style that orders them;

and the repertoire of signification for a given enactment of that rhetoric, or

the homological glue that binds together a particular coherence of

markers.
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Both those within PK’s imaginary community and those outside looking in use

stylistic elements to create and transfer meaning based on an interrelated system of signs.

This coherence once again lends support for why not only gender, but the intersection of

numerous aesthetic markers (race, sexual orientation) is most usefully studied as a

communicative process. We know that PK’s social markers are real in the sense that the

group’s skin color, reproductive organs, and sexual preferences have some material

foundation. However, the meaning we assign to those markers is contingent upon social

and discursive formation and more important to this analysis, dependent upon an

intersection of several aesthetics that come together to form a text. Understanding PK as

a text, or a set of signs whose meanings cohere, helps to explain the unity behind the

group’s style. Most of the time, individuals work hard to keep the various signs that

account for style consistent with each other. As Brummett points out, someone would

not walk down the street wearing a ballerina tutu, a German helmet from World War II,

and skates unless they were trying to be ironic (Rhetoric of Style 129). And even so, the

irony of that incoherent style would only be noticeable if there was coherence to the

incoherence. All this means that we can use the interrelationship between one’s clothing,

voice and vocabulary, grooming, and trappings to make sense of individual identities and

social affiliations.

Turning to the actual PK texts, the PK Prototype offers a good starting point. The

October 2007 issue of New Man features a picture of the “Millennium-Minded Dad”

(Figure 4.1). He is of medium height with a thin, athletic build. His hair is cut short on
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the sides and back and is slightly longer on top. He has no facial hair, wears no jewelry

other than a simple watch, and has no distinctive trappings of any kind. He wears a solid-

colored, tight-fitting polo shirt tucked into his tight, tapered leg jeans, and plain Nike

running shoes (52). This man has adopted the very simple, very mainstream style found

throughout Promise Keepers texts. Not all look exactly like this man of course, just as all

are not middle to upper-class, well-educated, straight, white, protestant middle-aged,

middle-managers with a wife and 2.5 kids. But it is possible that many who are attracted

to and perform Vanilla style are drawn more by signs than reality. Whether the signs are

tightly anchored or loosely tethered, it is clear these signs say “mainstream.”

Other specific artifacts that evoke the Vanilla style include clothing, voice and

vocabulary, grooming, and trappings. Clothing typically found on Promise Keepers men

can be read as Vanilla. With little deviation based on time period and locale, there seems

to be an acceptable uniform that looks a lot like the Vanilla prototype. In general, most

wear tight-fitting, simple clothes in standard solid colors. Most either wear casual

collared shirts or t-shirts to PK events. Polo shirts are common. They are almost always

a solid color or stripped, buttoned-high, tucked-in to the pants or shorts and usually tight-

fitting. The t-shirts are tight-fitting as well, almost always devoid of large logos or

designs unless it is that of a sports team.

Jeans and Dockers-style khakis are the most common type of pant. Both are

usually tight-fitting and tapered at the bottom. Shorts are usually khaki material and solid

colored, either plain or with cargo pockets. In the 1990s, the shorts stopped clearly above
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the knee but in the 2000s, they begin to end at or slightly below the knee in a style that

reflects the mainstream appropriation on the more urban, baggy look. This is not the case

with athletic shorts, however. There are three specific cases in New Man where Promise

Keepers are shown wearing athletic shorts that most black people would never be found

in (see Figures 4.2 – 4.4).

Grooming is also Vanilla, varying slightly by locale and time period. Detecting

Vanilla’s stylistic grooming habits begins by noticing what is not in these texts. This

rhetoric of exclusion lends insight into not only what grooming habits are accepted and

not, but what type of people are, as well. Long hair and shaggy beards are rarely seen.

Hair is either cut short on the sides and back blending into a slightly longer length on top,

or shaved off completely. There are instances of comb-overs and some mullets but those

fade into the 2000s. Facial hair, if it exists, is short and neatly trimmed. There are no

hippies here.

The trappings of the PK participants will often be read as Vanilla as well. Here,

too, some of this system of style works by exclusion: we know who PK members are by

knowing who they are not. According to their trappings, they are simple and mainstream.

Their watches are plain with either a simple black or brown band or black plastic. In fact,

these are the only watches available for purchase in the winter 1996 fashion issue of New

Man. Their spectacles seem to be purely functional and bare with no adornment and

basic colors. The head covers are almost exclusively baseball caps worn to the front with

the standard curved bill. Rarely are they backwards and almost never tiled to the side or
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crooked with the straight bill that has lately become fashionable among rappers, athletes,

and urban youth. There are no visible tattoos and jewelry is simple if it is seen at all.

Adornment seems to be frowned upon. New Man goes so far as to advise readers to keep

jewelry to a minimum in a “Fashion no-no” article (September/October 2000, 22). The

same issue prominently features a black pastor whose trappings stands out in contrast to

the rest of those featured (September/October 2000, 54). He has a large gold chain

exposed, a gold bracelet, a gold ring and a large gold watch, all items that are not found

on any of the white Promise Keepers.

The interrelation and intersection of stylistic signs that cohere to make meaning

out of PK’s social markers reveals two important findings, both related to identity and

social affiliation: First, Vanilla draws some people together. And second, Vanilla pushes

others away. Turning to who is in and who is out, we ask this question: Who does the

intersection of Vanilla call to?

3. How does Vanilla draw Promise Keeper men into an imaginary community?

Primacy of text and Imaginary communities predictably bleed into the answer to this

question as well. I also heavily employ Aesthetic rationales here.

a) Primacy of the text again explains the bases for identity and

community, as well as the construction of identity and social

affiliation. Brummett points out that in a performative world of

unstable communities and identities, people create texts to say who
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they are and to call out to others (Rhetoric of Style 118). This is

especially pertinent when identity and social allegiance merge with

texts in a way that calls out to the “real stuff” of gender, race, class,

sexual orientation as I argue they do in the Vanilla style.

b) Imaginary communities explain how texts cohere and ground

imaginary communities. Because style is the text we wear on our

backs like shells, style is not only read and noticed by others, but is

also used to call into being audiences, publics, and communities

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style 121). This is especially prevalent when

style helps us read off socially useful information about gender, race,

class, and so forth.

c) I employ Aesthetic rationales here because we use what looks good as

a basis for identity and social organization. This has important

implications for who we value and who we don’t, which also bleeds

into the political impact of Vanilla, which will be discussed more with

the next section.

From there, we can see how Vanilla style is loosely tethered to a specific type of

person: the well-educated, middle to upper-class, straight, Protestant, middle-aged, white

men. We can begin to see how the rhetoric of style serves a powerful identity creating

function by moving individual identities into larger social subjectivities. Style helps us
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imagine who we are, who we want to be, and who we want to be considered akin to.

When a man picks up an issue of New Man magazine or attends a PK rally, he will be

called to assume a subject position that aligns him with some people and distances him

from others. As Brummett argues, style is the medium through which the socially

charged process of identity creation takes place, and thus we construct, call to, and

respond to communities that are, in reality, imaginary (Rhetoric of Style 121). Not

imaginary in the sense that they are weakly connected. The texts created in the name of a

group like Promise Keepers usually have great cohesive power. Imaginary communities

more accurately accounts for the formation of a scattered and diffused demographic and

ideology that comes together as a community through style (Brummett Rhetoric of Style

121). This community exerts a strong pull to display one style and not another. One

implication of this pull is that an imaginary community can be controlling and dogmatic,

constraining and limiting the subjects and identities that form in alignment with them

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style 123). And here is where style and value intersect. Promise

Keepers would never say that the Vanilla style adopted by our straight, white, male,

middle-class police officers, bosses, teachers, pastors, Little League coaches, PTA

leaders, and city council members is more appropriate or of higher value than the style

adopted by the young people, gay people, poor people, or black people who would be

considered outsiders at PK events. They loudly say the opposite, in fact. But in a subtle

and stylistic way, it is very clear what style (and concurrently what type of person)

Promise Keepers values and what style they don’t.
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Those who fail to adopt the Vanilla style are often used as examples of who PK

men should define themselves against. An article appearing in the September/October

2001 issue of New Man asks the reader, “Are you Mr. Wrong?” (see Figure 4.5). The

goal of the article is to inform PK’s readers if they are giving off any stylistic signs that

would keep them from getting a date. In the middle of the two page article, there is a

picture of Mr. Wrong, a valuable example of the style PK men are to avoid. Mr. Wrong

adopts an urban look. He appears to be Latino – which initially makes him stand out

from others in the magazine – but his clothing, grooming, trappings and posture do not fit

either. He wears a long, bright red suit jacket and a flashy button-down undershirt with

an exposed upper chest. His hair is long and slicked back with lots of product keeping it

in place. A large gold earring dangles from his left ear – something that I have not yet

found on a PK man. Finally, his posture and stance give off an F.U. vibe, or more

appropriately, a Mr. Wrong vibe. He stands facing the camera in a somewhat slouched

manner, one foot in front of the other, bent over to the side with one hand pointing

arrogantly at the reader and pursed lips forming a tough-guy expression on his face. I am

sure if we could hear him talk he would sound nothing like Steve Green or Bill

McCartney.

In the same issue, we get another glimpse of who PK values and who they do not.

In the “Fatherhood” section, the lead article begins: “Is your daughter home? How you

can use daddy-daughter date nights to jerk-proof your little girl” (see Figure 4.6). The

opposite page shows every father’s worst nightmare: a jerk coming to pick their daughter
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up for a date. The jerk says nothing jerk-like, of course; this is a magazine article and he

can’t speak. He doesn’t have weapons or illegal paraphernalia hanging out of his pockets

either, but the reader can clearly identify this guy as a jerk because of his aberrant style.

Once again, his grooming, trappings, and posture are all wrong. He wears a long, pink

suit jacket over too many necklaces and bracelets. One end of his skateboard rests

against the jacket and the other on his Converse Chuck Taylor’s, a shoe that represents

the antithesis of Vanilla. Finally, his hair is dyed blond and he wears a “can’t wait to take

your young daughter out for a good time” expression. If you are the father of a teenage

daughter, this guy is not who you want taking her out. Once again, we know this not

because we have met him and he displays some glaring moral or character deficiencies.

We know this because his style does not fit.

Mr. Wrong and The Jerk are extreme examples of an unacceptable, non-Vanilla

style. Their represent the outliers as I doubt many potential PK would adopt their style.

Where the devaluation of one style and the elevation of another hits closer to home,

however, is when a consistent depiction of a real-life outsider comes through. Those who

are young, working-class, and black fail to adopt the Vanilla style and when they appear

in PK texts, like Mr. Wrong and the Jerk, they usually do not fit. Teenagers, for example,

are not nearly as Vanilla as their fathers. Young people are almost exclusively white in

these texts although most seem to have adopted a more urban (read: black) style. One

teenager in particular, featured in a series of advertisements for Promise Keepers young

men’s event, exemplifies this well. He wears baggy pants, a long-sleeved loose-fitting
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shirt with a baggy t-shirt over top, white skateboarding shoes, a backpack, and a scowl

(see Figure 4.7). In other words, he looks nothing like his father.

Working class or blue-collar types are almost non-existent in these texts, as well.

And, like the teenager, when they do appear, their blue-collar style makes them stand out.

In an advertisement for the book, No More Debt, a welder is shown wearing leather

gloves, work overalls, and a dirty gray work shirt (see Figure 4.8). It is fitting that the

blue-collar worker, not the Vanilla PK man whose finances are secure, is featured in an

ad for a book about debt reduction.

Perhaps the most dominant stylistic demarcation comes through in representations

of black men in PK texts. Unlike Mr. Wrong, the Jerk, the teenager, or the blue-collar

worker, black people appear organically. They are not planted by ad executives; some

really are at PK events. Their stylistic representations help unearth the Vanilla style

because black men’s clothing, voice and vocabulary, grooming, and trappings provide a

definition by antithesis: the audience can know Vanilla by knowing what is not Vanilla.

In a Youtube clip from a 2007 Promise Keepers event in Columbia, Missouri, the

Vanilla style is interrupted by a young black man who would fit better in a rap video than

at a PK event. He wears two baggy-shirts, an exposed gold necklace, and a hat tilted

sideways with a straight brim. His walk echoes Majors and Billson’s strut and his voice

is without the nasally articulation found in almost all of the other Promise Keepers. In an

advertisement in New Man, Bishop T.D. Jakes’ zebra-print shirt and suit jacket that

stretches below his knees makes him stand out (see Figure 4.9). Dr. Myles Munroe, a
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black author promoting his new book also doesn’t assume the dominant style. He wears

a dark suit with a red and white stripped collared shirt, and a bright red tie. It is doubtful

that a white author would wear that undershirt (January/February 2002, 9). Feature

articles on Don King (September 1997, 18), R. Kelly (October 1997, 16), Deion Sanders

(March/April 2002), and black gospel singers Andre Crouch (October 1997, 65) and Kirk

Franklin (May 1996, 19) jump off the page. Their brightly colored clothes, unique cuts of

fabric, and flashy trappings seem to be the exclusive domain of black people.

One final example illustrates the distinction between black style and Vanilla style

well. In the 2008 PK event in Dallas, Texas, the football team from nearby Abilene

Christian University is invited on stage. Their coach, a Vanilla white guy, says a few

words about the team before handing the microphone to one of his players, Justin

Thompson. Thompson is an All-American right guard from inner-city Dallas and offers a

wonderful contrast to his coach and the rest of the men at this event. Thompson’s shorts

hang down to his mid-calf; his coach’s stop at the knees. Thompson’s baggy t-shirt falls

below his elbows and hangs down to mid-thigh; his coach’s polo shirt stops at the elbow

and sits just below the waist. Thompson wears flashy Nike Air Jordan basketball shoes;

his coach wears leather sandals sometimes known as the “Air Jesus’.” Thompson sports

a large diamond earring in each ear; his coach is devoid of any visible jewelry.

Thompson also sounds different than his coach. He doesn’t articulate each word like

leaving the “g’s” off of words like “coming” and “going.” He says “be” when standard
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English would call for “are” (“We be goin’ places…) and uses “got” when “have” would

be grammatically correct (“We got finger prints…”).

But the value of unearthing the Vanilla style of Promise Keepers comes not just

from noticing who drops consonants and who does not or whose shirt is tucked in and

whose is not. The real value comes from the larger story PK’s Vanilla style can tell, so in

the next section, I ask how the connection between PK as a text and PK as an imaginary

community can help explain the group’s political and social situation.

4. How does the triangulated connection between Promise Keepers and its style

correspond to the group’s social and political situation? The central argument in this

chapter is that style can both shape and reflect subjectivity. Identifying Vanilla as the

style which PK coheres is an important first step. The second step requires that I look

closely at the social and political consequences of Vanilla. To do so, I employ Primacy

of the text, Imaginary communities, and Aesthetic rationales.

a) Primacy of the text explains the triangulation of meaning as it relates to

the social and political position Promise Keepers men find themselves in.

b) Imaginary communities explain the effects of discourse and the motives

and values of the Promise Keeper community. Brummett posits that it is

the connection to imaginary communities that the political dimensions of a

rhetoric of style can be seen (Rhetoric of Style 119). Brummett goes on to

explain how imaginary communities can be controlling and dogmatic,
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constraining and limiting the subjects and identities that form in alignment

with them, an astute observation that goes a long way in explaining how

Vanilla excludes other stylistic configurations (123).

c) Aesthetic rationales, once again, is the chief explanation for effects

(Brummett Rhetoric of Style 129). Because motives are activated

aesthetically, aesthetic rationales are manifested in narrative values which

not only tells stories about people in terms of their dress, décor, and

movement, but can also explain the political fallout of valuing one

particular stylistic coherence over another.

Because people notice and attribute meanings to displayed styles in ways that

chain out far beyond a particular individual or group, to unearth a Vanilla style is to also

say something about how PK organizes their social, political, and rhetorical worlds.

Barry Brummett writes,

A given style is a repertoire of signs as well as the homological glue that
binds them together as a style. From such a repertoire, the performer of a
rhetoric of style chooses a set of signs to create a text or a node of a text,
being careful to choose stylistic signs the meanings of which generally
converge. The sense of convergence is given by the range of possible
meanings within a cultural context that each sign has and by the
homological attraction creating unity in a style. (Brummett Rhetoric of
Style 132)

There is a coherence to the Vanilla style that formally links PK’s grooming,

clothing, gesture, and posture to PK’s social situation. To put it another way, Vanilla is
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one part of a triangulation process that joins a wide range of signs (e.g., tucked in shirt,

short hair, Standard English) into a coherent and ordered discourse with the end result

being a better understanding of the social and political situation PK’s Vanilla style

connects to.

What moves Vanilla from individual subjectivity to social response is a formal

resemblance across different texts, actions, objects, and other orders of experience that I

have referred to as a homology. Style formally links a tucked in short and tapered jeans

to the social situation. However, the imaginary community Vanilla style draws together

is so bound up in whiteness and masculinity that identifying both the style and the social

situation Vanilla connects to can be hard to do. One way to loosen the defaulted style

and the social situation it helps to explain is by exposing the contradictions or tensions

that are inherently present. PK’s Vanilla style comprises a world of signs that revolves

systematically and predictably around meanings associated with the dominant. Like any

style, like any ideology, PK’s contains some interesting contradictions that are key to

understanding how it works rhetorically (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 155). This is not

negative criticism. Every style with ideological impact has contradictions because

ideology is contradictory (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 169). In the next section, I

examine two sets of contradictions that emerge from Promise Keeper’s Vanilla style.

RELIGIOUS AND ECONOMIC TENSION: SUBVERSION VS. STATUS QUO
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To understand the first tension of subversion versus status quo a quick Bible

lesson is in order. Because Promise Keepers is an explicitly Christian group, it makes

sense to compare its central values to the central values depicted in the stories of Jesus.

The dominant motive of Jesus as recorded in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and

John seems aimed at afflicting the comfortable and comforting the afflicted. This mission

positioned Jesus in direct opposition to those in positions of power. Jesus constantly

clashed with the powerful, in part, because he was able to wield tremendous influence

without properly fitting into the mainstream. His regard for the weak and disenfranchised

and his disregard for religious and social convention seem to be the cause of his uneasy

relationship with the elite. I cannot argue that everyone reads the Gospels this way, but

Promise Keepers certainly does. According to their Statement of Faith, PK men are

called not only to holy living by combating the world, the flesh, and the devil, but also to

meet the needs of the lost, the poor and the oppressed. The Statement of Faith goes on to

call PK men to “show love and humility by caring for the poor, sick, widows, orphans,

and outcasts, by comforting the sorrowing, by helping the needy, and by shielding the

oppressed from the oppressor” (Statement of Faith). This also seems to be the plain sense

of the biblical text. Perhaps because contemporary American religious discourse has a

hard time divorcing itself from its capitalistic economic underpinnings, some would

argue for an opposite interpretation (see Winslow 123). However, even the casual reader

of the Gospels finds in them story after story of Jesus' inability to fit within the

mainstream. He dined with prostitutes and with the hated tax collectors. He touched
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lepers whom no one else would go near. He consistently violated religious convention by

healing on the Sabbath, not washing his hands in the proper ritualistic manner, and

talking to women shunned by the rest of society. His Good Samaritan parable would be

the equivalent of the "Good Al-Qaeda” parable today. He called the religious leaders

“white-washed tombs” before eventually being nailed to a cross by the political leaders

because he was more concerned about upsetting the status quo than perpetuating it. Jesus

was wild and outrageous. He was certainly not Vanilla.

In contrast, the central motives and values being upheld by Promise Keeper’s

Vanilla style seek to maintain the status quo. Vanilla reflects a desire to keep things the

way they are. Change is the enemy of mainstream and subversion the antithesis of the

status quo. This Vanilla style is ideologically connected to deeply-held motivations that

appear below PK’s rhetorical surface – that actually stand in opposition to their explicitly

stated racial reconciliation goals. PK’s surface-level rhetoric suggests a strong effort on

the part of the organization to be patently antiracist, even to the point of including racial

reconciliation at one of the seven core promises of a Promise Keeper.

What makes the racial reconciliation aims of PK subversive is that their antiracist

definition of masculinity was a pointed reversal of white supremacist definitions that had

been a consistent feature of the extreme religious right. Racial reconciliation also

presented an alternative to the more subtly racist masculinity exhibited by spokesmen for

a range of political positions, who felt free to scapegoat the inner-city man of color as the

source of the nation’s ills (Newton 242). Instead, PK leaders often laid the blame of
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racial discrimination at their own feet, emphasizing the physical and emotional pain

inflicted on African-American, Hispanic, and Native-American people who were “treated

as less than human beings during the early years of America” by white men like

themselves (Allen 254). Accordingly, PK took pro-active and deliberate steps in an

attempt to draw more men of color: their leadership was deliberately racially mixed, they

were among the only white organization to raise money for burned black churches in the

summer of 1998, and they sponsored summits for Hispanic, Asian American, Native

American and African American religious leaders (Deardorff 87; Kimmel Patriarchy’s

118).

The central values and motives being held up in PK’s Vanilla style, however, tell

a different story. Vanilla style reveals instead an ideology more coherent with a set of

meanings, values, and beliefs that perpetuates the mainstream and status quo, and thus,

stands in direct contradiction with PK’s subversive mission.

One manifestation of this paradox is the method by which PK advocates racial

reconciliation. Reflecting a common response to crisis in contemporary American

society, PK leaders rely on what Dana Cloud calls “therapeutic discourse” in which

personalized and privatized solutions are promoted over larger social and structural

solutions (xiii). For example, PK leaders avoided any discussion of the root causes of

racism such as drugs in the community and lack of access to better education and housing

opportunities, choosing instead to focus on the spiritual aspects of these problems.

Instead of calling on PK men to acknowledge the historical, social, or economic factors
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that contributed to racism, PK discourse emphasized that “only by changing people’s

hearts can society truly be changed” (Abraham 129). These individualistic solutions

stand out, especially when PK is compared to their predecessor, the Men and Religion

Forward Movement (MRFM). In the 1910s, the MRFM called on men to confront the

economic disparities between wealthy owners and poor workers, unsafe working

conditions in factories, child labor, the number of hours in a workweek, and

unsatisfactory tenement conditions (Allen 251; 261). In contrast, PK believes that the

cumulative effect of men developing relationships with other men across racial and ethnic

barriers was the most effective way to overcome racism (Allen 259; Newton 253). They

emphasize a personal response on the part of Christian men in forming relationships and

suggested that men in local communities could use PK events such as breakfast meetings

and small groups to begin the process of developing multiracial relationships fostering

racial reconciliation (Porter and Whalin). It was not through “legislation but by

relationships” that racial reconciliation was to come (Cooper 52). PK offered almost no

forays into the arenas of civic or social action (Faludi 258). They didn’t lobby for

legislation or encourage men to seek prison reform. They instead were called to invite a

man from a different racial background to breakfast (Allen 288).

These personal and private responses to racial crisis offer a substitute for political

and economic engagement (Cloud xiii). Dana Cloud argues that to privatize social issues

like racism within a discourse of individual responsibility or personal fulfillment is a

common method of perpetuating the status quo (xv). She writes, “The therapeutic
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dislocation of political attention and energy away from projects of collective social

change and onto projects of privatized social stability is an ideological strategy of the

capitalist system” (19). This explanation is conducive to Promise Keeper’s social

situation because no one has more social, political, and economic interests at stake in the

perpetuation of patriarchy and capitalism than wealthy, straight, white men. No group

has and will continue to reap the benefits of white supremacy, sexism, and working-class

exploitation more than the demographic profile of Promise Keepers.

The subjectivity deduced from Promise Keepers Vanilla style represents a

powerful religious and economic contradiction. The tension between subversion and the

maintenance of the status quo begins to explain, in part, why Promise Keepers failed at

racial reconciliation. Their mission was incompatible with their style. The altruistic or

divinely-inspired goal of racial reconciliation did not stand a chance against the attitudes,

values, and motives entrenched in a hegemonic framework of liberal individualism and

patriarchy.

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL TENSION: INCLUSION VS. EXCLUSION

To understand the second tension of inclusion versus exclusion a quick review of

masculinity is in order. I established earlier that masculinity begins from an exclusionary

foundation. Men depend on a variety of Others for their very substance, their

characteristics, and their sense of identity in relation to the world. Even if no one knows

what being a man is, we certainly know what being a man is not. Masculinity and
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exclusivity work together to calm men’s deepest doubts about not being fully male by

offering men a way to construct an orientation against what they most fear becoming.

Often this means men define themselves against the effeminate, usually women or gay

men, but if exclusivity is the foundation, outsiders can easily be made of men who are the

wrong color, the wrong social class, from the wrong part of the country, the wrong

height, weight, or wear the wrong clothing, as well. This means that masculinity is

defined by exclusion and opposition right from the start (Volli 114).

Terrance Real provides a wonderful example of this in his research on the

development of the masculine identity in young boys (130). Real points out that for most

boys, the achievement of masculine identity is not an acquisition so much as a disavowal.

When girls and women are asked to define what it means to be feminine, they answer

with positive language: to be compassionate, to be connected, or to care about others, and

so on. Boys and men, conversely, when asked to describe masculinity, respond with

exclusionary language. They do not talk about being strong as much as not being weak.

They do not list independence so much as not being dependent. They do not speak about

being close to their fathers so much as about pulling away from their mothers. In other

words, being a man really means not being a woman. Real concludes that as a result,

boys’ acquisition of gender is a negative achievement and thus, never complete. Their

developing sense of their own masculinity is not, as in most other forms of identity

development, a steady movement toward something valued so much as a repulsion from
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something devalued. Masculine identity development turns out to be not a process of

development at all but rather a process of elimination, a successive unfolding of loss.

Men, in order to prove that they are masculine, have to emphasize their

differences from outsiders. This presents a tension in Promise Keepers between an

exclusive foundation and the desire to be inclusive. Does this mean one cannot have an

inclusive identity? The question is a bit trivial if we only think of surface identities, such

as political affiliation or sports allegiances. A Democrat can include a Republican or an

Aggie can include a Longhorn with relative ease. However, the question becomes more

complex – and more important – when racial and gender identities are at stake. Being

white or being a man is a form of social identity that is fundamental, rather than

peripheral to the self (Alcoff 6). As opposed to say a Longhorn fan or a Democrat, the

whiteness and the maleness of most of the Promise Keepers is less context-dependent and

less amendable to change than others forms of social identity. The question then

becomes: is defining oneself as a white person or as a man, or straight, or Protestant or

any of the other mainstream markers always inaccurate, oppressive, and exclusionary?

Some would say no. Linda Alcoff, for example, argues that identities are not in

all cases unwarranted or politically pernicious (90). Because identities are unavoidable,

she continues, they are needed in the political arena so that movements can make

demands “in the name of” and “on behalf of” women, people of color, gays, lesbians, and

other groups of people who have been stigmatized precisely because of identity

attributions (80). This line of thought has been fundamental to the development of
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identity politics. The question remains unanswered, however, when applied specifically

to the social identities of Promise Keepers. Would Alcoff maintain the same argument if

demands where being made “in the name of” and “on behalf of” wealthy, straight, white,

men? Are identities only important to those on the margins or are they also helpful for

those in positions of power?

Because we cannot escape the hierarchies of power inherent in our structures of

discourse, this question cannot be answered without taking into account the social status

of the identities in question. White and black people are not the same. Neither are men

and women. Power discrepancies prevent a reductionistic and simplistic answer to

identity questions. I will challenge the place of identity politics in the closing chapter,

but for now, I will grant that Alcoff is right in the sense that those on the margins must

use whatever means necessary to struggle against their oppressors, including race,

gender, or sexual orientation. She is wrong if that same argument is extended to those in

positions of power. The real purpose of drawing on a default identity like masculinity or

whiteness is to reclaim the perceived loss of power. Michel Foucault argues that because

identity creates subjection within structures of discourse, there can be no identity that is

not a form of subjugation (Foucault The Archeology 71). This is especially true

concerning identity-creation for those in positions of power. In this case, whiteness and

maleness is not only metaphysically inaccurate, but also pernicious and incapable of

facilitating progressive politics. Because PK calls to men only, it cannot help but be

exclusionary. Thus, it is hard to be inclusive when you take off from an exclusionary
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departure point. It should not be shocking that an exclusionary group like the KKK does

not promote gender equality. We should never be surprised that a group that defines

itself against one type of person is having trouble accepting another type of person.

I do not mean to overstep my bounds here. I am not comparing the social impact

of PK to the KKK. PK has dramatically improved the quality of many people’s lives. In

the home, PK’s evocation of men’s servant/leadership had helped produce more loving,

more responsible, and even more egalitarian mates (Newton 229). Socially, PK has

directed attention away from the backlash against affirmative action on the part of

“angry, white, males” and directed attention to love, service, sacrifice, and giving in an

application of the Christian ideal of mercy modeled on the sacrifice of Christ. However,

on a more theoretical level, there can be a connection made between how groups like PK

and the KKK in the way they construct their identity out of exclusion.

Promise Keepers claims to be challenging the dominant conception of masculinity

by emphasizing racial reconciliation and their efforts are certainly laudable on some

level. The danger, however, is that they cannot escape their exclusionary foundation, so

instead of challenging white supremacy they are simply putting a new face on the same

system. With some adjustments, Promise Keepers attempt at racial reconciliation fits

within Barry Brummett’s description of a wide-spread myth told by white, western

culture:

There is a race of people (them) who have had a horrible, violent, and
injurious past. They have been overcome in the past through superior
Western technology and social organization. These injuries may well
have been inflicted by people like us, but it was not us. At any rate, the
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victims in the past (and/or their compatriots) were complicit with their
injuries and are thus partially responsible. Pain, anger, and a capacity for
violence are the legacies of these injuries. As a result of injury and as a
possible ground for healing, they have come to us, making cultural,
psychological, and physical journeys. We offer healing and wholeness
(we can do it, we have the “technology”), but through integration with us
on our terms, in our space, literally on our grounds. Of course, we mean a
guarded integration: They will always be exotic and different, but we’ll
take them in – they can sleep over there. This is a totally free choice we
offer; there are no constraints on either side. But sadly, so many of them
refuse the bargain. They return – sometimes physically, sometimes
culturally, sometimes psychologically – to the less than idyllic
historical/cultural/psychological/geographical places from which they
came. They leave us sad but blameless, for we had extended our hand.
(Rhetorical Homologies 77)

Like any attempt at explaining broad cultural myths, Promise Keeper’s attitudes

towards racial reconciliation do not fit exactly within this description, but the general

theme holds true. The myth provides closure to this chapter because it connects

masculinity and style to its practical consequences. I doubt many people consciously act

out the practices covered in Brummett’s description. Although it is alive and well in

some places, outright racial bigotry has gone out of fashion in the Unites States. The

explicitly discriminatory and racist practices of fire hoses, police dogs, and separate

bathrooms have been traded in for what Brummett calls more genteel masks of hegemony

(Rhetorical Homologies 73). On the surface, PK’s racial reconciliation theme tells a

comforting story. But beneath the surface, a more complex form of hegemony is at work.

A form of hegemony that does not rely on what you say, but how you look and sound

when you say it.
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CONCLUSION

One cannot understand masculinity in America without also understanding

Promise Keepers. As the largest and most important men’s movement in our nation’s

history, PK has had a tremendous amount of social, political, and religious influence.

The group’s explicit attempt at racial reconciliation is particularly insightful. Largely

white, wealthy, and mainstream groups do not normally reach out so directly to people so

different. And when they fail so miserably, rich research questions cannot help but

bubble up.

I have argued in this chapter that style is one of the reasons Promise Keepers

could not transcend their own narrow identity markers. Promise Keepers adopted a

Vanilla style that stood in stark contrast to the style of their stated target audience.

Looking beneath public presentation, to the values and motives the Vanilla style

represents, has proven to be particular useful in explaining Promise Keepers failure. On a

theoretical level, this analysis of Promise Keepers provides insight into how to study the

mainstream. Many in our field have done a wonderful job of carving out theoretical

space for those on the margins, but at times, this focus has been a bit too narrow causing

us to neglect the important rhetorical work going on in the more socially-sanctioned

avenues of power.

This is not to say that this one analysis of Promise Keepers can offer all that needs

to be known about the mainstream, masculinity, or style. Style is a relatively new

methodological tool and more theoretical and practical applications will surely improve
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and refine its explanatory power. I also do not mean to provide an all-encompassing

explanation for why PK failed to attract a more diverse audience. The reasons are

numerous, no doubt. But if the previous research by Brummett, Hariman, Ewen, and

others is on track, then either the Vanilla style does explain part of the reason why PK

failed or style does not tell us as much as we think it does. My findings suggest the

former.

My conclusions encourage a set of recommendation for future research that I will

extend to Presidential Style in chapter five. However, I cannot close this chapter without

offered some practical advice to Promise Keepers: quit settling for improving men and

struggle to improve humanity. Being a man is hard work; work that involves education,

training, and especially selection. Not all human beings are men, not even those of the

male gender. This has always been true in the Western tradition. The problem is that the

short term material gains derived from masculinity are not adequate compensation for

what men give up in the long haul (Jensen 28). Robert Jensen spells out why: “When we

become men we exchange those aspects of ourselves that make life worth living for an

endless struggle for power that, in the end is illusory and destructive to not only others

but to ourselves” (5). Real social improvement cannot begin from an exclusionary

foundation. This means that a group like Promise Keepers must step back, reject the

dualistic approach to identity and recognize that we are fluid, complex, open-ended, and

dynamic beings; not reductive and overly homogenous (Alcoff 112). This means
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masculinity must not just be reconstructed or redefined, it must be abolished. If men are

going to be fully human beings, then they first have to stop being men (Jensen 143).
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Hillary Clinton and the Strict Confines of Presidential Style

Chapter 5

Although the American presidency is legally open to all native-born citizens who

have had permanent residency in the United States for at least 14 years and are over the

age of 35, there are other taken-for-granted constraints that severely limit who can be

president. The American polity has come to expect a particular coherence of social

identity markers that come together under the label Presidential. Although the style that

accounts for Presidential comes through subtly, this particular coherence of markers

works powerfully to construct a particular image that aspiring presidential candidates

must conform to. The right aesthetic dimensions are fundamental to this image. Chuck

Taylor shoes, throw-back basketball jerseys, tattoos, and jewelry do not fit Presidential.

Dark business suits with minimal trappings, short hair, professional walk and posture and

voice certainly do (see the picture and Figure 5.1)
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Presidential Style – Figure 5.1

Voice & Vocabulary Emotion
-Professional -composed
-Formal -calm
-Appropriate level of education

Grooming Manners
-Unadorned -Polished
-Simple -Refined

-Dignified

Dress
-Formal
-Mature -Mature
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Presidential is an important visual and material attribution of dominant political

culture that organizes the expectations of what the American President should look like

and sound like. This dominant image comes through on a daily basis and thus, this style

is emotionally-charged and always with there, literally, carried on the backs of the one

who is to be emblematic of the national image. Presidential then, functions ideologically

by producing a set of meanings connected to certain groups and distanced from others.

Because social networks are largely managed through aesthetic dimensions, Presidential

locates a candidate in social space by virtue of his or her relationships and memberships

that this style implies. Just as one can often read a “hippie style” as a certain way of

talking, dressing, behaving, and living, there is a shared system of signs that come

together as a rhetorical unit or coherence in the Presidential Style that dominates

representations of the President. This system of signs is important because it holds this

image accountable to reality. Social sumptuary laws regulate habits and pressure

individuals to assume a style that reflects their standings and affiliations. This means that

just as there is a dominant Doctor Style that reflects their social positions and Police Style

that reflects their social position, there is a Presidential Style reflects their social position.

The system of signs that comes together to constitute and reflect Presidential Style

connotes a narrow and specific identity fused together by a variety of dominant markers.

However, analyses of the Presidential Style coming from both scholarly literature and the

mass media have long focused only on the role gender plays in crafting the Presidential

image. In this chapter, I aim to extend and complicate that assertion.
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Just as no individuals are made up of one bone, but instead, come together as one

corporeal body through the formation of thousands of smaller bones, human identities are

never made up only of one marker, but come together as “masculine” or “feminine”,

“white”, “Asian” or “Black, and “gay” or “straight” to create one subjective identity. The

unresolved hybridity connecting the bones of identity is a rich site of identity inquiry.

Few texts illustrate this better than Hillary Clinton. Admired and loathed with

equal passion, Clinton has never been easy to capture or understand. A common

explanation for this tension is a level of incommensurability between Clinton’s gender

and the political context she operates within. Many accuse Clinton of being too feminine,

too gentle, too thoughtful, and too caring to lead the nation as her femininity made

locating an intelligible gender performance impossible and violated the expectations for

performance of Presidential Style and at the same time, accused her of being to be too

masculine, too tough, too physical, and too manly to be enduring to voters (Templin 22).

However, in the following pages I demonstrate why a gendered explanation for Clinton’s

image is problematic because it fails to account for the complexity of the hegemonic

processes at work. Rather than relying solely on the relationship between Presidential

Style and masculinity, I instead argue that Hillary Clinton could be read through a

particular interrelationship of masculinity and cultural conceptions of other identity

markers that can reveal how various identities interpenetrate one another and some of the

consequences of these relationships (Malin 2). This means the most appropriate
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description of Clinton is not only reserved for her gender role, but more accurately, the

right combination of several social markers.

An explanation for Presidential Style grounded in stylistic coherence produces

important theoretical and political insights. Theoretically, stylistic coherence helps

explain why looking closely at a female in a dissertation on masculinity is useful. In

Clinton, the meanings that emerge from her bid to capture the 2008 Democratic

Presidential nomination offer a rich site of analysis where the central themes of this

dissertation converge, namely, 1) the discursive, contingent, and struggled over nature of

identity, 2) the need to conceptualize style as the grounding category for identity creation,

and 3) the intersectionality of various social identity markers as the site of identity

construction. Politically, stylistic coherence signals a massive readjustment in the way

identities are conceived and mobilized. Rather than relying on identity politics, one

implication I will flesh out at the end of this chapter is the need for postmodern society to

reassess the political potential of a one-dimensional view of identity that does not account

for the dynamic nature of our multifaceted identities.

Once again, I return to style as the grounding category capable of unearthing and

detecting this nuanced explanation of Clinton’s image. Style offers a theoretical and

methodological framework for studying identity that avoids the simplistic perspective of

single category identity explanations while simultaneously producing a more accurate

view of identity that shows how multifaceted subjectivities come together as coherent

texts. In Clinton’s case, her gender does not consist of any stable public identity from
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which various acts proceed; rather, her public identity is tenuously constituted in time

through a stylized repetition of acts. Furthermore, her public identity must be understood

as the way in which the aesthetic dimensions of public presentations constitute the

illusion of an abiding and coherent self. To that end, I continue to propose a perspective

that shifts the discussion of identity to a broader plane. More specifically, I demonstrate

how a deeper analysis of all the aesthetic dimensions of Hillary Clinton’s public

presentation including her physical appearance, her emotional presentation, and even her

choice of alcoholic beverage can offer an explanation that goes beyond gender to the

complex interplay between Clinton’s style and the meaning garnered from that style by

the public.

To arrive here, I have used several different data sources, not meant to account for

every node of Hillary Clinton, but more importantly, to offer a comprehensive picture of

representative texts that also can be examined by the reader. First, I sought to establish a

general range of thematic variation in Clinton’s discourse. I read more than twenty-seven

books on Clinton, including those written by Clinton supporters (The Case for Hillary

Clinton; Her Way) and detractors (Can She Be Stopped? The Case Against Hillary

Clinton; Hillary’s Scheme).

The books provided the needed background knowledge on Clinton, as well as

several diverse viewpoints on her campaign. However, just as Promise Keeper books in

chapter four were limited in what they can say about style, as printed ink on a paper page,

the reader gets very little about how Clinton looks and sounds. In order to analyze her
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style, I turn to various representations of Clinton that appeared prominently on YouTube

and Vanderbilt’s Television News Archive, and major US and world newspapers and

magazines. Using LexisNexis, I searched for accounts covering Hillary Clinton’s

preference for pantsuits (466 articles found), her low-cut shirt on the Senate Floor in

2007 (223 articles found), her emotional outburst on the eve of the New Hampshire

primary (388 articles found), and the coverage of her taking a shot of whiskey in a rural

Indiana bar (139 articles found).

I use these incidents and the coverage of them for several specific reasons. First,

they go a long way in defining not only Clinton’s public identity, but her presidential

campaign more broadly. Second, they are indicative of Clinton’s overall aesthetic

presentation as they suitably represent her image. Finally, when examined closely

through a stylistic lens, they go beyond the content-level descriptions of Clinton’s style to

a more accurate account of the complex intersection of style and identity that would not

otherwise be known.

Beyond my own analysis of these incidents, I look to media coverage for four

specific reasons. First, Presidential Style is crafted through discourse. Thus, the

attractiveness of these images and representations are consequential. Second,

Presidential Style is led, but not fully determined by elite discourse. Thus, elite texts like

newspapers and television coverage hold cues for understanding how the dominant

expectations of the American president are stylistically constructed. Third, Presidential

Style has been shown to function as a powerful shortcut in modern life and to have
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important rhetorical effects on citizens. Thus, these shortcuts may act as influential cues

and filters to information on the political capital of presidential candidates. Fourth, the

meanings derived from Presidential Style shifts with time, as meanings may become

broader, narrower, and or may change entirely. Thus, a rich understanding of style and

its dynamic nature requires a deep reading of mediated accounts. In sum, because the

interaction between Presidential Style and the media shapes dominant expectations of the

American president, is managed by elite texts, triggers important shortcuts, and is

dynamic, it is important to look closely at the meanings that can emerge from that

relationship.

SCHOLARLY LITERATURE ON GENDER AND POLITICS

Scholars of presidential politics have long over-valued gender as an organizing

variable. One reason for this is the increased personalization of politics fueled by

candidate-centered campaign paradigms that emphasize the individual’s persona and

personal attributes (Fahey; Popkin; Wahl-Jorgensen). Anna Cornelia Fahey argues that

in today’s political climate, character construction of the self and character assassination

of the opponent are crucial to “persona politics” (133). One of the primary vehicles, this

literature argues to transmit information about character to voters is successful and

unsuccessful gender fulfillment. For example, Fahey argues that the “Frenchification” of

John Kerry during the 2004 presidential election not only emasculated him in the minds

of voters but also bolstered George W. Bush’s masculine credentials. In this way, this
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literature positions gender as an information shortcut meant to account for the most

important factors voters rely on when they lack incentive to gather information about

politics (Downs).

To extend this argument to Hillary Clinton, this literature would posit that voters

must make the important connection between image and worth with a surprisingly limited

amount of information about Clinton as a candidate (see Popkin 13). Very few voters

have actually met Clinton. And even with the increasing length of presidential

campaigns, increasing expenditures, and ever-mobile candidates, on Election Day, voters

cast a solitary ballot about a person they don’t really know and even less about the future

circumstances that person would be operating within if he or she was elected. Applying

Downs’ information shortcut theory to gender would indicate that voters use the

successful or unsuccessful fulfillment of gender norms to make important assessments

about Clinton’s character, competence, morality, and ability to run the country. To put it

another way, this literature would argue that even if a voter knows very little about

Clinton’s policies or experience, he or she can use what he or she knows about what

cleavage in a business suit means, what colors can emasculate, and what being overly

emotional symbolizes to inform his or her decision.

Much of this scholarship is grounded in hegemonic masculinity. Since the

introduction of the concept in the early 1980s, hegemonic masculinity has proceeded to

offer quite substantive explanations for the way gender works in society (Hanke

Hegemonic; Whitehead 90). This includes using hegemonic masculinity as a theoretical
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tool used to understand the means by which men’s dominance over women is

institutionalized and achieved and a way to account for how men exercise power over

women in the political arena (Connell 184). The American president, for example, is

expected to embody a particular masculine image and a set of particular masculine traits

that operate as moral and social cues to the country. Chaffin argues that voters value the

ability to throw a fastball and ride a horse, even though they may be better served by a

candidate with skills more fitting to the duties of the office, such as speaking fluent

Arabic or being able to chart the treasury yield curve. Malin argues that dominant

conceptions of Presidential masculinity work to organize cultural meanings and

resources, outline our national will, and construct representations of an imaginary

national unity (2). Through such representations, candidates enact the culturally

constructed desires intimately linked to idealized images of the American President

(Wahl-Jorgensen 57). Parry-Giles and Parry-Giles extend this claim to argue that to be

perceived as capable of filling the station of president, a candidate must not only adopt a

gendered persona, but the most valued set of gendered expectations (338) and Karyln

Kohrs Campbell adds that the American President is to represent what we pretend is a

single, universally accepted ideal for US manhood (The Sound).

Scholars have reduced this idealized masculinity down to four specific

characteristics:
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1. Work. The first distinguishing feature of masculinity concerns the man’s role in

the family as worker and occupational achiever. Work is central to men’s public identity

in general, and this holds true for politicians, as well (Hanke Hegemonic 236).

Occupational achievement is the primary institution candidates use to demonstrate their

preparation for the presidency (Trujillo 291).

2. Family and patriarch. The occupational achiever image also places family and

patriarchy at its core. Males become men by being the breadwinners, family protectors,

and father figures (Trujillo 291). The metaphor of the family has always been central to

US politics (Wahl-Jorgensen). Although the family has traditionally been viewed as an

institution that features women in powerful roles (Dow and Tonn), in presidential

politics, a candidate can assert his or her leadership based on head-of-the-household

attitudes. The American polity is the family and although the family traditionally

features women, it also represents an institution whose construction still promotes a

patriarchal hierarchy (Parry-Giles and Parry-Giles).

3. Physical force, violence, and the military. The next distinguishing feature of

masculinity is based on physical strength, force, toughness, courage, and violence. It

seems the willingness and desire to fight – to exert physical force – is one of the most

evident markers of American manhood (Kimmel Manhood). Aspiring presidential

candidates can demonstrate their leadership ability by being physically aggressive
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(Simpson; Ehrenreich; Gibson). But since it is so rarely appropriate to demonstrate one’s

own physical aggressiveness, physical power usually takes the form of military displays

of strength (Geddes). The president’s role as commander-in-chief serves as another

institution used by candidates to define their qualifications for public office. Connell

notes that the core of gendered power structures in advanced capitalist societies preserves

men’s power through control of the military and the police. Men’s control of military

power works as a central component for American conceptions of masculinity.

4. Athletics. Along with the battlefield as a testing ground for masculinity, sports

and games offer another avenue for flexing masculine muscle in US culture (Kimmel The

Cult 245). Contextualized by a language of struggle, loss, conquest, and victory through

peaceful war, sports project a heterosexist world of simulated unity and solidarity, a

model national community for men’s bonding. For politicians, sports and athletics offer

a way to express dominant ideologies of nationalism, patriotism, and authoritarianism-

values that simultaneously celebrate the candidates qualifications (Parry-Giles and Parry-

Giles 344).

These traits come together to form a standard of measurement that values a

specific set of masculine characteristics that are supposed to be most fitting for the

political and social spheres. This is why many argue that politicians from Washington to

McCain have worked hard during their campaigns to fight against accusations of

femininity and bolster their masculine credentials; the outcome of an election is supposed
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to hinge on who can best assume the image of the ideal American male (Malin; Morreale;

Traister).

One of the most influential applications of hegemonic masculinity in the political

arena came from Kathleen Hall Jamieson’s book Beyond the Double Bind: Women and

Leadership (1995). Jamieson begins by asserting that because rhetoric makes sense of

tensions and inchoate experiences by structuring, ordering, and focusing what we don’t

know into what we do, the complex is often simplified into false dichotomies (13-14).

Echoing Judith Butler once again, Jamieson goes on to argue that we make sense out of

gender by organizing all that we know about masculinity and femininity into a double-

bind. The double-bind limits our angle of vision and gendered expectations by setting

masculinity and femininity into a hierarchical relation to one another with masculinity

being superior to femininity (121).

Jamieson cites several examples of the double-bind. In the 17th century, a woman

accused of being a witch either did or did not admit to complicity with Satan. If she did,

she was executed for her crime. If she didn’t her silence was attributed to solidarity with

Satan and she too was marched off to the stake (3). A more up-to-date example is a

former female captain in the air defense artillery who said that women have to project an

image that is feminine enough that you won’t be called a dyke, but not so feminine that

you won’t be taken seriously (4). Accordingly, female lawyers must walk a fine line

between being regarded as too feminine (and thus, not tough, lawyer-like, and smart,) or

too tough (and thus unfeminine or not the kind of women male colleagues feel
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comfortable relating to) (121). Robin Lakoff adds, “If she refuses to talk like a lady, she

is ridiculed and subjected to criticism as unfeminine; if she does learn, she is ridiculed as

unable to think clearly, unable to take part in serious discussion; in some sense, as less

than fully human. These two choices which a woman has – to be less than a woman or

less than a person – are highly painful” (6).

Jamieson outlines 5 specific binds that form the catch-22 of women in positions

of power.

Womb/Brain. Throughout history, women have been identified as bodies not

minds, and wombs, not brains. Since woman cannot exercise both their brain and their

uterus, they must choose one over the other. Select childbearing and sacrifice the

satisfactions of the intellect. Favor the brain and forego the pleasures of motherhood

(55).

Silence/Shame. The next double-bind underscores the assumption that male

speech is based in the intellect and superior form, so men and their speech were

inherently superior because discourse was governed by their minds (91). Thus, by

condemning effeminate speech, men ensured that if a women rose to speak she would be

forced to embrace “manly” norms of discourse, thereby in some important sense

counterfeiting her identity and forcing her to compete on a foreign playing surface (93).
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Sameness/difference. Beginning with Aristotle and re-surfacing with Freud, the

idea that women either had to stress biological difference and claim special treatment, or

emphasize fundamental similarity to men and argue for equal treatment continues as a

harmful double-bind (103). When women employed arguments for difference from men

it is more difficult for women to secure leadership positions, particularly in positions of

power (like politics), but when women employ arguments for sameness they often fall

short due to a sexist value system that ranks the socially-assigned masculine

characteristics as more valued than feminine characteristics.

Femininity/competence. What is valued is also at the core of the next double-

bind, often referred to as the “bitch” factor. Women who are tough leaders are bitches;

men who are tough leaders know that they want. When women are aggressive and harsh,

a man is directed and goal-oriented (122). The assumption here is that women cannot be

feminine and competent, for to be feminine, women must accept a concept of femininity

that ensures that she is easily influenced, emotional, and illogical and thus, incapable of

being in a position of power because she cannot be mature and decisive (120). By

contrast, masculine traits were those associated with mental health and psychological

maturity: being direct and logical, able to easily make decisions lending their

characteristics suitable for positions of power (120).

Aging/invisibility. The combination of sexism and ageism is at work in the final
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double-bind outlined by Jamieson (155). In this case, women are conflicted because as

their competence grows with age and experience their femininity disappears. In contrast,

men get more distinguished, more masculine, and more competent as they age. Examples

abound in popular culture, where an older man might be a wizard, the older women a

witch; the older man a sage, the older women, a nag; the older man, a prophet, the older

women a hag (160). Simone de Beauvoir explains this well in The Second Sex. She

writes, “Whereas a man grows old gradually, a woman is suddenly deprived of her

femininity; she is still relatively young when she loses the erotic attractiveness and the

fertility which, in the view of society and in her own, provide the justification of her

existence and opportunity for happiness” (33).

The conclusions reached by Jamieson have been extended by other scholars in an

attempt to explain the complex ways women are kept out of positions of power. Shawn

Parry-Giles and Diane M. Blair, for example, apply the double-bind to the role of the

First Lady and argue that the First Lady occupies a “contested space” because she

functions both as a site “for the performance of archetypal femininity that privileges the

ideal republican mother” and also as a site of “feminist advancement that challenges

gender stereotypes, expanding women’s political space.” Parry-Giles and Blair’s

argument echoes Karrin Vasby Anderson’s claim that women in power positions occupy

a site of heterogeneity and paradox. Anderson goes on to argue that the multifaceted and

complex nature of identity is too often reduced to dichotomous logic.
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Another important extension of the double-bind is Karyln Kohrs Campbell’s

attempt to make sense of Hillary Clinton’s rhetorical style. Campbell extends the double-

bind when she posits that there is a distinct “feminine style” consistent with the

traditional notions of femininity that traps women into constraining modes of

understanding. The feminine rhetorical style tends to be more inductive, grounded in

personal experience, personal, tentative, associative, and dramatic as opposed to

deductive, objective, and authoritative forms of masculine style (Man Cannot 52). After

sketching out these differences, Campbell then applies them to Clinton’s rhetorical style.

She starts with Clinton’s characteristically masculine form: “Hillary Rodham Clinton’s

style of public advocacy typically omits all the discursive markers by which women

publicly enact their femininity. Her tone is usually impersonal ... her ideas unfold

deductively ... all kinds of evidence is used … she is impassioned but very rarely

emotional (Man Cannot 6). Campbell concludes her description of Clinton’s style, by

asserting that Clinton “Plays the roles for which she has been professional trained, the

roles of lawyer, advocate, and expert” (Man Cannot 6).

GENDER AND POLITICS IN THE MEDIA

The scholarly literature just discussed conceptualizes gender as a powerful marker

of the dominant Presidential Style that voters can use to make sense out of a candidates

carefully packaged image. Given the centrality of style in this literature, it is
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understandable why media coverage of Presidential Style also uses a decidedly gendered

framework.

As the scholarly literature did, it seems that media coverage over-values the

gender as a variable specifically in the connection between style and substance. For

example, an article in The Washington Post argues that the most important rule for

female politicians -- especially those seeking an executive office such as governor or

president – is that they must work harder than male candidates to appear strong and

decisive (The Rules). The same article continues by positing that when voters don't know

the candidates well, they are more likely to fall back on gendered stereotypes. The article

quotes Kellyanne Conway, a Republican strategist, who tells all of her female candidates:

"You need to figure out what to do with your gender and then you need to stick with it."

The result of over-valuing gender as the connecting piece between style and

substance is the same re-affirmation of the double-bind that Kathleen Hall Jamieson

discusses. Again, the same Washington Post article writes, “It's the same old story. A

strong man is admired. A strong woman is -- well, with due deference to a line Barbara

Bush once used about Ferraro -- it "rhymes with rich." (The Rules). Laura Sessions Stepp

of The Washington Post adds, “For some, the first viable female candidate for president

is not feminine enough; for others, she's too feminine.” A specific example of this

double-bind that received a lot of media coverage was Clinton’s decision to pull out of a

Vogue cover shoot because she feared appearing “too feminine.” Piqued by Clinton’s

non-appearance, Vogue editor Anna Wintour points out that “it's a sorry state of affairs
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when powerful women are not confident enough to display their femininity” (Shulman).

Note also that as Wintour scolds Clinton for "her fear of looking too feminine" other

forthcoming articles will chide Clinton for not looking feminine enough.

Media coverage of female candidates makes it seem that on one level, candidates

must demonstrate internal strength, experience, and imperturbability or they will be read

as weak, or too feminine. On the other, candidates must display stylistic signs that are

read by voters caring and in touch with the American polity. Furthermore, this double-

bind tries to explain why female candidates are often simply dislike by voters. There is a

fine line candidates must walk between displaying signifiers that mark their gender as

feminine but not so much that they undercut their credibility and viability as masculine

ideals; hence, candidates cannot violate the regulatory rules for competent performance

of “femininity” within the bounds of the masculinized political context (Mandziuk 314).
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Gender & Presidential Style – Figure 5.2

Gender Presidential Style

Feminine

Sarah Palin

Masculine

Janet Reno
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The importance of style cannot be overstated in media coverage. An article in

The Washington Post argues that as audiences try and color in the outline of an XX

president, voters shift from considering Clinton’s clothes as a chauvinistic assault to

merely trying to wrangle some order out of their imagination (Wearing the Pants). This

article focuses specifically on Clinton’s stylistic development to make the point that

Clinton has used gender as style to craft particular meanings in the minds of voters for

particular rhetorical ends. The author writes, “She also has made a clear visual

distinction between herself as first lady and as presidential candidate. As first lady, she

played to tradition, dutifully wearing skirts of an unflattering length and jackets shaped

like a rectangle. But now it is not so far-fetched to believe that her wardrobe is a way of

reminding voters that a woman can have as much peacock bravado as the boys” (Wearing

the Pants).

The coverage of Clinton navigating through gender and style is accompanied by

the acknowledgement of an insidious double-bind. Another article writes of Clinton,

“She shows emotion, she's a sobbin' woman. She wears pantsuits, she's asexual. She

doesn't, she's showing her cleavage. She takes a potshot at Obama, she's a desperate

housewife on a losing streak. She rolls out Chelsea Clinton, she's a madam” (Why I).

Tim Harper of The Toronto Star looks closely at “the many faces of Hillary.” He writes,

“There is the policy warrior Hillary Clinton, the invincible wonk spewing statistics and

stories of legislative amendments throughout the room. Then there is the woman against

http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6405854823&returnToId=20_T6405906639&csi=142626&A=0.9113220542612614&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0BO%23&searchTerm=Obama,%20&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6405998800&returnToId=20_T6406039405&csi=8286&A=0.28311081168033936&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0BO%23&searchTerm=Hillary%20Clinton,%20&indexType=P
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the world Hillary, the candidate appealing to those of her gender to help her make

history. Then there is the sharp-elbows, gloves-off Hillary, looking forward to the "fun"

part of political combat, preparing to go mano-a-mano with Barack Obama. There is the

can't-catch-a-break-from-the-media Hillary, a persona usually given voice by Bill

Clinton. Now there is the warm, caring, you-don't-really-know her Hillary, the captain of

the school crossing guards in Grade 6.”

Constructing a tough image seems to be a common component of the double-bind

in this coverage. Helen Kennedy of the Daily News (New York) writes, “For years now,

Hillary Clinton has tried to show how tough she is. She advocated a muscular foreign

policy, voting to authorize the war in Iraq and backing President Bush 's saber rattling

against Iran, all to prove she could play with the big boys on the national stage.” On

MSNBC, Keith Olbermann provides two vivid examples. He mocks Paul Gibson,

President of an Indiana steel workers local for praising Clinton’s testicular fortitude and

North Carolina governor Mike Easily for comparing Hillary Clinton to Rocky Balboa

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl5kg7K1wMU).

Media coverage of Clinton’s campaign is emblematic of scholarly literature on

trying to fit Clinton’s within a gendered double-bind. Three specific examples further

this point.

Pantsuits. As Clinton’s political career has progressed from First Lady, to the

Senate, to a campaign for president, her fashion choices have been an important site of

http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6405998800&returnToId=20_T6406039405&csi=8286&A=0.28311081168033936&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0BO%23&searchTerm=Barack%20Obama.&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6405998800&returnToId=20_T6406039405&csi=8286&A=0.28311081168033936&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE0009XP1%23&searchTerm=Bill%20Clinton.&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6405998800&returnToId=20_T6406039405&csi=8286&A=0.28311081168033936&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE0009XP1%23&searchTerm=Bill%20Clinton.&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6406059898&returnToId=20_T6406068047&csi=151550&A=0.13802568000625248&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0BO%23&searchTerm=Hillary%20Clinton%20&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6406059898&returnToId=20_T6406068047&csi=151550&A=0.13802568000625248&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE0009XP1%23&searchTerm=President%20Bush&indexType=P
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gendered identity struggle. The object most often examined was undoubtedly Clinton’s

colorful array of well-made and expensive pantsuits. Roseann Mandziuk, in an article in

Critical/Cultural Studies in Communication, found 729 references to pantsuits and many

more references from late night comedians and fashion experts. Conan O’Brien said that

in a fundraiser for Hillary Clinton in New York, “Things got off to an awkward start

when Hillary and Elton John showed up wearing the same pantsuit.” Also, Clinton was

criticized by fashion designer Donatella Versace for her trouser preference over skirts and

dresses because they were too masculine making her appear “stiff” and “tough” (Versace

Gives).

The discursive sign of the pantsuit functions as a key signifier of the masculine-

feminine tensions erupting in the political landscape and the difficulty of locating an

intelligible gendered performance of woman in the presidential role. Some journalists

read the pantsuit to be too feminine. Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell writes

that Ms. Clinton's pantsuits reminds her of a woman’s matronly status as the brightly

colored pantsuit tries, but fails, to camouflage her Clinton’s spreading hips (Bertagnoli).

Others read the pantsuit to be too masculine. Leanne Delap calls the pantsuit “anti-chic

cliché” and Sessions Stepp describe them as “mannish.” Gender blurring is a problem

here, some argue, as pantsuits desexualize the wearer making her appear more

androgynous, and thus, too masculine. Robin Givhan of The Washington Post called the

pantsuit a “desexualized uniform” and Judy Gerstel argues that pantsuits blur gender in

order for female politicians to say: "I can do the job just as well as a man.” Furthermore,
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some see the pantsuits as empowering for females. Judy Gerstel of The Toronto Star

describes pantsuits as saying , "I'm here, I can be powerful, I'm looking to be taken

seriously,” and “that message, like the person inside the pantsuit, can be unsettling, even

threatening, especially to men.” Lisa Bertagnoli agrees, citing women who defend

pantsuits “as the kind of workplace armor taken for granted by men.” Still others see the

pantsuit as a step backwards in female progress. A Washington Post article admits that

although it is “highly regressive to suggest that the candidate is using trousers to heighten

the perception that she can be as tough as a man, voters may do so nonetheless” (Wearing

the Pants).

It is clear from this coverage that pantsuits function as a discursive sign of

supposedly gendered double-bind contributing to the difficulty of crafting an intelligible

gendered performance of woman in the Presidential Style. In this way, media coverage

of the pantsuit exemplifies the over-valuing of gender well. These articles only account

for gender as the source of Clinton’s double-bind as pantsuits demonstrate internal

strength on one level and what Roseann Mandziuk calls “an unstable and inept female

sign” on another (314).

Cleavage. The second incident representative of media’s account of Hillary

Clinton’s gender struggle was the appearance of cleavage during a Senate address in July

of 2007. In an address on the rising cost of higher education, Clinton assumed what

could be called a typical female politician’s style: her hair was simple, her make-up
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standard, and her trappings at a minimum. However, unlike the normally conservative

Congressional aesthetic environment Clinton revealed an unprecedented amount of

sexuality and femininity in her dress. She wore a rose-colored blazer over a black top

that was cut in a low enough V-shape to reveal Clinton’s neckline. Although no breasts

and very little cleavage was showing, much of Clinton’s upper-chest was visible in a way

not normally seen in the hallowed halls of Congress.

National press, bloggers, and television political talk programs were consumed

with the discussion of the meaning of this glimpse of the potential president’s neckline.

According to Media Matters for America, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on July 30, MSNBC gave

23 minutes and 42 seconds to segments discussing Clinton's cleavage (Rivers). A

Washington Post article written by fashion writer Robin Givhan, for example, made the

“noticeable neck line” into a uniquely gendered story. Givhan’s article was predictably

devoid of any discussion of textbooks prices and Pell grants. Instead, Givhan

documented the slight acknowledgement of femininity and sexuality in a place where

women only recently were allowed to wear pants and in a candidate that has been so

publicly ambivalent about style, image, and the burdens of both.

The reaction to the column demonstrates the tension inherent in this double-bind.

The Washington Post got thousands of angry letters and calls in response to Givhan’s

article. Deborah Howell, ombudsperson for the Post cited a letter that echoed the

complaints: "Robin Givhan's story is sexist and demeaning of both women and the

seriousness of issues needing to be addressed.'' Ellen Goodman of The Boston Globe
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wrote that the “piece managed to make a media mountain out of a half-inch valley.”

Judith Warner of the New York Times said the article sent her “trawling on the Internet,

digging through sites like eBay and Hijabs-R-Us, desperate to buy a burqa.”

Clinton’s camp was also very unhappy. Ann Lewis, senior adviser to Clinton,

used the column as the basis for a Clinton fundraising letter. Her letter voiced that and

said the column was "insulting to every woman who has ever tried to be taken seriously

in a business meeting." The letter urged: "Take a stand against this kind of coarseness and

pettiness (Howell). Lewis also wrote to the Post, "Writing about fashion can be

lighthearted. Writing about body parts is grossly inappropriate, and that's what the

column was. It had no place in The Washington Post."

In response to this criticism, Givhan provides support for how the media makes

sense of Presidential Style. She said that her type of reporting had a role in election

coverage. ''I do think that when people are delivering a message, the message is

essentially consumed in different ways, and that depends on how it is delivered,'' she said.

''The tone of voice, the appearance, the context, these things all come into play''

(Wheaton). The tension between Givhan’s said point and the backlash from Clinton’s

camp and others in the media exemplify the media’s understanding of the gendered

double bind. On one level, Clinton has for so long been forced to cultivate an aura of

asexuality so that she would not be viewed negatively as a weakling presidential

prospect. Thus, when her femininity appears even slightly, the media took notice. On

another level, where the pantsuits marked Clinton as an inadequately performing female,
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the visibility of her cleavage instead rendered her too sexual, and too much of a woman

to fulfill the masculine expectations of the presidency.

Emotional Outburst. Finally, I turn to Hillary Clinton’s emotional display on the

eve of the New Hampshire primary. After a grueling campaign in Iowa in which Clinton

unexpectedly came in third and under pressure after surveys showed Barack Obama with

an almost double-digit lead in New Hampshire, Clinton sat at a large, round table at a

coffee shop in Portsmouth, New Hampshire with 16 undecided voters. Clinton was

visibly exhausted but calmly fielded questions. Her appearance was in many ways just as

it always was: formal, conservative, and calm. She wore a dark blue suit jacket with a

black undershirt and matching earrings. Her emotional presentation, however, was

unusually downcast. Her normal optimism and energy seemed to have been sucked out

of her as she took an unexpected question from a woman standing in the back. "My

question is very personal, how do you do it?" asked Marianne Pernold Young, a freelance

photographer from Portsmouth, New Hampshire. "How do you do it?” she repeated.

“How do you keep up ... and who does your hair?” Clinton’s response was at-first

lighthearted. Talking about her hair Clinton said, "You know, I think, well luckily, on

special days I do have help. If you see me every day and if you look on some of the

websites and listen to some of the commentators they always find me on the day I didn't

have help. It's not easy." But then, Clinton shifted her tone. She looked down at the table

averting her eyes from the questioner and began to tear-up. She went on to say, "It's not
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easy, and I couldn't do it if I didn't passionately believe it was the right thing to do. You

know, I have so many opportunities from this country that I just don't want to see us fall

backwards.” Her voice breaking, she continued, "You know, this is very personal for me.

It's not just political, it's not just public. I see what's happening, and we have to reverse

it."

Just as the discursive sign of the pantsuit and cleavage episodes indicate,

Clinton’s emotional response lends insight into how the media made sense of the

relationship between gender and Presidential Style. Once again, journalists position

Clinton’s stylistic display within a uniquely gendered double-bind. On one level, the

authenticity of Clinton’s tears was questioned. Tim Harper cites Conservative talk show

host Rush Limbaugh mocking Clinton by wailing on air and others who ridiculed anyone

who thought she was being sincere. Tabatha Southey writes, “For the record, for those of

you who have never been a woman, loved a woman, been raised by a woman or worked

closely with a woman, that thing that Ms. Clinton did this week was not actually crying.

It was way too similar in appearance to someone trying very hard not to sneeze to be

convincingly called crying.” Jan Moir describes the incident as “droplets of clear liquid

appeared to escape from her eyes, then head south towards a mouth turning down at the

corners like an arch of pain.” He then writes, “No scientists were on hand to verify if the

liquid was salt tears or leaking brain fluid, so can we really define it as a properly

lachrymose moment? Or was it just the result of political advisers begging the

Democratic crone drone to appear more human in public?”
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On another, others focused on Clinton crying for the wrong reasons. Kenneth

Bazinet and Thomas Defrank quote Barack Obama 's national campaign co-chairman,

Jesse Jackson Jr., who slammed Clinton's emotional display by wondering aloud why she

didn't shed public tears for victims of Hurricane Katrina, for example. "They have to be

looked at very, very carefully in light of Katrina, in light of other things that Mrs. Clinton

did not cry for," Jackson told MSNBC.

Finally, some journalists said the reason Clinton was crying was unimportant.

What mattered was the end result. Michael Goodwin writes, “Whether her tears were

real or scripted is almost beside the point. What matters is that her comeback victory,

where she erased a huge deficit in 24 hours, stems from how women responded to her

display of emotion.” Tim Harper of The Toronto Star writes, “There was ample evidence

in the wake of her stunning comeback here in Tuesday's Democratic primary that the

show of emotion in a Portsmouth cafe struck a chord with women” and Helen Kennedy

writes Clinton’s crying won thousands of female votes because all almost all women

have welled up in front of the boss or hidden tears in the office ladies' room and when

they saw another woman losing it, they could not help but sympathize).”

In sum, both the media and scholarly literature on gender and politics goes part

way in advancing our understanding of Clinton as a rhetorical artifact. However, a

glaring gap remains unfilled which is consistent with the underlying argument of this

dissertation. A closer look at masculinity in Clinton’s image reveals that hegemonic

masculinity cannot account for the nuance and complexity of voter’s expectations.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6406059898&returnToId=20_T6406061325&csi=151550&A=0.5881362477198446&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0BO%23&searchTerm=Obama&indexType=P
http://www.lexisnexis.com/us/lnacademic/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T6406059898&returnToId=20_T6406061325&csi=151550&A=0.5881362477198446&sourceCSI=9369&indexTerm=%23PE000A0KX%23&searchTerm=Jesse%20Jackson%20Jr.,&indexType=P
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Although dominant representations of the American President are often conceptualized

within this double-bind, it seems that political judgments are more precisely configured

based not only on gender, but rather, a complex combination of markers that aim to cast

the candidate as the most fitting for presidential leadership. In the next section, I explore

the role of class as another binary that operates in a similar manner as gender. Just as

political scholar have over-valued gender as an organizing variable, media coverage has

done the same.

Another look at what scholars have thought to be gender-affirming incidents

supports this point. Masculinity was said to be the purpose of William Henry Harrison

dipping into a jug of hard cider during speeches and Daniel Webster challenging anyone

to fisticuffs who questioned his masculinity by calling him an aristocrat (Jamieson

Packaging). More accurately, these actions are best explained through an intersection of

class and gender. The same explanation could be at work when Michael Dukakis lost

masculine status because he dined on coffee ice cream while George H. W. Bush liked

pork rinds and banned broccoli from the White House menu (Kimmel Manhood 297).

And again in the 2004 presidential election where John Kerry’s Boston Brahmin roots

betrayed his connection to southern NASCAR fans and Wal-Mart moms, and thus,

hindered his ability to “out-man” George W. Bush. Kerry struggled to find an authentic

masculinity because his Botox injections, fake tans, and $75 haircuts were connected to a

lesser masculine/class category than W’s bar-b-que, non-alcoholic beer, and brush cutting

in the Texas heat.
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A closer look at the literature on gender and politics reveals that the most

appropriate Presidential identity is not only reserved for those who happen to assume the

most appropriate gender roles, but more accurately, the one who can assume the right

combination. Once we realize that this process relies not only on masculinity, but a

conflation of dominant identities like whiteness, heterosexuality, and privileged class we

can unearth and detect it. Once again, I return to style as the grounding category that is

most useful for this inquiry. In the next section, I position the various markers used to

read Hillary Clinton’s identity within a deeply-ingrained Presidential Style. I hope the

juxtaposition between dominant Presidential representations and Hillary Clinton’s multi-

faceted identity further supports the claim that identities come together through particular

stylistic coherence and, in turn, reveals something about the complex dimensions of our

larger rhetorical worlds that would not otherwise be known.

CLASS AND POLITICS IN THE MEDIA

One example of the over-looked complexity and nuance in how both scholars and

media make sense of Presidential Style is evidenced through a closer examination of a

decided class-based binary that operates in much the same way as the gender binary does.

In other words, class and locale are also important components of Presidential that media

coverage fails to account for. Although most president’s have come from a fair amount

of wealth, been educated in elite private schools, and attainted a level of professional

success that has vaulted them into the upper-class elite, if a candidate wants to connect
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with enough voters to win, they must eschew upper-class signs for more traditional,

working-class representations. This does not mean, however, that candidates can be read

as poor. There is a fine line candidates walk between assuming the appropriate values of

the working class (hard work, honesty, faith) and assuming the appropriate values of the

wealthy (intelligent, connected, well-mannered).
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Class, Gender, & Presidential Style – Figure 5.3

Presidential Style

Gender Class and Locale

Feminine
Sarah Palin

Hillary
Clinton

Masculine
Janet Reno

Wealthy
John Kerry

Poor
Joe the Plumber
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Journalists attempt to sort out the role class standing plays in the construction of a

Presidential Style through a binary. There is an element of irony whenever a multi-

millionaire like Clinton attempts to distance herself from the elite. Hillary and Bill

Clinton made over $109 million dollars since they left the White House, yet Clinton must

work hard to fashion a coherent story that resonates with the working class. In Clinton’s

case, she assumed a whole host of stylistic signs aimed to connect her image to that of the

working class. Bishop and Katz of the Daily News (New York) cite a Hillary Clinton

campaign shirt featuring wording that sounds just a little like Budweiser's "This Bud's for

You!" slogan. The shirt features Clinton's silhouette and proclaims, "For everyone who's

ever been counted out but refused to be knocked out and for everyone who works hard

and never gives up, this one is for you!" Kathleen Parker of the USA Today writes,

“Clinton seems to have picked up a Y-chromosome somewhere” as she “swilled beer and

Crown Royal chasers with boys in the bar, stumped from pickups and displayed her

testicular fortitude.” Paul Farhi cites Clinton proving her non-elitism by ginning up an

anecdote about learning to shoot a gun, and downing a beer and a shot in an Indiana bar.

Peter Canellos of The Boston Globe cites Clinton “ droppin’ her g's, throwing back shots

of whiskey, and telling off the powers that be.” At a rally in Indiana, Canellos comments

that “Clinton thanked organizers who have been "workin' so hard for me" and talked

about tooling around South Bend with a supporter who had to pay "sixty-three dollars to

fill up his pickup truck." He also cites her response to ABC's George Stephanopoulos

suggestion that no economists supported her plan for a summer gas-tax holiday a
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evidence of trying to connect to the working class. Clinton shot back that she had cast

her lot with "hard-working Americans" who needed a break at the pump.

One episode, in particular, exemplifies this tension well. After a long day

campaigning, Clinton, her staff, several reporters and cameras, and a room full of

supporters ended their day mingling together at Bronko’s Restaurant and Lounge in

northwest Indiana. While drinking a watery light beer and chatting with patrons, a

nearby bartender asked Clinton, "You want a shot with that Hillary?" After some

deliberation, Clinton decided to have a shot of Crown Royal whiskey, which she sipped

at first, but later threw her head back and swallowed down. She followed her shot with a

few more beers, several slices of pizza, and a discussion with the mayor on how to keep

manufacturing jobs in the state. The shot-and-a-beer incident must also be read in light

of earlier comments Obama had made to a San Francisco fundraising gathering that small

town American’s were “bitter over lost jobs, so they cling to their religion and guns.”

Clinton’s visit to the small, local eatery was no doubt part of a broader plan to showcase

Clinton as a candidate of the people, especially in light of Obama’s comments in San

Francisco.

In sum, the particular stylistic coherence in Presidential becomes clearer when

compared to Hillary Clinton’s style. Mapped onto Clinton was a range of both safe and

unsafe identity markers that produced varying degrees of successful styles in the face of

the deeply-ingrained presidential expectations. What worked and what didn’t help tell a
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larger story about dominant representations of Presidential Style and the people he or she

is to be emblematic of.

Where one’s identity intersects across a class continuum goes a long way in

explaining an individual’s subjective identity. Looking at gender and class in politics

specifically, as a candidate moves higher on the wealth spectrum, they move lower on the

masculine spectrum. Conversely, as a male candidate moves lower on the wealth

spectrum he often moves higher on the masculine spectrum. A savvy male politician can

use this continuum to distance himself from the elite and move towards a working-class

style and in the process cull a more masculine image. That is not the case with females,

however. As women move higher on the wealth spectrum they get more feminine, in part

because the markers of femininity (many of the aesthetic elements of public presentation)

are expensive. But, as the female candidate moves close to the poor spectrum they gain

nothing in terms of gender collateral. Herein lays the tension. A female candidate cannot

be adequate connected to the working class without trading in her femininity.

Accordingly, a female politician cannot be feminine without cultivating an image of

wealth and sophistication.

CONCLUSIONS

Clinton’s run at the 2008 Democratic presidential nomination was undoubtedly

historic. When she finally conceded the nomination to Barack Obama last June she

acknowledged that although she failed to shatter the highest and hardest glass ceiling, she
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could take solace in knowing that she had helped put 18 million cracks in it. However,

despite the good that Clinton’s campaign symbolizes, I would like to close this chapter by

squeezing some rhetorical value out of the inevitable incongruities revealed from a non-

traditional candidate taking on a very traditional institution. Her performance over the

longest primary race in history forever changed the political landscape for women,

shattering stereotypes about whether a woman was tough enough, whether a woman

could raise enough money, and whether a woman could win enough votes (Clift, 2009).

Hillary Clinton’s unprecedented success derives, in part, from the fact that she more than

held her own in looking and acting Presidential. However, Hillary Clinton’s relationship

with the dominate Presidential image also illustrates the subtle nature of hegemony.

Clinton was still inhibited by her identity in complex and insidious ways. This chapter

set out to explain why. I have argued that Presidential Style operates as a powerful

coherence of both gender, and class able to determine who is fit and who is not fit for the

most powerful job in the world. The tensions that surfaced in Hillary Clinton’s 2008

Presidential campaign offered a clear and forceful example of the critical agility needed

to navigate the narrow and exclusive confines of Presidential Style.

Four major implications can be culled from these findings. First, the importance

of style is once again supported as an important theory, method, and practice for

understanding and explaining our social world. We live in a world engrossed with

aesthetics. What counts as good is often that which is aesthetically pleasing. For

Clinton, this meant the public used her style as a criterion upon which to make important
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judgments and decisions. This does not mean that aesthetic rationales exclude other

rhetorical appeals, such as the speeches analyzed by Jamieson or Campbell, but instead,

this claim echoes Brummett’s point that in a culture so engrossed with aesthetics, the

success of Clinton’s rhetorical appeals depends on aesthetic activation (Brummett

Rhetoric of Style 127). When these aesthetic rationales are applied to Clinton’s style,

important insight about the dominant Presidential image bubbles up. For example,

Clinton’s stylistic struggle with strict masculine/feminine and rich/poor expectations

operated as a shortcut that connected her image to dominant Presidential image.

Clinton’s style served as a way to combine her aesthetic presentation with important

assessments of her character, competence, morality, and ability to run the country.

These findings lend further support for the conflation of style and substance in our

contemporary postmodern society. Clinton is a prime example of the close stylized

scrutiny political candidates are under. Her handlers knew that it was not Clinton’s

intelligence, experience, or competence that will be evaluated by voters, but rather, her

projected styles and aesthetics, which must be coherent and attractive enough to generate

an electoral consensus. Clinton’s identity struggle shows us what really organizes the

social world and works as a constitutive basis on which individuals become subjects.

Because we live in a world that is increasingly one of sign and image, Clinton’s style is

as “real” as Clinton gets, or as real as anybody wants or need for her to be.

Second, these findings help tell a larger conceptual story that stretches far beyond

Hillary Clinton. The way Clinton moves, her public image, her tone and expressions
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could be read as part of a set of interrelated signs whose meanings contribute to a

particular set of effects or functions. The identity markers used to explain “Hillary

Clinton” as a text operate as a material manifestation for a specific group of people.

Categorizing Clinton as a text is useful because I can begin to explain how a large and

abstract group of individuals can come together beneath a specific set of stylized signs.

The specific stylistic components of Clinton’s style function as cultural artifacts that

make visible permitted meanings. This claim prompts a series of important questions:

What is and is not related to the meaning produced and to what end? What function or

effect is produced by Clinton as a text? Who are individuals hailed to be by this text?

Who are they not hailed to be?

To categorize Clinton as a text is to begin to flesh out the identity function that

pulls particular individuals together as imaginary communities. As I explained in chapter

three, the term imaginary can mean two things, both pertinent to understanding the social

and political implications of Hillary Clinton’s style. First, the community connected to

the text is imaged or imagined through an interrelated system of stylistic signs. This is

done through the rhetoric of style because even if the individuals that make-up Clinton’s

community are material and real, to be a part of this imaginary community, they must be

encoded in image and sign before they can be party to rhetoric. That is to say, Clinton

attracts those who resonate with her style and whose own style seems consonant with the

style being displayed.
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The second sense of the imaginary relates to how rhetoric calls into being

audience, publics, and communities (Brummett Rhetoric of Style 121). It is the cohesive

nature of style that allows Clinton’s pantsuits or emotional presentation to act as a

unifying center pulling together diffused identities into collective groups. An accurate

categorization of that group aligns some with her and some against her; to put it another

way, her style resonates with some and shuns others. Identifying the preferred style helps

to concurrently identify not only an unaccepted style but an unaccepted group of people.

Broadly speaking, I argue that Hillary Clinton’s style calls to women engaged in

power struggles against patriarchy in a variety of arenas. Because we live in a sexist,

racist, and homophobic society, our method of governance predictably reflects these

underpinnings. Presidential politics, in particular, has long been a residual space of rich,

white, straight, masculine phallocentric power where different social formations unite

around the desire to preserve that power (Mandziuk 314; Templin 22). As women, gays

and lesbians, and men of color attempt to crack the highest of the glass ceilings they have

faced and will continue to face a unique set of challenges. Clinton’s use of style to

traverse through this traditional sphere offers a blueprint filled with stylistic successes

and failures capable of informing a new generation of aspiring traditionally under-

represented politicians. Additionally, because hegemony’s reach does not end with

electoral politics, Clinton’s style also calls to a diverse set of people struggling for power

in arenas beyond politics. Patriarchy, racism, and homophobia have been so pervasive

for so long that they have seeped into all arenas of power, including but certainly not
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limited to electoral politics. Our religious institutions, courts, educational systems,

workplaces, families, and modes of entertainment also reflect a racist, sexist, and

homophobic tradition of oppressing Others and justifying that oppression through

reinforced subordination to the powerful (Tong 49). Thus, Clinton’s style can also call to

a wider set of ministers, judges, teachers, CEO’s, mothers and wives, and fathers and

husbands, working to push back the tide of hegemony in all sites of struggle.

Third, my findings lend themselves to further avenues of research, specifically in

the way other social markers work to construct Presidential Style. Race and ethnicity, for

example, also contributes to dominate frameworks. Just as there is a dominant range of

gendered and class styles, there is a dominant range of racial style. These elements

intersect, overlap, and inform each other so much that in the case of Presidential Style,

they should not be studied separately. This does not mean that Presidential must be read

as white. Barack Obama’s unprecedented rise to the presidency showed this. I maintain,

however, that one does have to adopt a racial style that is “white enough.” Barack

Obama was not the first black person to run for president, but in light of the dominant

expectations of the Presidential image, he was the first viable black candidate because he

was able to transcend race in a way that notable black politicians like Al Sharpton, Jesse

Jackson, and Willie Brown could not. “Transcending race”, in other words, does not

mean Obama could be read as Asian or Arab. Obama was elected president because his

style was read to be “white enough,” meaning his style was read in a manner that fit with

the dominant racial expectations. Joe Biden voiced what many were thinking when he
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described Obama as the “first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright

and clean and a nice-looking guy.” Although Al Sharpton was not directly named, he

took offense, responding with, “I take a bath every day.” “Clean,” in Biden’s words,

does not refer to body odor or hygiene habits but more accurately to a sanitized and

copasetic style that fits within our expectations of Presidential.

Finally, my findings support the previous research that calls for a readjustment in

the way the identities of oppressed and marginalized group members are conceived.

Under the label identity politics, some have argued that identities like gender, race, and

sexual orientation can serve as sites of struggle where an oppressed group’s claim of a

shared identity can spur political action (Woodward 2). Political action requires a

platform, or a launching pad, so under the mantra that the personal is political, women,

people of color, and GLBTQ folks have used their marginalized identity as a basis for

political change (Tong 210). Building on the work of Carlnita Greene, I would argue that

although identity politics have been useful, postmodern society needs to reassess the

political potential of basing political action on shared marginalized identity. Identity

politics are problematic because they are too often depicted in what Carlnita Greene calls

a particular kind of identity rooted in a single category (2). The danger in the continuous

concentration of identity largely in terms of a single category has been shown throughout

this dissertation. One is never just a man or woman, white or black, gay or straight, but

instead, our identities come together as a particular coherence of gender, race, and class.
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A one-dimensional view of identity does not account for the dynamic nature of

our multifaceted identities. For example, masculine political style is hard to account for

by looking only at gender. Willie Brown adopts and displays a much different style than

George W. Bush and without accounting for stylistic markers like race and region, it is

hard to draw out any useful insight. A black female politician tearing up in the New

Hampshire café would have been read much differently than Hillary Clinton’s emotional

display, just as a Native American political candidate taking a whiskey shot in a bar

would have been read much differently, as well.

Because identity under postmodern conditions is both a communicative and

rhetorical practice, we must look to style as a referential and constitutive basis for

political action. What style offers is a theoretical and methodological framework for

studying identity that avoids the simplistic perspective of the single category identity

politics approach while simultaneously producing a more nuanced view of identity that

shows how it can account for our multifaceted subjectivities. To that end, I propose we

shift the discussion of identity to a broader plane. Gender, the topic of inquiry in this

project, has been show to not consist of any stable identity from which various acts

proceed; rather it is an identity tenuously constituted in time – an identity instituted

through a stylized repetition of acts. Further, gender is instituted through the stylization

of the body, and hence, must be understood as the way in which the aesthetic dimensions

of public presentations constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self (Butler

Performative 415). Style does this. Style helps get beyond identity politics to the
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complications that comprise the human experience. To begin with the complexity of

style in a foundational and constitutive way offers a better explanation of the connection

between style and experience, image and sign.

Of course, one comparison of Presidential Style to Hillary Clinton cannot offer all

that needs to be known about this topic. Several limitations remain, two of which I will

address in closing. First, in her gender and class standing, Clinton’s style fell safely

within the confines of Presidential Style yet she did not win the democratic nomination.

My response to this qualm would be to remind the reader of this chapter focus –

Presidential Style. Hillary Clinton served as a great example of Presidential Style but she

was not the focal point. The office of the presidency was. Furthermore, although she did

not win the nomination, she did get 18 million votes. On many levels, she was successful

in putting together a Presidential image. I don’t mean to go so far as to be able to explain

why she did not get the nomination. Those reasons are numerous, no doubt. I only aimed

to explain how the particular coherence of Clinton’s style opened up and exposed the

taken-for-granted stylistic dimensions of what it means to look and sound Presidential.

Accordingly, a second qualm the reader might have could concern the uniqueness of

Clinton’s campaign. How is it possible to make broad generalizable assessments of the

way presidential politics operates based on one specific candidate? I would grant that

Clinton and her campaign were unique, but I would rebut this qualm by again reminding

the reader that although Clinton was unique, the office she was running for and the

expectations of the American voters are not. There appears to be some consistency in the
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minds of the American voter that range from George Washington to Hillary Clinton

which again re-directs the focus of these findings back onto the office of the presidency

and the American people that decide who sits in it, rather than one particular candidate in

one particular election.

Ultimately, style in presidential politics greatly contributes to what we know

about our rhetorical world. It is not just content-level language, policy statements, or

political experience that determines who is successful and who is not. This chapter posits

that the aesthetic dimension of public presentation can serve an important role in

explaining, understanding, and predicting why human beings like who they like, why

they are disgusted by who they are disgusted by, why they imprison who they imprison,

promote who they promote, marry who they marry, and vote for who they vote for.
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Unlearning Masculinity

Chapter 6

By way of conclusion, I want to tie up some loose threads that may have come

unraveled along the way. I will start with a short review of the critical application

chapters. I will then trace the evolution of my research questions to better show where I

have come from and where this line of research can go in the future. Next, I position my

project within the literature by explaining who I differ from in my approach and who I

align with. I use the scholars I am building from to then lay out why my project advances

our knowledge and understanding of gender, identity, and style in new and exciting ways.

I then discuss some of the implications my approach produces and some possible

limitations that need to be addressed before closing with a specific call to action.

I began chapter one with an overview of my own masculine narrative as a way to

show why I am interested in the subject. I wanted to show that I didn’t love masculinity,

but I didn’t hate it either. I was interested in it because it is powerful and complex. I was

interested in it because I didn’t fully understand it. As I learned more about masculinity

and the context in which it operates, my interest remained, but the certainty in which I

approached the subject lessened. I also started with my masculine narrative because I felt

like my experience reflected the way many others constructed their identities. I argued

that being a man – whatever that meant – was not a stable or homogenous marker, but
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instead, was inherently contradictory and conflicted. This didn’t sap any importance

from masculinity. My narrative tried to show that individuals often learn who they are

and who they are supposed to be as humans by first learning who they are and who they

are supposed to be as gendered beings. Thus, the justification for this project came not

from gender, which is meaningless as an autonomous and isolated marker, but from the

power gender has in creating identity. Once the rationale had been established, I aligned

my project with the critical feminist scholarship and the newly formed field of men’s

studies to show the gender hierarchy emerging from these areas fails to account for how

identities come together. The research problem was then set: the literature told us that

gender has a profound impact on social formation, but it did not offer any theoretically or

politically useful way to operationalize gender’s impact.

Chapter two began with a review of the literature coming out of men’s studies. I

covered the so-called masculine identity crisis in two different time periods to show that

contemporary cries of a crisis in masculinity are nothing new. Every time massive social

change occurs, men, fearing the loss of their status, attempt to position their gender in a

state of crisis. I then traced the responses to this crisis from Teddy Roosevelt to Hugh

Hefner to Promise Keepers as a way to show the variety of directions men have been told

to take. Next, I sketched out the three different camps that have attempted to

theoretically explain the anxious state of the modern man before exposing the flaws and

deficiencies in each. With the men’s studies literature as a background, I closed chapter
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two with a discussion on why a shift to masculinity as a rhetorically contested

phenomenon would help remedy the deficiencies found in other modes of inquiry.

Once I aligned myself with the gender studies scholarship, I began in chapter

three to examine my approach in relation to the field of rhetorical studies. I started by

covering the dominant conception of style in our field. I argued that limiting the term

strictly to linguistic style, choice of language, and the use of stylistic devices or tropes

and figures of speech severally constrained the theoretical and practical usefulness of the

concept. I then used Aristotle, Cicero, and Hugh Blair to show why this limited

definition of style hinders the rhetorician’s ability to understand, explain, and predict how

humans influence one other. I did not argue that their linguistically, content-based

rhetorical theories were not helpful; I argued that they helped us see only one part of a

larger puzzle. I then turned to the work of Brummett, Hariman, Ewen, Postrel, and

Hebdige to argue that style can help fill in the gaps. Style merges distinctions between

traditional, content-based forms of rhetoric and the more fragmented, image-based forms

of contemporary culture. I then turned style into a set of intellectual building blocks

conceptualizing the term as rhetorical practice, rhetorical theory, and rhetorical method

all in an attempt to lay the groundwork for a rich, useful method of analysis that would

guide me in the later textual analysis chapters. More specifically, I used style and reason,

style and identity, and style and struggle in combination with Brummett’s five structural

components to establish a sound methodological foundation.
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In chapter four, I used this lens to look closely at the ways the Promise Keeper

identity came together. My premise here was that style the method can help explain why

Promise Keepers was unable to attract a diverse audience despite its deliberate attempt to

do so and my argument was that Promise Keepers was not so much about a single

category, as it was about a complex coherence of particular identities that I labeled

Vanilla. Vanilla accounts not just for masculinity and not just for whiteness, but more

accurately, the well-educated, middle to upper-middle class, straight, married, white,

Protestant, masculine identity. Vanilla, thus, accounts for what kept Promise Keepers

white.

Chapter five aimed to investigate the constraints that limit who can be president.

I used Hillary Clinton’s run at the 2008 Democratic nomination to extend the argument I

made in chapter four; namely, that identity is not a product of one marker of style, but

comes together and positions us within social formations through an intersection of

several markers. This thesis challenges the literature on gender and politics by arguing

that the presidency is not limited to men, but more accurately, to a particular type of

person who assumes the right coherence of style in a way that casts him or her as

Presidential enough, and in turn, worthy of our vote.

Having begun in the first chapter with my masculine narrative, I then conclude

my dissertation now with a discussion of how my research questions have evolved over

the life of this project and the theoretical and political importance of that evolution.
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FROM GENDER TO STYLE

Adrien Katherine Wing argues that great scholarship not only teaches the reader

new ideas, but also has the capacity to un-teach the reader what she thought she knew

(xv). This statement adequately summarizes the evolution of my dissertation. When I

began this project three years ago I wanted to learn more about what a man was, what a

man did, and what a man’s political, economic, social and spiritual purpose was. I

thought these were valuable research questions because I over-estimated the impact of

gender on social formation. I thought that when an individual entered the presence of

others, gender was the most important category used to acquire information about who

that person was. I thought that of the many surface-level sign-vehicles capable of

conveying information about a person, observers most often gleaned cues from all the

markers that indicated gender: length of hair, cut of clothes, make-up, walk and so on.

Consequently, I thought that gender was a singular and dominant category that predicted

social power and success and was therefore, a theoretically and politically useful site of

inquiry.

However, I was quickly forced to un-learn what I thought about gender because

upon closer inspection, what I and many other scholars thought was simply wrong.

Gender may be an important part of identity formation, but it is certainly not the only

part. Furthermore, I learned that gender could not be operationalized outside of any

relationship to race, class, and sexual orientation. Gender only functions over time and

space in relation to blackness and whiteness, brownness and yellowness, womanness and
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gayness, richness and poorness. Masculinity alone cannot account for working class or

upper-class, black or white, gay or straight. Human beings more accurately define

themselves not by one gender but physically, socially, politically, and sexually in terms

of varying confluences of numerous identities. To be a masculine means something

drastically different for eighteenth century French Aristocrats, early Irish Americans,

black civil rights activists in the 1960s, Republican politicians in the 1990s, or blue-collar

plumbers in 2008. Masculinity for a 25-year-old, straight, Nicaraguan man might mean

beating his wife, simultaneously fathering children in multiple households, and gambling

hard-earned money away while drinking to excess (Adams and Savran 41). For a 15-

year-old, black American, masculinity might mean working the night shift at McDonalds

after school and football practice to support his sister and mother. For a 40-year-old,

straight, white Promise Keeper, masculinity might mean changing diapers, cleaning

toilets, and attending Little League baseball games.

Un-learning masculinity prompted the rejection of my original research questions.

“What is a man?” and “What do men do?” are flawed because masculinity can never be

studied in isolation. Instead of asking “what is a man?”, I began a new inquiry aimed at

mapping the intersecting territories of masculinity and femininity, of rich and poor, gay

and straight, of ethnic and racial identities and connecting those identities to

communication and rhetoric in a way that illuminated how those systems reinforce and

contradict each other. Because masculinity could not be studied in isolation, what I

began to find was not only masculinity, but a complex coherence of culturally and
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historically markers coming together to produce particular identities. By getting farther

and farther away from masculinity as a single category, I got a clearer and more accurate

answer to how identities come together in a fluid, complex, open-ended, and dynamic

way and a more clear and accurate explanation for why reductive and overly

homogeneous characterizations of identity are inaccurate and untenable.

This new perspective allowed me to support the argument that the aesthetic

dimensions of public presentations can most accurately account for whom humans are as

gendered beings. This new thesis marked a progression from a fairly simple and straight

forward explanation of gender and identity (“this is what a man is” and “this is what men

do”) to a more nuanced and useful explanation that transcends and emerges within and

around situational and individual differences. Style makes a contribution by letting the

reader see how gender specifically and identity more broadly bend to history and to

struggle as they sort out who they are as meaning-making creatures.

This approach puts me at a distance with some and aligns me with others. First, I

differ from those who say there is no male gender. Scholars like Simone de Beauvoir,

Collette Guillaumin, and Michael Kimmel have argued that because masculinity is often

perceived to be a default mechanism outside the bounds of social construction there is no

male gender (Tong 6, 179, 196; Whitehead 192). Kimmel, for example, claims that most

men see their gender as natural and inevitable (The Birth 153). I grant that there is no

autonomous, natural, or inevitable male gender operating without influence from other

markers. I maintain, however, that style can show us why gender – male or female – can
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produce a specific set of signs used to connote different types of gender used to fulfill one

aspect of a fluid identity.

I also differ from scholars who study transgressive gender performances. As I

argued in chapter one, scholars like Judith Butler, John Sloop, and Judith Halberstam

have looked at transsexual performances as a way to understand how gender is both de-

and re-stabilized (Butler Gender Trouble 175; Faludi 500; Halberstam; Mort 179; Sloop

53). Style puts me at a distance from this line of research for two reasons. First, style

acknowledges the fluid nature of identity and the rhetorical and communicative

component of identity construction in a way transgressive scholars cannot. Style is the

language that allows gender, race, and class to be read by others and in the process, helps

refute the idea that there is some essential and “more real” gendered, race, or classed

identity “out there.” Second, style avoids focusing too narrowly on the margins and

neglecting mainstream formation of identity by avoiding any distinction between the two.

It is not as if the powerful construct their identity through aesthetic dimensions and the

marginalized do not. Style is the site of struggle for both. My textual analysis chapters

support this claim. Promise Keepers and Presidential Style both use the aesthetic

dimensions of public presentation to construct their group identity, just as prisoners and

teenage Goth kids do. The style of the dominant has been shown to be more difficult to

uproot but that is only because the mainstream tucks itself within the natural and taken-

for-granted in a way the marginalized cannot.
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My approach also distances me from those who conceptualize masculinity as a

hierarchy. In chapter two, I explained how many view the impact of gender through a

hierarchical rating system in which all who fall short are subjugated. Style concedes that

power is derived from gender, but never gender alone. Our thoughts and ideas that relate

to social formation come together through a stylistic coherence that we use to evaluate

and make judgments that vary depending on the individual and the context.

Next, my approach puts distance between me and other communication scholars

who study gender. Communication scholars have long sought to answer the “what is a

man?” question by looking into what makes one person more masculine than another.

Style moves us away the limited hierarchical conceptions of identity to the more accurate

confluence of multiple markers. There are simply too many variables that influence who

is on top and who is on bottom in the hierarchical structure. Style gets us beyond this by

moving from surface-level explanations to deeper, more fundamental explanations of

how individuals become who they become.

Finally, I differ from those who have neglected the impact of style. As I have

previously argued in this chapter, for ancient rhetoricians like Aristotle, Cicero, and Hugh

Blair, and contemporary rhetoricians like Roderick Hart, to confine style to oral and

written discourse neglects the power of the aesthetic dimensions of public presentation.

Content-based linguistic analysis is one useful tool for explaining how we influence one

another, but there is another powerful form of public persuasion that cannot be

understood by tropes, schemes, and computer programs.
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Thus, I have argued for a comprehensive theory and method to discuss it.

Because the aesthetic dimensions of public presentations float loosely through us, they

are hard to articulate, much less theorize. That is especially true in contexts like the ones

discussed here where our attitudes and predispositions about whose style is appropriate

and whose is not are deeply in-grained and held in sub-conscious places. As a result, one

of the most powerful ways in which meaning is managed can come through

unquestioned, simply because it comes in the form of a Trojan Horse, under our radar and

undetected.

To highlight how I differ from others might make my approach seem a bit too

novel, or to autonomous. I do not mean to do that. There are important stands of

research with which my approach does align with. For instance, I align with social

constructionists who view gender as a product of discourse, with gender scholars who

aim to trouble unjust hierarchies of power, and with the Brummetts, Harimans, and

Ewens who do see the importance of style in organizing our social formations.

That foundation also offers me an opportunity to extend beyond the established

body of knowledge in several important ways. In the next section, I offer three specific

examples of why my approach advances and extends what we know about gender, style,

and power.
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EXTENDING THE LITERATURE

One of the most intriguing findings of this project is that traditional avenues of

power like politics and religion construct their social formations in the same way the

disempowered and marginalized do. Many of the scholars upon which I am building

make this point clearly and consistently in their analysis of those who operate on the

margins (see Hebdige, Sloop, Butler, for examples). The underlying assumption for this

work is that there is a dialectic of oscillation occurring between the margins and the

dominant that explains how the two sides exert influence on each other. In the same way

one explains masculinity by looking to femininity, one explains the dominant by looking

to the margins. The problem here is that few critical/cultural scholars have actually

looked closely at the dominant. Most grant that powerful default mechanisms are at work

in the center, but few have actually operationalized those default mechanisms in any

meaningful way. Here is where my approach makes a contribution to the literature. By

using style to expose the default categories I have offered a more theoretically and

politically useful explanation for how social markers, both on the margins and in the

dominant, construct our social formations.

The stylistic foundations of the dominant came out most clearly in the specific

way I was able to operationalize gender as a stylized construct. If the literature accepts

the premise put forth by Brummett, Hariman, Ewen and others that style is the key to

understanding our postmodern world, then it makes sense to look closely at specific

manifestations of style in action. By using the rhetoric, theory, and method of style to
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look closely at gender, I have done just that. I have advanced Hariman’s thesis that style

is political by looking closely at how style works politically in a contemporary setting and

I have advanced Brummett’s work on style as a site of social struggle by offering gender

as a mode of comparison to his working-class, Gun Culture analysis.

More specifically, my in-depth look at the intersection of gender and style offers a

definitive explanation for why the literature can tell us so little about masculinity. It has

been established that masculinity is a fragmented, contested, and unstable marker. This

project offers a better explanation as to why. For too long, masculinity has been studied

as if it were a homogenous foundation that undergirds all social formation. Style shows

us the error in this approach. Style shows that masculinity, like all other markers,

explains social formation only as a complex and loosely connected coalition of

fragmented markers. In other words, the reason so little is known about what a man is

and what a man does is because scholars have been using the wrong lens. With style, we

now know better.

MAJOR IMPLICATIONS

The multiplicitous nature of identity propelled me to engage style as the most

useful way to account for the varying confluences of identity. The value of shifting to

style is evidenced by reviewing the findings of my two case studies. Positioning style as

primary in the analysis of Promise Keepers meant I had to quit trying to find out what

type of masculinity dominated Promise Keepers discourse and instead, look into how a
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Promise Keeper identity came together stylistically in a way that constituted and reflected

the group’s subject position. I also shifted my inquiry in chapter five from an

examination of the gender markers used to create a Presidential Style to the overlapping

and intersecting confluence of gender, race and ethnicity, and class and locale. The

theoretical implications produced by the primacy of style resulted in knowing more about

the limitations of masculine studies, knowing more about identity formation as a piece of

social and cultural ontology, and knowing more about power, politics, and the markers

that predict and determine social prestige and material success.

Furthermore, style as a method offers a way to see the complexity and power of

identity formation in useful ways. Unique because few have offered a sound theoretical

basis for mapping the intersectionality of identity formation and useful because style as a

method offers a more practical and thorough account of a powerful facet of human

communication. The literature has established that more bass in a speaking voice is read

to be more credible than a higher tone (Daly); that if a job candidate has a name that is

read to be black, he or she will have a harder time getting an interview (Levitt &

Dubner); and that job recruiters make important judgments about interviewees within the

first five to 30 seconds of an interview (Maysonave Casual Power). Style as a method

offers a better understanding of why.

The political implications of style help rebut the good deal of criticism that holds

that style is meaningless because it only explains surface perceptions that have little to do

with substantive reality. More specifically, style as a method explains how style as an
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object functions politically. Drawing from the work of Robert Hariman, style lends itself

to politics because style draws on the universal elements of the human condition that

organize our social arrangements into customary sets of communication designs

(Political Style 100). In other words, style can be the mechanism for empowerment and

disempowerment. Style facilitates the battle over meanings, and thus, resources as well.

In my project, this meant that style the method illuminated the intersectionality of

identity in a richer, more comprehensive way than relying on a single category. In turn,

this project reveals more about the grounds upon which political struggle is waged. For

example, style as a method offers up a way to both disable inaccurate modes of

assessment and introduce more nuanced alternatives. In other words, style as a method

fleshes out the hegemonic function of singular versions of identity. Singular versions of

identity, including race, gender, and class, contribute to the construction of idealized

versions of identity and the collapsing of any competing forms. As I have previously

argued, masculinity has historically been used to construct hierarchies of power based on

who could fulfill the most valued masculine traits. But style the method shows us the

intersectionality that allows someone to assume a position of high social status that gets

beyond a single category. The person who can assume the traditional Presidential Style

does not sit at the top of the hierarchy of power simply because he is a man who assumes

the most valued masculine traits. He is on top of the hierarchy because he assumes the

most valued human traits. These certainly include gender (and a particular version of

masculinity), but also race (white) and class (rich). Presidential does not just account for
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the ideal man; it accounts for the ideal human. Style as a method therefore moves us

away from singular, idealized, and most importantly, insufficient explanations of social

formation and closer to more accurate and more nuanced accounts of who we value and

why.

The ability to disable single category accounts of identity also gives us a way to

contest oppressive forms of identity creation that hegemonically excludes all who fall

short of the socially sanctioned, uniformed, and idealized representations of who we

should be. This is especially meaningful for those outside of traditional sites of power

formation. Recalling the low information rationality theory put forth by Anthony Downs

helps recognize why stylistic heuristics do the most damage to the marginalized and

oppressed. It is most often the poor, disenfranchised, and disempowered who suffer from

single category identity formation because the identities of the marginalized and

powerless are often read through a particular coherence of styles that facilitates a lesser

social status.

The final political outcome of style as a method increases our understanding of

human communication by offering up a way to undo the constraints that undermine one’s

personhood and limit the capacity to live a viable life. In other words, there are sound

systematic alternatives to the way single categories construct hierarchies of power that

style as a method helps us see more clearly. The deep reading of Promise Keepers and

Presidential Style in this dissertation can serve as evidence. The Promise Keeper

organization attempted to explain the alienation and fragmentation of their constituents
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by using a single category. What they failed to recognize was that their alienation and

fragmentation more accurately came from a combination of identity gaps that hindered

their ability to define themselves as humans. And because so many PK men connected

their masculine identity to their human identity they could not see beyond their failures

within that single category. The emphasis on the single category then inhibited the

group’s ability to become diverse because they could not uproot themselves from their

exclusive foundation. Promise Keepers began with “We are not like them” (women), but

that mindset also lends itself to “We are not like them either (people of color), “or them”

(poor or working class). It might have been wiser for Promise Keepers to have focused

on recovering their constituent’s humanity, not just their masculinity.

Style as a method also offers a sound systematic alternative to the narrow and

exclusive political style I covered in chapter five. More specifically, style lends further

support to the claim that image-based campaigns hurt the nation’s ability democratic

capacity. How qualified a candidate is should not be based on any gendered, raced, or

classed image, but instead on experience, voting record, and policy leanings. It has been

established that competence, intelligence, and judgment are read off of style as an object.

With style the method, this project reveals more about the complexity of those judgments

beyond hegemonic masculinity and how distracting and dangerous those judgments can

be. Hillary Clinton’s hair style should never have been as important as her voting record,

and her pantsuits never as important as her failed attempt at health care reform.
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LIMITATIONS

Despite the theoretical and political usefulness style offers there are limits to its

explanatory power that must be addressed. In this section, I lay out three specific

limitations of style. The purpose here is to acknowledge the limitations of this project in

an effort to show that style does answers part of an exciting puzzle and but also makes

room for a set of important future inquires.

1. My findings are idiosyncratic and fanciful. Edward Schiappa is his 2008 book Beyond

Representational Correctness lays out a limitation common to the type of ideological

criticism undertaken in this dissertation. Schiappa argues that those interested in

studying how texts influence attitudes and beliefs – especially those concerned with

heteronormativity, racism, sexism, and classism –must engage multiple theories and

multiple perspectives such as surveys and focus groups.

Schiappa and others like him make a valid point that needs to be addressed. If

any pattern can be asserted and there always is the possibility of different readings, how

do I know what I claim to know? I grant that there are limits to what an ideological critic

like me can say about an artifact and how that artifact functions for an audience, but I

maintain that ideological criticism is still the best method for opening up texts. As I

have previously argued, hegemonies are subtle. That’s what makes them hegemonic.

This means that audiences cannot simply be asked what kind of meaning they garner
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from a text because they may not know what they do not know or they may not know

what they think they know.

Three specific mechanisms were employed in this dissertation that ensures my

reading was not idiosyncratic or fanciful. First, a level of specialized training has kept

me honest. My education has helped me attain a level of expertise that best positions me

in a way that decodes the text and ascertains its likely influence in a more nuanced way

than the average audience member. Second, I stayed honest by relying on a specific

methodology. Any pattern can be asserted but those findings must be supported by

adequate methodological rigor. The structural components employed in this dissertation,

for example, help ensure that my findings do not rely on the reader simply trusting my

judgment, but more importantly, can be seen by the reader herself. Third, the reliance on

my training and my methodology help me glean textually-driven findings supported by

enough evidence. In other words, I can be reasonably sure of my findings because my

texts support them. The text kept me honest because of the redundancy, multiplicity, and

convergence of the signs within the text facilitate the reading (Brummett Rhetoric of Style

119). Ultimately, I am not arguing that my findings facilitate the only reading or that my

findings are capable of exhausting the text, but only that the evidence gleaned from the

texts can come through in a readily available way that can be seen by the audience.
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2. By studying how the powerful maintain power my findings could serve a hegemonic

function that reaffirms the center. Admittedly, there is a danger is studying traditional

avenues of power like politics and religion, especially considering the trend in

critical/cultural studies to focus on the margins. This is especially salient in my

dissertation because my subjects maintain an inordinate amount of social and material

capital. The president is the most powerful person in the world and the men who make

up Promise Keepers are the white, heterosexual, middle to upper-class men who most

likely guide the direction of their churches and their communities. The concern here

could be that as I investigate the exclusivity of those traditional avenues of power I am

also reaffirming the position of those in power.

I rebut this limitation by redirecting the reader to the method rather than the

subjects of analysis. By exposing the method of empowerment and disempowerment I

am illuminating the tool used to marginalize and oppress. Style may explain how the

powerful hold onto their power in subtle, hegemonic ways, but style can also serve a

counter-hegemonic function by helping to shed light on an important tool of oppression.

Hegemony is about consent, but if the oppressed do not know what they are consenting

to, they cannot combat their oppression. Kevin Spacey, playing the part of Keyser Soze

in the film The Usual Suspects, says that the greatest trick the devil ever pulled was

convincing the world he didn’t exist. In many cases, style is that devil because style can

explain why the voices, feelings, and practices of the marginalized are kept out of

important avenues of power. Style is the vehicle which moves the disempowered to the
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margins by facilitating a connection from surface judgments to important deeper

connections about worth and competence.

3. My findings force us to question the value of identity politics. Linda Alcoff has argued

that individual difference can serves as an important rallying point for progressive

politics. Social identities, the argument goes, like race, ethnicity, and gender are the most

telling predictors of social power and success so we need to acknowledge differences in

social identity in order to build coalitions of progressive politics and critique the

unexamined forms of nationalism, whiteness, and patriarchy that too often work to

subtlety marginalize and oppress (Alcoff viii, 6; see also Radway 9 ).

I grant that identity politics has served as the foundation for progressive politics

but I would argue that in a postmodern world, a shift away from identity politics is

needed. Identity politics is ontologically more limited than style. The question, on a

more metaphorical level, is whether the master’s tools (style) can dismantle the master’s

house (deeply embedded forms of hegemonic oppression). If style is the tool - the sign-

vehicle keeping out those who don’t belong – then style can also be the tool used to move

the marginalized into the center. This dissertation has shown repeatedly that it is hard to

make accurate sense of another person through a single category, whether that category is

marginalized or not. It is even harder to glean any political efficacy out of single

category identity markers. More useful, instead, is to use style to look into the

overlapping and intersecting of several markers that constitute and reflect subjectivity
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identity. The overlapping stylistic coherences that come together need to be understood

before any political usefulness can emerge, and in turn, offering a more political useful

form of progressive politics.

CONCLUSION

It is customary to end a critical piece of scholarship by pointing to a more

optimistic future and in turn, apologizing for the effect of the subject under investigation.

It does make sense to apologize for gender. And not just for the way over-valuing gender

has misled us theoretically and methodologically, but also for the harmful practical

effects of gender. Although I don’t think gender works autonomously here, it is still one

marker that has a dramatic impact on who gets to live a fulfilled life and who does not.

Gender is one of the means by which people are dispossessed. Both men and women can

be trapped within a position not of their own making and chained to a series of hopelessly

unrealistic expectations. These expectations undermine both our physical health and

psychological happiness, and ultimately have a negative impact on the people with whom

we work and live. I do not mean to argue that my project offers the remedy to these

problems. However, a greater appreciation of style can, in part, help us understand some

of the foundational conceptions of how and why gender has such an important political

impact.

A number of solutions have been proposed inside and outside of academia.

Teddy Roosevelt, the mythopoetic men’s movement, and the recent influx “Godly
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masculine discourse” would tell men to go on a hike and return to the wilderness in order

to restore their lost authentic masculinity. Hugh Hefner and the authors of the new genre

of men’s magazine would advise men to remain indoors, make a lot of money, and spend

that money to attract the women and the consumables that define a man’s place in this

world. Others from the religious right might call for a return to strictly codified gender

roles based on the fixed and stable features common to all members of a natural kind. In

contrast, critical feminists and transgressive gender scholars would continue their quest to

challenge these essentialist or God-given notions of gender and make loose strict gender

binds. More specifically, they would advise men to disregard conventional gender norms

as a way to open up the possibility for an androgynous and more viable existence.

My project helps facilitate another solution. An alternative grounded in style

helps to account for the complex process that constitutes and reflects all the different

aspects of our identity. Style offers us a practical way to change people by changing how

they understand the world and the meanings they see in the rhetorical dimensions of our

day-to-day existence. In this section, I argue that the best social and political outcome

comes from abolishing the concept all together.

Some have argued that it would be best to revalue the dimensions attached to

particular stylistic coherences. Oppression comes, in part, from connecting less valuable

traits to less valuable identities. Therefore, opening up oppressive identity constraints

starts with rearranging the value our society places on whom and what is powerful and

who and what is not. I would like to go farther than this. My project tells us that we
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cannot trust masculinity - traditional or redefined - to solve the problems outlined here.

Because masculinity is fundamentally inadequate, it will always be reaching for more

conquest, prestige, and power. Blocks of power are unstable and insatiable. So is

masculinity. Even a revalued masculinity will not sit still. The concept inevitably leads

to boundaries and exclusions.

Therefore, the ultimate goal is to abolish single category identities and move to

broader conceptions of what it means to be human. As Robert Jensen argues, any short

term effort to re-value and re-define gender must also recognize the theoretical and

political problems inherent in the category itself (138). Because particular stylistic

coherences are the means by which people are oppressed and marginalized, it will take

more than just a redefinition of gender or race as single categories. It will take the

complete abolishment of them.

Abolishing a category like masculinity in favor of humanity recognizes that even

if we attach pro-social values (compassion, love, and service) to a single category that

attachment is inaccurate because those traits have little to do with gender. Men may

encompass a kind of strength rooted in caring and sacrifice instead of power and

dominance but again, men do not have a monopoly on caring and strength (Jensen 144).

Rather, those pro-social values are human qualities not restricted to one gendered, raced,

or classed identity.

The outcome of this process is a more androgynous society where individuals of

all identities have increased options for personal development. We would be liberated
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from ideals at the top of any category. Promise Keeper men would quit excluding based

on gender and define their organization based on pro-social qualities that all humans can

assume. Political candidates would cease to be evaluated based on how well they fit

within a narrow and exclusive style and thus, open up what it means to be a competent

and qualified politician. The intersection and overlapping of style constitutes a more

consistent application of individual freedom, democracy, and just systems of power.
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